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RPTS CASIVELL

DCMN ROSEN

THE FINA}TCIAL CRISTS AI\trD THE

ROLE OF FEDERAL REGULATORS

Thursday, October 23, 2008

House of Representatives,

Committee on Oversight and

Government Reform,

Iatrashington, D. C.

The committee met, pursuant to caII, ât 1-0:OO a.m., in
Room 2L54, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A.

lrlaxman [chairman of the committee] presidíng.

Present: Representatives Ïatraxrnan, Maloney, Cummings,

Kucinich, Tierney, Iatratson, Lynch, Yarmuth, Norton, McCol1um,

Cooper, Van Ho11en, Hodes, Murphy, Sarbanes, Davis of

Virginia, Shays, Mica, Souder, Platts, Issa, Bilbray, and

Sa1i.

Staff Present: Phil Barnett, Staff Director and Chief

Counsel; Kristin Amer1ing, General Counsel; Stacia Cardi11e,

Counsel; David Rapallo, Chief Investigative Counsel; Theo
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Chuang, Deputy Chief fnvestigative Counsel; 'John üTilliams,

Deputy Chief Investigative Counsel; Roger Sherman, Deputy

Chief Counsel; Margaret Daum, Counsel; David Leviss, Senior

Investigative Counsel-; Karen Lightfoot, Communications

Director and Senior Pol-icy Advisor; Caren Auchman,

Communications Associate; Daniel Davis, Professional- Staff

Member; Zhongrui Deng, Chief Information Officer; Rob Cobbs,

Special AssisLant; Mitch Smiley, Staff Assistant,' Jennifer

Owens, Special Assista.nt; Brian Cohen, Senior Investigator

and Policy Advisor; Ear1ey Green, Chief Clerk; ,Jennifer

Berenholz, Assistant Clerk; Leneal Scott, Information Systems

Manager ¡ I'arry Halloran, Minority Staf f Director; .fennifer

Safavian, Minority Chief Counsel for Oversight and

Investigations; Brien Beattie, Minority Professional Staff
Member; Mo11y Boy1, Minority Professional Staff Member; .fohn

Cuaderes, Minority Senior Investigator and Policy Advisor;

Nick Palarino, Minority Senior Investigator and Policy

Advisor; Adam Fromm, Minority Professional Staff Member; Todd

Greenwood, Minority Professional Staff Member; Patrick Lyden,

Par.liamentarian and Member Services Coordinator; Larry Brady,

Minority Senior Investigator and Po1icy Advisor; Brian

McNicoll, Minority Communications Director; Benjamin Chance,

Minority Professional Staff Member; and Alex Cooper, Minority

Professional Staff Member.
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The committee will please come toChairman hTAXI{AN.

order.

Today is our fourth hearing into the ongoing financial

crisis. Our previous three hearings focused on the private

sector. Our first hearing examined the bankruptcy of Lehman

Brothers. We learned that this investment bank failed after
it made highly leveraged investments that plummeted in va1ue.

Our second hearing examined the falI of AIG. We learned

that this huge insurance company was brought to the brink of

bankruptcy by speculation in unregulated derivatives called

credit default swaps.

Our third hearing, which we hel-d yesterday, examined the

role of credit rating agencies. v'Ie learned that these f irms

sacrificed their rating standards--and their credibility--for

short-term gains in sales volumes.

Each of these case studies is different, but they share

common themes. ïn each case, corporate excess and greed

enriched company executives at enormous cost to shareholders

and our economy. In each case, these abuses could have been

prevented if Federal regulators had paid more attention and

intervened with responsible regulations.

This brings us to today's hearing. Our focus todäy is
the actions and inaction of Federal regulators. For too

1ong, the prevailing attitude in Washington has been that the

market always knows best. The Federal Reserve had the
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authority to stop the irresponsible lending practices that

fueled the subprime mortgage market, but it's long-time

chairman, Alan Greenspan, rejected pleas that he intervene.

The SEC had the authority to insist on tighter standards for

credit rating agencies, but it did nothing, despite urging

from Congress

The Treasury Department coul-d have led the charge for

responsible oversight of financial- derivatives. Instead, it
joined the opposition. The list of regulatory mistakes and

misjudgments is Iong, and the cost to taxpayers and our

economy is staggering.

The SEC relaxed leverage standards on Wal1 Street, the

Offices of Thrift Supervision and the Comptroll-er of the

Currency preempted State efforts to protect home buyers from

predatory lending. The .ïustice Department slashed its

efforts to prosecute white-colIar fraud

Congress ís not exempt from responsibility. We passed

legislation in 2000 that exempted financial derivatives from

regulation, and we took too 1ong, until earlier this year, to

pass legislation strengthening oversight of Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac-

Over and over again, ideology trumped governance. Our

regulators became enablers rather than enforcers. Their

trust in the wisdom of the markets was infinite. The mantra

became government regulation is $/rong, the market is
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infallib1e.

Our focus today is financial regulation, but this

deregulatory philosophy spreads across government. It

explains why lead got into our children's toys and why

evacuees from Hurricane Katrina hrere housed in trailers fail

f ill-ed with formaldehyde.

Today we will ask our witnesses hard questions about the

regulatory decisions they made and they failed to make, but f

want them to know I value their public service and thei.r

cooperation with the committee. Our committee house stayed

busy in recent weeks, âs we have held hearings on the

financial crisis, and I want al-l- the members to know how much

I appreciate their invol-vement in these hearings.

It's not easy to travel to Ï¡lashington when Congress is

out of session, especially with an election looming. But the

issues we are examining are of immense importance to our

Nation, and I am proud of the work \^te are doing, and

especially the contribution of members of the committee.

[Prepared statement of Mr. I¡traxman follows:]

******** INSERT 1--1_ ********



Opening Statement of Rep. Henry A. Waxman
Chairman, Committee on Oversight and Government Reform

The Financiat Crisis and the Role of Federal Regulators
October 23,2008

Today is our fourth hearing into the ongoing financial

crisis.

Our previous three hearings focused on the private sector.

Our first hearing examined the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers.

We learned that this investment bank failed after it made highly

leveraged investments that plummeted in value.

Our second hearing examined the fall of AIG. We learned

thatthis huge insurance company was brought to the brink of

bankruptcy by speculation in unregulated derivatives called

credit default swaps.

Our third hearing, which we held yesterday, examined the

role of creditratingagencies. V/e learned that these firms

sacrificed their rating standards - and their credibility - for

short-term gains in sales volumes.



Each of these case studies is different. But they share

common themes. In each case, corporate excess and greed

enriched company executives at enormous cost to shareholders

and our economy.

And in each case, these abuses could have been prevented

if federal regulators had paid more attention and intervened with

responsible regulations.

This brings us to today's hearing. Our focus today is the

actions - and inaction - of federal regulators.

For too long, the prevailing attitude in Washington has

been that the market always knows best. The Federal Reserve

had the authority to stop the irresponsible lending practices that

fueled the subprime mortgage market. But its long-time

Chairman, Alan Greenspan, rejected pleas that he intervene.

2



The SEC had the authority to insist on tighter standards for

credit rating agencies. But it did nothing despite urgings from

Congress.

The Treasury Department could have led the charge for

responsible oversight of financial derivatives. Instead, it joined

the opposition.

The list of regulatory mistakes and misjudgments is long,

and the cost to tærpayers and our economy is staggering. The

SEC relaxed leverage standards on Wall Street. The Offices of

Thrift Supervision and the Comptroller of the Currency

preempted state efforts to protect homebuyers from predatory

lending. And the Justice Department slashed its efforts to

prosecute white collar fraud.

Congress is not exempt from responsibility. We passed

legislation in 2000 that exempted financial derivatives from

regulation. And we took too long - until earlier this yeat - to

pass legislation strengthening oversight of Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac.



Over and over again, ideology trumped governance. Our

regulators became enablers rather than enforcers. Their trust in

the wisdom of the markets was infinite. The mantra became:

goveniment regulation is wrong and the market is infallible.

Our focus today is financial regulation. But this

deregul atory philosophy spread across government. It explains

why lead got into our children's toys and why evacuees from

Hurricane Katrina were housed in trailers filled with

formaldehyde.

Today we will ask our witnesses hard questions about the

regulatory decisions they made and failed to make. But I want

them to know that I value their public service and their

cooperation with the Committee.

4



Our Committee has stayed busy in recent weeks as we have

held hearing after hearing on the financial crisis. I want all

members to know how much I appreciate their involvement in

these hearings. It is not easy to travel to Washington when

Congress is out of session, especially with an election looming.

But the issues we are examining are of immense importance to

our nation. I am proud of the work we are doing and especially

the contributions of the members of this Committee.

5
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Chairman V'IAXMAN. Mr. Davis, I want to recognize you.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Let me just say yesterday f agreed. with your opening

statement and associated myself wíth it. Today f am in
disagreement with much of what you have to say.

Of all the hearings we have had so far on the causes

effects of the economic crisis, I think today's testimony

discussion gives us the opportunity to talk for the first
time about the systems and structures meant to maintain

stability and root out abusive practices in financial
markets.

I hope this distinguished panel will help us cut to the

core of the financial problems r¡re have encountered. At that

core lies Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac: Government-sponsored

enterprises that dominated the mortgage finance marketplace

and gave quasi official sanction to the opaque, high-risk
investments sti11 radiating g1oba1 toxic shock waves from the

epicenter of their subprime sinkhole. By the way, these were

areas where we did try to regulate in some on our side and

rl'rere stopped from the other side of the aisle from bringing

regulation in earlier.

Our earlier hearings have focused on important, but to
be honest, somewhat tangential issues, a unique case bailout,
a bankruptcy, flawed credit ratings, executive compensation,

and the cost of corporate retreats. No one is minimizing or

and

and
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defending corporate malfeasance. û'Ie share the outrage of

most Americans at the greed that blinded Wall Street to its

civic duty to protect Main Street.

But this committee can take a broader view of the

patchwork of Federal financial regulators built by accretion

after each cyclical crisis and artificially subdivided behind

Congress' jurisdictional wa1ls. No single agency, by action

or omission, caused this crisis, and no existing agency alone

can repair the damage or prevent the next, some believable,

inevitabl-e, booming and bust.

It wasn't deregulation that allowed this crisis. It was

the mishmash of regulations and regulators, each with too

narrow a view of increasingly integrated national and g1oba1

markets. The words "regulation" and "deregulation" are not

absolute goods and evi1s, nor are they meaningful policy

prescriptions. The dynamic structure of our markets has made

creating an enduring regulatory system a perennial and

bipartisan challenge.

After the 1-933 commercial bank failures, the

Glass-Steaga11 Act separated investment and commercial

banking activities and established the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation, restoring public confidence in the

banking system.

But by irggg, the marketplace had outgrown these

post-depression rul-es. The increasingly globa1 market 1ed
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the Congress and a Democratic president to adopt the

Gramm-Leach-B1iley Act, repealing Glass-Steagal1, and

allowing commercial banks to diversify and underwrite in

trade securities. That was not regulation for deregulation's

sake. These activities r¡/ere seen by many as actually

reducing risk for banks through diversification, and allowing

banks to compete in a rapidly globalizing marketplace.

When Enron and other scandafs erupted earlier this

decade, Congress respond with Sarbanes-Oxley, putting new

regulations on public companies. The bípartisan Band-Aid

approach to oversight and regulation continued.

In the past few years, the market, as it tends to do,

changed again. New securities were created and traded and,

once again, analog government was out of sync with the

digital wor1d.

Vühile regulators pushed paper, the quants pushed

electrons, moving money around the globe at the speed of

Iight. Free markets are constantly evolving and innovating.

Regulators by Iaw, bureaucratic custom or just bad habit tend

to remain static. Modernization to Federal regulatory

structures have to take account of the new globa1 dynamics to

restore the transparency, confidence and critical checks and

balances necessary to sustain us as a great economic povter.

All of our witnesses today voiced some level of alarm

about dangers to the total financial system posed by
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hlperactive subprime tending and its high yíeId, high-risk

progeny, collateralized debt obligations, derivatives and

other exotic and other unregulated mortgage backed

instruments.

Some of those were intentionally de,signed to slip

between exísting regulatory definitions. Is a credit default

swap an investment vehicle or insurance agreement? Should

they be considered futures contracts regulated by the

Commodities Future Trading Commission or securities under the

purview of the SEC? Today's testimony should help us begin

to answer these questions and describe the shape and scope of

a modern, flexible, digital regulatory structure for the

future. We need smart regulation that aligns the incentives

of corfsumers, lenders and borrowers to achieve stable and

healthy markets based on transparency and good faith.

Mr. Greenspâfl, Mr. Snow, Mr. Cox, I hope you will give

us your thoughts on the core issues that 1ed to this crisis,

and, more importantly, your ideas on a framework for the lean

but supple regulatory approach that can defect, and hopefully

protect, the irrational exuberance, over-the-top risk taking

.and consequent collapse that inflicts such damage to our

economic life.

In this political season, the search for villains is

understandable, and, in some respects, healthy.

While we are at it, we mi-ght ask ourselves why the
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Congress didn't convene these hearings last March when market

turbulence first turned toxics. There's plenty of blame to

go around as we try to unravel the wildly complex tangle of

people, private companies, government agencies and market

forces that is choking modern capitalism.

We have all played a part in this crisis, and,

hopefully, we have all learned invaluable fessons- But

retribution needs to be tempered by wisdom. There's an

apocrl4ghal tale by about the great American industrialist,

Andrew Carnegie, that I think explains srhy. It seems one of

his lawyers made a mistake in drafting a contract that cost

Carnegie $1-OO,OOO. VÍhen he was asked why he didn't fire the

attorney, Carrregie replied, "hleI1, I just spend $1-00,000

training him.

I¡1e11, we are learning some expensi-ve lessons and

hopefully will put them to good use.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman WÐffAN. Mr. Davis--

Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman, I have a unanimous consent

request.

Chairman VüAXIúIAN. The gentleman will state his unanimous

consent request

Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for the

record, and also distribute to the members, a copy of a

l-etter which is signed by myself, in fact, all members that
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are here today, on our side of the aisle, and other leaders

in Congress, requesting the Attorney General of tire United

States appoint a general counsel, a special prosecutor. As

you recall--

Chairman WAXIúIAN. The unanimous consent is to put the

document into the record?

Mr. MICA. Yes. If you recall, during the hearing--

Chairman V'IAXI"IAN. Over the objection--is there any

objection, because you are not recognized for a speech.

The unanimous consent request--

Mr. MICA. V'IeI1, Ï just wanted to explain that this

hearing is being hijacked

Chairman V[A)fiqAN. WeII, there is objection, and the

gentleman is no longer recognized.

Mr. MICA. Coverage before--

Chairman üIAXMAN. We have before us noI^I- -

Mr. MICA. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. After next week.

Chairman WAXMAN. The gentleman will cease his comments

so r^re can go ahead with our hearing.

Mr. MICA. Thank you for allowing me to successfully put

that thought.

Chairman VüAXIVIAN. We are pleased to welcome for our

hearing today three very distinguished witnesses. Alan

Greenspan, former Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Dr.

Greenspan served as Chairman of the Board of Governors of the
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Federal Reserve system for 18 years.

Under President Ford, Dr. Greenspan was the Chairman of

the President's Council of Economic Advisors- He also served

as Chairman of the National Commission on Social Security

reform and the Economic Policy Advisory Board under President

Reagan. He currently serves as President of Greenspan

Associates, LLC.

christopher cox, chairman of the securities and Exchange

commission, Mr. cox is currently the chairman of the

Securities and Exchange Commission. He was svtorn in on

August 3, 2005. Mr. Cox was a Member Of congress for 1'7

years, serving in the majority leadership of the u.s. House

of Representatives. Under President Reagan he served as a

senior associate counsel in the white House'

John snow, former secretary of the Trgasury. Mr. Snow

is the former Secretary of the Treasury under President Bush'

Mr. Snow served for 3 years in that pOsition and worked

closely with the frThite House on a broad portfolio of economic

policy issues. Prior to becoming Treasury secretary, Mr-

Snow served as Chairman and CEO of CSX Corporation. Mr' Snow

also served at the Department of Transportation during both

the Nixon and Ford administrations.
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STATEMENTS OF AI,AT{ GREENSPAN, FORMER CHATRMAN OF THE FEDERAL

RESERVE BOARD; CHRISTOPHER COX, CHAIRMAN OF THE SECURITTES

AND EXCI¡1NGE COMMISSION; AIitrD iIOHN SNOT/'I, FORMER SECRETARY OF

THE TREASURY

Chairman üTAXMAN. We are pleased to welcome the three of

you today. Your testimony will be in the record in its

entirety. It is the practice of this committee that all

witnesses testify before us d.o so under oath. So I woul-d

like to request the three of you please to stand and raise

your right hands

lWitnesses sworn. ]

Chairman WAXIVIAN. The record hlil1 indicate that each of

the witnesses answered in the affirmatÍve.

I¡le are here today in this hearing to hear from you and

to be able to question you. I want to thank each of you for

coming, because you have an enormous amount to contribute to

our understanding of the financial mess that we are in now,

and to give us our ideas of where we go for the future.

As I said, your prepared statements were going to be in

the record in fuIl

I am going to recogníze each of you- We ordinarily ask

oral presentations be no more than 5 minutes. I¡le will

a cIock, but we will not enforce that 5 minutes

that

keep
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rigorously, but we do want that clock to be there to inform

you that the green light is on tor 4 minutes, the orange

light means there's l- minute Ieft. When the red light is oD,

the 5 minutes has expired.

If you are mindful of that fact, You might then

contemplate winding down, but we will not interrupt any of

the witnesses' presentations because what you have to say is

so very important, and you are the only three witnesses we

have for today's hearing.

Dr. Greenspan, we want to start with you. There's a

button on the base the mike. You are not inexperienced in

testifying before Congress, so I will recognize you to

proceed as you see fit.

Mr. GREENSPAI\T. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman-

Chairman V'IA)ilvIAN. PulI the microphone a little closer to

you.

STATEMENT OF ALAN GREENSPAI\Ï

Mr. GREENSPAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman- I

appreciate having an extra few minutes, because I will run

slightly over. I will try to do it as expeditiously as

possible.

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Davis and members of the
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committee, thank you for this opportunity to testify.

Mr. SIAYS. Coul-d you just put the mike a littIe closer,

Mr. Greenspan. Thank you, that will help.

Mr. GREENSPAI{. Thank you for this opportunity to

testify before you this morning. We are in the midst of a

once in a century credit tsunami. Central banks and

governments are being required to take unprecedented

measures. You, importantly, represent those on whose behalf

represent economic policy is made, those who are feeling the

brunt of the crisis in their workplaces and homes. I hope to

address those concerns today

This morning, I would like to provide my views on the

sources of the crisis, what policies can best address the

financial crisis going forward and how I expect the economy

to perform in the near and long term. I also want to discuss

how my thinking has evolved and what I have l-earned this past

yeat.

In 2005, I raised concerns that the protracted period of

underpricing of risk, if history was any guide, would have

díre consequences. The crisis, however, has turned out to be

much broader than anything I could have ímagined. It has

morphed from one grip by liquidity restraints to one in which

f ears of j-nsolvency are no\^I paramount.

Given the financial damage to date, I cannot see how we

can avoid a significant rise in layoffs and unemployment.
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Fearful American households are attempting to adjust as best

they can to a rapid contractíon in credit availability,

threats to retirement funds and increased job insecurity.

All of this implies a marked retrenchment of consuiner

spending, âs households try to divert an increasing part of

their incomes to replenish depleted assets, not only in

401(k)s, but in the value of their homes as weI1. Indeed, a

necessary condition for this crisis to end is the

stabilization of home prices in the United States. They will

stabilize and clarify the level of equity in U.S. homes, the

ultimate collateral support for the vafue of much of the

world' s mortgage-backed securities.

At a minimum, stabilization of home prices is sti1l many

months in the future. Í'Ihen it arrives, the market f reeze

should begin to measurably thaw, and frightened investors

will take tentatíve steps towards reengagement with risk-

Broken market ties among banks, pension and hedge funds, and

all tlpes of nonfinancial businesses, will become

reestablished, and our complex global economy will move

forward.

Between then and now, however, to avoid severe

retrenchment, banks and other financial íntermediaries will

need the support that only the substitution of sovereign

credit for private credit can bestow. The $700 billion

Troubled Assets Relief Program is adequate to serve that
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need. rndeed, the impact is already being felt. Yield

spreads are narrowing.

As I wrote last March, those of us who have looked to

the self-interest of lending institutions to protect

shareholders equity, myself especially, are in a state of

shocked disbelief. Such counterparty surveillance is a

central pillar of our financial markets state of bal-ance.

If it fails, âs occurred this year, market stability is

undermined.

Trlhat went wrong with global economic policies that had

worked so effectively for nearly four decades? The breakdown

has been most apparent in the securitizaLion of home

mortgages. The evidence strongly suggests that without the

excess demand from securitizerst subprime mortgage

originations, undeniably the original source of the crisis,

would have been far smaller and defaults, accordingly, far

fewer.

But subprime mortgages, pooled and sol-d as securities,

became subject to explosive demand from investors around the

world. These mortgage-backed securities, being subprime,

hrere originally offered at what appeared to be exceptionally

high risk-adjusted market interest rates. But with the U.S.

home prices still rising, delinquency and foreclosure rates

$rere deceptively modest. Losses were minimal. To the most

sophisticated investors in the world, they were wrongly
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viewed as a steal.

The consequent surge in g1oba1 demand for U.S. subprime

securities by banks, hedge and pension funds, supported by

unrealistically positive rating designations by credit

agencies, $ras, in my judgment, the core of the problem.

Demand became so aggressive that too many securitizer^s and

lenders believed they $tere able to create and selI

mortgage-backed secuiities so quickly, that they never put

their shareholders' capital at risk, and, hence, did not have

the incentive to evaluate the credit quality of what they

hrere selIing.
Pressures on lenders to supply more paper collapsed

subprime underwriting standards from 2OO5 forward.

Uncritical acceptance of credit ratings by purchasers of

these toxic assets has led to huge losses.

It r,'ras the failure to properly price such risky assets

that precipitated the crisis. In recent decades, a vast risk

management and pricing system has evolved, combining the best

insights with mathematicians and finance experts, supported

by major advances in computer and communications technology.

A Nobel Prize was awarded for discovery of the pricing

model that underpins much of the advance in derivatives

markets. This modern risk management paradigm held sway for

decades. The whole intellectual edifice, ho\arever, collapsed

in the summer of last year, because the data inputted into
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the risk management models generally covered only the past

two decades, a period of euphoria

Instead, the model has been fitted more appropriately to

historic periods of stress, capital requirements would have

been much higher, and the financial world would be in far

better shape today, in my judgment.

Ialhen, in August of 2007, markets eventually trashed the

credit agencies rosy ratings, a blanket of uncertainty

descended on the community. Doubt was indiscriminately cast

on pricing of securities that had any taint of subprime

backlog- -backing.

As much as I would have preferred otherwise, in this

financial environment I see no choice but to require that all

securiti zers retain a meaningful part of the securities they

issue. This will offset, in part, market deficiencies

stemming from the failures of counterpartry surveillance.

There are additional regulatory changes at this

breakdown of the central pi11ar of competitive markets

requires in order to return to stability, particulart.y, in

the areas of fraud, settlement and securitization.

It is important to remember, however, that whatever

regulatory changes are made, they will pale in comparison to

the exchange already evídent in today's markets. Those

markets for an indefinite futuré will be far more restrained

than with any currently contemplated nel¡/ regulatory regime.
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The financial landscape that will greet the end of the

crisis will be far different from the one that entered it

little more than a year ago. Investors, chastened, will be

exceptionally cautious. Structured investment vehicles,

Al-t-A mortgages, and a myriad of other exotic financial

instruments are not no\^I, and are unlikety to ever find

willing buyers.

Regrettably, also on that list are subprime mortgages,

the market for which has virtually disappeared. Home and

small business ownership are vital commitments to a

community. l{e should thus seek ways to reestablish a more

sustainable subprime mortgage market. This crisis will pass'

and America will reemerge with a far sounder financial-

system.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman WA)ffiAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Greenspan.

fPrepared statement of Mr. Greenspan follows:]

******** INSERT 1-2 ********
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Committee of Government Oversightand Reform
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for this opportunity to testifr before you this moming.

We are in the midst of a once-in-a century credit tsunami. Central banks and

governments are being required to take unprecedented measures. You, importantly,

represent those on whose behalf economic policy is made, those who are feeling the brunt

of the crisis in their worþlaces and homes. I hope to address their concerns today.

This morning, I would like to provide my views on the sources of the crisis, what

policies can best address the financial crisis going forward, and how I expect the

economy to perform inthe near and longer term.. I also want discuss how my thinking

has evolved and what I have learned in this past year.

' In 2005,I raised concerns that the protracted period of underpricing of risk, if

history \Mas any guide, would have dire consequences. This crisis, however, has turned

out to be rnuch broader than anything I could have imagined.' It has morphed from one

grlpped by liquidity restraints to one in which fears of insolvency are now paramount.

Given the financial darnage to date, I cannot see how we can avoid a significant rise in

layoffs and unemployment. Fearful American households are attempting to adjust, as

best they can, to a rapid contraction in credit availability, threats to retirement funds, and

increased job insecurity. All of this implies a marked retrenchment of,consumer

spending as households try to diven an increasihg part of their incomes to replenish

depleted assets, not only in 4ólKs, but in the value of their homes as well. trndeed, a

"G
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what appeared to be exceptionally high risk-adjusted market interest rates. But with U.S.

home prices still rising, delinquency and foreclosure rates were deceptively modest.

Losses were minimal. To the most sophisticated investors in the world, they were

-wrongly viewed as a "steal."

consequent surge in global demand for U.S. subprime securities by banks,

hedge, and pension funds supported by unrealistically positive rating designations by

credit agæncies was, in my judgment, the core of the problem. Demand became so

aggressive that too mány securitizers and lenders believed they were able tp create and

sell mortgage backed securities so quickly that they never put their shareholders' capital

at risk and hence did not have the incentive to evaluate the credit quality of what they

were selling. Pressures on lenders to supply more "paper" collapsed subprime

underwriting standards from 2005 forward. Uncritical acceptance of credit ratings by

purctr:ásers of these toxic assets has led to huge losses.

It was the failurç to properly price such risky assets that precipitated the ciisis. In

recent decades, a vast risk management and pricing system has evolved, combining the

best insightS of mathematicians and finance experts supported by major advances in

computer and communications technology. A Nobel Prize was awarded for the discovery

of the pricing model that underpins much of the advance in derivates markets. This

modem risk management paradigm held sway for decades. The whole intellectual

edifice, however, collapsed in the summer of last year because the data inputted into the

risk management models generally covered only the past two decades, a period of

euphoria Had instead the models been fitted more appropriately to historic periods of
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This crisis will pass, and America will reemerge with a far sounder financial

system.
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Chairman V'IAXMAN. Mr. Cox.

STATEMENT OF CHRTSTOPHER COX

Mr. COX. Thank you, Chairman I¡laxman, Ranking Member

Davis and members of the committee for inviting me to discuss

the lessons from the credit crisis and the l-essons for the

future of Federal regulation.

I am pleased to join with former Chairman Greenspan and

wíth former Secretary Snow, who, together, have given more

than 30 years in service to their country.

Chairman WA)O'IAN. v'Ii1l you pu11 the míke a little
closer. Thanks.

Mr. COX. The SEC's place in the regulatory structure

is, of course, different than the Federal Reserve and the

Treasury.

The SEC sets the rules for disclosure of material

information by public companies. V'Ie set the rules for the

securities exchanges and the broker dealers, who trade on

those exchanges, and., above all, the SEC is a 1aw enforcement

agency.

The lessons of the credit crisis all point to the need

for a strong SEC, which is unique in its arms-length

rel-ationship to I'Ial1 Street

2L
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The genesis of the current crisis, âs this committee has

highlighted in recent hearings, \^Ias the deterioration of

mortgage origination standards. As the SEC's former chief

accountant testified at one of your earlier hearings, if

honest lending practices had been followed, much of this

crisis, quite simply, would ngt have occurred.

The packaging of risky mortgages into complex structured

securities with AAA ratings spread the risks into the

securities markets, and what significantly amplified this

crisis around. the globe was the paralle1 market in credit

default swaps, which is completely unregulated. Credit

default swaps multiplied the risk of the failure of bad

mortgages by orders of magnitude. And they ensured that when

housing prices collapsed, the effects cascaded throughout the

financial system

Like each of you, I have asked myself what T would do

dif ferently r^rith the benef it of hindsight. There are several

things.

First, I think that every regulator wishes that he or

she had been able to predict the unprecedented meltdown of

the entire U.S. mortgage market which was the fundamental

cause of this crisis. Second, although I was not at the SEC

in 2004 when the voluntary Consolidated Supervised Entities

Program \^tas unanimously adopted by the Commission, knowing

what I know now f would have wanted to question every one of
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the program's assumptions from the start

In particular, I would have wanted to question its

reliance on the widely used Basel standards for commercial

banks and the Federal- Reserve's 1-O percent well-capitalized

standard for bank holding companies. Those standards, as \^te

have seen, proved insufficient for commercial banks as welI.

Third, knowing what I know now, I would have urged

Congress to pass legislation to repeal the credit default

swaps loophole in the Commodity Futures Modernization Act.

Last month, I formally asked Congress to fill this regulatory

gap, and I urged this committee to join in this effort, which

cannot wait until- next Year

Fourth, I would have been even more aggressive in urging

legislation to require stronger disclosure to investors in

municipal securities. ïndividual investors account for

nearly two-thirds of this multi trillion dollar market, and

yet neither the SEC, nor any Federal regulator, has the

authority to insist on fuIl disclosure. Most importantfy, \nle

have learned thaL voluntary regulation of financial

conglomerates does not work. Neither the SEC nor any

regulator has the statutory authority to regulate investment

bank holding companies, except on a vofuntary basis, and that

must be fixed.

The current crisis has also highlighted what does work,

in particular, the SEC's regulation of broker dealers and its
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protection of their customers. So in strengthening the role

of the SEC, Congress should build on that 74-year tradition,

as well on the agency's strong law enforcement and its public

company disclosure regime that provides transparency for

investors.

Finally, we have learned that for regulators to make

accurate predictions requires a comprehensive picture of

capital f1ows, liquidity and risks throughout the system.

But coordination among regulators, which is so important, is

enormously difficult in the current Bal-kanized regulatory

system.

Here, the organi-zation of Congress itself is part of the

problem. Legislative jurisdiction is split so that banking,

insurance and securities falI within the.province of the

House Financial Services Committee, and the Senate Banking

Committee, while futures fa11 under the Agriculture

Committees ín both the House and the Senate. This

long-running turf battle is one of the reasons that credit

default sÌ^raps aren't regulated.

But the Congress has overcome these jurisdictional

divides before in urgent circumstances with the appointment

of a select committee. As soon as possible, Congress should

appoint a sel-ect committee on financial servíces regulatory

reform, that includes representatives from all the affected

jurisdictions
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As you know, I chaired such a committee far 2 years

after 9/l1-, fol-Iowing which the House created the permanent

Homeland Security Committee.

A select committe.e could address these urgent questions

from a comprehensive standpoint. It could tackle the

challenge of merging the SEC and the CFTC, which I strongly

support. This woul-d bring futures within the same general

framework that currently governs economically similar

securities.

Mr. Chairman, these are some of the lessons learned

during this crisis and some of the future opportunities, but

just as important is dealing with the current emergency. The

SEC is using our nehr authority, under the Credit Rating

Agency Reform Act, to strengthen the ratings process. !,Ie

have worked with the Financial Accounting Standards Board on

off-balance sheet liabilities, fair-value standards in

inactive markets and bank support for money market funds.

ü,Ie have, required disclosures of short positions to the

SEC and strengthened investor protectíons against naked short

seIling, and we are working to establish one or more central

counterparties for credit default swaps. Our enforcement

division has over 50 subprime investigations underway, and we

have mounted a nationtuide investigation to potential- fraud in

the securities of the some of the Nation's largest financial

institutions.
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This past year, the SEC brought the largest number of

insider trading cases in the agency's history and the second

highest number of cases overall. And our recently announced

preliminary settlements $¡ith some of the largest financial

institutions on WaII Street will return $50 billion to

investors in auction-rate securities. These will be, by far,

the largest settlements i-n the SEC's histories.

Mr. Chairman, the role of the SEC has never been more

important. r å* humbled to work side by side with the

dedicated men and women who fight each day for the protection

of America's investors in our markets. Thank you for the

opportunity to discuss the role of the SEC and the lessons

from the current crisis. I will be happy to take your

questions.

Chairman V,IA)flvlAN. thank you very much, Mr. Cox. We will

have questions for you, all three of you, after all of you

have testified.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Cox follows:]

******** INSERT 1_-3 ********
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Chairman Warman, Ranking Member Davis, and Members of the Committee,
thank you for inviting me to discuss the lessons from the credit crisis and how what we
have learned can help the Congress shape the future of federal regulation. I am pleased

to appear here today with the distinguished former Chairman of the Federal Reserve and
the distinguished former Secretary ofthe Treasury, who together have given more than
25 years of service to our country. I should say at the outset that my testimony is on my
own behalf as Chairman of the SEC, and does not necessarily represent the views of the
Commission or individual Commissioners.

Introduction

To begin with, it will be helpful to describe the SEC's fi.lnction in the cunent
regulatory system, to better explain our role in the events we are discussing.

The SEC requires public companies to disclose to the public their financial
statements and other information that investors can use to judge for themselves whether
to buy, sell, or hold a particular security. Companies do this through annual and quarterly
reports, as well as real-time announcements of unusual events. Administering this
periodic reporting system has been a ftindamental role of the SEC since its founding 74
years ago.

The SEC regulates the securities exchanges on which stocks, bonds, and other
securities are traded. The SEC makes rules that govem trading on the exchanges, and
also oversees the exchanges' own rules. The primary purpose of this regulation is to
maintain fair dealing for the exchanges'customers and to protect against fraud.

The SEC also regulates the securities brokers and dealers who trade on the
exchanges. Our authority to do this comes from the Securities Exchange Act, written in
1934. Although the law has been amended several times in the interveningT4 years, it
lays out today essentially the same role for the SEC that the agency has always had in this
alea"-

The agency's Investment Management Division regulates investment advisers,
and also investment companies such as mutual funds, under statutes written in 1940.



Here, too, the SEC is concerned primarily with promoting the disclosure of important
information, and protecting against fraud.

The Office of the Chief Accountant oversees the independent standard setting
activities of the Financial Accounting Standards Board, to which the SEC has looked for
accounting standards seffing since 1973. It also serves as the principal liaison with the
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, established by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act to
oversee the auditing profession.

Above all, the SEC is a law enforcement agency. Each year the SEC brings
hundreds of civil enforcement actions for violation of the securities laws involving
insider trading, accounting fraud, and providing false or misleading information about
securities and the companies that issue them.

Some have tried to use the current credit crisis as an argument for replacing the
SEC in a new system that relies more on supervision than on regulation and enforcement.
That same recommendation was made before the credit crisis a year ago for a very
different, and inconsistent, reason: that the U.S. was at risk of lôsing business to 

-less-

regulated markets. But what happened in the mortgage meltdown and the ensuing credit
crisis demonstrates that where SEC regulation is strong and backed by statute, it is
effective -- and that where it relies on voluntary compliance or simply has no jurisdiction
at all, it is not.

The lessons of the credit crisis all point to the need for strong and effective
regulation, but without major holes and gaps. They also highlight the need for a strong
SEC, which is unique in its arm's-length independence from the institutions and persons
it regulates.

Ifthe SEC did not exist, Congress would have to create it. The SEC's mission is
more important now than ever.

Genesis of the Current Crisis

That brings us to the issue of how the credit crisis came about. The answers are
increasingly coming into sharper relie{, and this Commiffee has been looking at several of
the contributing causes.

Because the current credit market crisis began with the deterioration of mortgage
origination standards, it could have been contained to banking and real estate, *ere õu,
markets not so interconnected. But the seamlessness which characterizes today's markets
saw financial institutions in every regulated sector suffer significant damage -- from
investment banks such as Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers, to commercial banks and
thrifts such as Wachovia, Washington Mutual, and IndyMac, to the government-
sponsored enterprises Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, as well as the nation's largest
insurance company, AIG. Every sector of the financial services industry has been
vulnerable to the effects of this toxic mortgage contagion. And as the bank failures in



Europe and Asia have made clear, regulated enterprises around the world are susceptible
as well.

It is abundantly clear, as the SEC's former Chief Accountant testified at this
Committee's recent hearing on the failure of AIG, that "if honest lending practices had
been followed, much of this crisis quite simply would not have occurred." The nearly
complete collapse of lending standards by banks and other mortgage originators led to the
creation of so much worthless or near-worthless mortgage paper that as of last month,
banks had reported over one-half trillion dollars in losses on U.S. subprime mortgages
and related exposure. This was typified by the notorious no down payment loans, and
"no-doc" loans in which borrowers not only didnt have to disclose income or assets, but
even employment wasn't verified.

Securitization of these bad loans was advertised as awayto diversi$ and thus
reduce the risk. But in reality it spread the problem to the broader markets. When
mortgage lending changed from originate-to-hold to originate-to-securitize, an important
market discipline was lost. The lenders no longer had to worry about the future losses on
the loans, because they had already cashed out. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, which got
affordable housing credit for buying subprime securitized loans, became a magnet for the
creation of enormous volumes of increasingly complex securities that repackaged these
mortgages. (Fannie and Freddie together now hold more than half of the approximately
$l trillion in Alt-A mortgages outstanding.)

The credit rating agencies, which until late September 2007 werenot regulated by
statute, notoriously gave AAA ratings to these structured mortgage-backed securities.
But that was not all: the ratings agencies sometimes helped to design these securities so
they could qualifr for higher ratings. These ratings not only gave false comfort to
investors, but also skewed the computer risk models and regulatory capital computations.
Both the risk models used by fìnancial institutions and the capiøl standards used by
banking and securities regulators had the credit ratings hard-wired into them.

All of this made financial institutions and the broader economy seriously
vulnerable to a decline in housing prices. But the economy has been through real estate
boom and bust cycles before. What amplified this crisis, and made it far more virulent
and globally contagious, was the parallel market in credit derivatives. If the original
cause of the mortgage crisis was too-easy credit and bad lending, the ñrel for what has
become a global credit crisis was credit default swaps.

Credit default s\üaps resemble insurance contracts on bonds and other assets that
are meant to pay offif those assets default. Lenders who did not sell all of the loans they
originated were able to buy relatively inexpensive protection against credit risks through
credit default swaps. That further encouraged unsound lending practices and encouraged
greater risk-taking. At the same time, credit default s\¡/aps became a way for banks,
financial ftrms, hedge funds, and even Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to hedge their risk -
but in the process, to expose themselves to new risk from their often unknown
counterparties.



By multiplying the risk from the failure of bad mortgages by orders of magnitude,
credit default swaps ensured that when the housing market collapsed the effects would be

felt throughout the financial system.

For example, as this Committee heard during your hearing on AIG, when
mortgage-related securities fell in value, issuers of credit default swaps around the world
were forced to post collateral against their positions. This led to increasingly large losses.

Credit rating downgrades for such firms would then lead to further requirements for
additional collateral, accelerating the downward spiral. Investors concerned about these
firms' deepening problems fled from their stocks. In the case of financial institutions, the
slumping stock price led to a loss of customer confidence, often precipitating customer
withdrawals and "runs on the bank- that have been averted only with central bank
guarantees and liquidity

Lessons for the Future of Financial Services Regulation

There are important lessons to be learned from this experience -- for the SEC, and
for the Congress. Like each of you, I have asked myself what I would have wanted to do
differently, knowing what we all know now. There are several things.

First, I think every regulator wishes that he or she would have been able to predict
before March of this year what we have ¡.ecently seen not just in investment banks and
commercial banks but the broader economy: the meltdown of the entire U.S. mortgage
market, which was the fundamental cause of this crisis. I would want thç agency's
economists and experts to have seen in the gathering evidence what we now know was
there, but what virtually no one saw clearly. Looking back, it is evident that even as the
stock market reached its all-time high in October 2007 , the deterioration in housing prices
and the rise of credit spreads on mortgage backed securities were early signals of a trend
that grew so quickly and so powerfully it would within months wipe out both Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac. But none of the investment banks, commercial banks, or their
regulators in the U.S. or around the world in March 2008 used a risk scenario based on a
total meltdown of the mortgage market. It clearly would have been prescient for the SEC
to have done so.

Second, I would have wanted to question every one of the assumptions behind the
Consolidated Supervised Entities program for investment bank holding companies.
Although I was not at the SEC when the Commission unanimously approved the program
in2004, when I arrived at the SEC ayear later this new program represented the best
thinking of the agency's professional staff. Nonetheless, I would have wanted the
Division of Trading and Markets to challenge its reliance on the Basel standards and the
Federal Reserve's l0% well-capitalized test, for reasons including the fact that unlike
commercial banks, investment banks didnt have access to Fed lending. That, as we have
seen, can be a crucial distinction.

4



When the Commission wrote the rules establishing the CSE program in2A04,
they chose to rely upon the internationally-accepted Basel standards for computing bank
capital. They also adopted the Federal Reserve's standard of what constitutes a "well-
capitalized" bank, and required the CSE firms to maintain capital in excess ofthis 10%
ratio. Indeed, the CSE program went beyond the Fed's requirements in several respects,
including adding a liquidþ requirement, and requiring firms to compute their Basel
capital 12 times ayear, instead of the four times ayear that the Fed requires.

Nonetheless, the rapid collapse of Bea¡ Stearns during the week of March 10,

2008 challenged the fundamental assumptions behind the Basel standards and the other
program metrics. At the time of its near-failure, Bear Stearns had a capital cushion wçll
above what is required to meet supervisory standardS calculated using the Basel
framework and the Federal Reserve's "well-capitalized" standard for bank holding
companies.

The fact that these standards did not provide adequate warning of the near-
collapse of Bear Stearns, and indeed the fact that the Basel standards did not prevent the
failure of many other banks and financial institutions, is now obvious. It was not so

apparent before March of this year. Prior to that time, neither the CSE program nor any
regulatory approach used by commercial or investrnent bank regulators in the U.S., or
anywhere in the world, was based on the assumption that secured funding, even when
backed by high-quality collateral, could become completely unavailable. Nor did
regulators or f,rrms use risk scenarios based on a total meltdown of the U.S. mortgage
market. That is why, in March of this year, I formally requested that the Basel
Committee address the inadequacy ofthe capital and liquidity standards in light ofthis
experience. The SEC is helping to lead this revision of international standards through
our work with the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, the Senior Supervisors
Group, the Financial Stability Forum, and the International Organization of Securities
Commissions.

Third, both as SEC Chairman and as a Member of Congress, knowing what I
know now, I would have wanted to work even more energetically with all ofyou to close
the most dangerous regulatory gaps. I would have urged Congress to repeal the swaps
loophole in the 2000 Commodity Futures Modernization Act. As you know, in this
bipartisan law passed by a Republican Congress and signed by President Clinton,
Congress specifically prohibited the Commission from regulating swaps in very precise
language. Indeed, enacting this loophole eight years ago was a course urged upon us in
Congress by no less than the SEC Chairman and the President's Working Group at the
time. We now know full well the damage that this regulatory black hole has caused.

The unprecedented $85 billion government rescue of AIG, necessitated in
substantial part by others' exposure to risk on its credit default swaps, is but one of
several recent alarms. As significant as AIG's $440 billion in credit default swaps were,
they represented only 0.8% of the $55 trillion in credit default swap exposure
outstanding. That amount of unregulated financial transactions is more than the GDP of



every nation on earth, combined. Last month, I formally asked the Congress to fill this
regulatory gap, and I urge this Committee to join in that effort.

Fourth, I would have worked even more aggressively than I have over the last two
years for legislation requiring stronger disclosure to investors in municipal securities.
Now that the credit crisis hæ reached the state and local level, investors need to know
what they own.

This multi-trillion dollar market entails many of the same risks and is subject to
the same abuses as other parts of the capital markets. Individual investors own nearly
two-thirds of municipal securities, directly or through funds, and yet neither the SEC nor
any federal regulator has the authority to protect investors by insisting on ñ¡ll disclosure.
The problems in Jefferson County, Alabama are only the most recent reminder ofwhat
can go wrong. The multi-billion dollar fraud in the City of San Diego, in which we
charged five former City employees this past year, has injured investors and taxpayers
alike. The economic slowdown will now make it even harder for many states and
localities to meet their obligations. Many municipalities continue to use interest rate
swaps in ways that expose them to the risk that the financial institution on the other side
of the derivatives contract may fail.

That is why, repeatedly over the last two years, I have asked Congress to give the
SEC the authority to bring municipal finance disclosure at least up to par with corporate
disclosure. Knowing what we now know, I would have begun this campaign on my first
day on thejob.

'Even more important than what I would have wanted to do differently in the past
is what we can do together in the future to make sure that this astonishing harm to the
economy is not repeated. The work that you are doing in this hearing and others like it
this month is helping to build the foundation for the modernization of financial services
regulation. What was formerly viewed as an opportunity for improvement sometime in
the future has becorne absolutely essential now.

We have learned that voluntary regulation does not work. Whereas in 1999 the
Chairman of the SEC could testiff before the House on Gramm-Leach-Bliley that he
"strongly supports the ability of U.S. broker-dealers to voluntarily subject their activities
to supervision on a holding company basis," experience has taught that regulation must
be mandatory, and it must be backed by statutory authority. It was a fateful mistake in
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act that neither the SEC nor any regulator was given the
statutory authority to regulate investment bank holding companies other than on a
voluntary basis.

To fully understand why this is so begins with an appreciation for the enorïnous
difference between an investment bank and an investment bank holding company. The
holding company in the case of Lehman Brothers, for example, consisted of over 200
significant subsidiaries. The SEC was not the statutory regulator for 193 of them. There
were over-the-counter derivatives businesses, trust companies, mortgage companies, and



ofßhore banks, broker-dealers, and reinsurance companies. Burf, of tfr"se i:xamples I
have just described falls far outside of the SEC's regulatory jurisdiction. What Congress
did give the SEC authority to regulate was the broker-dealers, investment companies, and
invesünent adviser subsidiaries within these conglomerates.

When I ended the Consolidated Supervised Entities program earlier this year, it
was in recognition of the fact that this short-lived experiment in reviewing the
consolidated information for these vast global businesses that could opt in and out of the
program did not work. Throughout its 74-year history, the SEC has done an outstanding
job of regulating registered broker-dealers, and protecting their customers. The SEC's
investor protection role has consistently been vindicated when financial institutions fail:
for example, following the bankruptcies of Drexel Burnham Lambert and more recently
Lehman Brothers, customers'cash and securities have been protected because they were
segregated from the firms' other business. They have also been covered by insurance
from the Securities Investor Protection Corporation.

But prior to the Federal Reserve's unprecedented decision to provide funding for
the acquisition of Bear Stearns, neither the Fed, the SEC, nor any agency had as its
mission the protection of the viability or profitability of a particular investrnent bank
holding company. Indeed, it has been a fact oflife in Wall Street's history that
investment banks can and will fail. Wall Street is littered with the names of distinguished
institutions -- E.F. Hutton, Drexel Burnham Lambert, Kidder Peabody, Salomon
Brothers, Bankers Trust, to name just a few -- which placed big bets and lost, and as a
result ended up either in bankruptcy or being sold to save themselves. Not only is it not a
traditional mission of the SEC to regulate the safety and soundness of diversifred
financial conglomerates whose activities range far beyond the securities realm, but
Congress has given this mission to no agency of govemment.

The lesson in this for legislators is threefold.

First, eliminate the current regulatory gap in which there is no statutory regulator
for investment bank holding companies. This problem has been temporarily addressed
by changes in the market, with the largest investment banks converting to bank holding
companies, but it still needs to be addressed in the law.

Second, recognize each agency's core competencies. The mission of the SEC is
investor protection, the maintenance of fair and orderly markets, and the facilit¿tion of
capital formation. In strengthening the role of the SEC, build on these traditional
slrengfhs - law enforcement, public company disclosure, accounting and auditing, and
the regulation of exchanges, broker-dealers, investment advisers, and other securities
entities and products. The vitally important function of securities regulation is best
executed by specialists with decades oftradition and experience.

Third, ensure that securities regulation and enforcement remain fiercely
independent. This point bears emphasis. Strong securities regulation and enforcement
requires an arm's-length relationship, and the SEC's sturdy independence from the firms



and persons it regulates is unique. For example, banks regulated by the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York elect six of the nine seats on the Board of the New York Fed; both the
CEOs of J.P. Morgan Chase and Lehman Brothers served on the New York Fed board at
the beginning of the credit crisis. In contrast, the SEC's regulation and enforcement is
completely institutionally independent. Not only the current crisis, but the significant
corporate scandals such as Enron and WorldCom earlier this decade, have amply
demonstrated the need for such independent, strong securities regulation and
enforcemenl. That is why an independent SEC will remain as important in the future as

ever it has been before.

' Communication and coordination among regulators serving distinct but equally
important purposes must also be a priority for regulatory reform. During my
Chairmanship, the SEC has initiated Memoranda of Understanding with the CFTC, the
Federal Reserve, and the Department of Labor, and we are working on an agreement with
the Department of the Treasury. The fact that these agreements are necessary highlights
the importance of better information flows among regulators, to communicate meaningful
information sooner. But instead of ad hoc arangements, an overarching statutory scheme
that anticipates and addresses these needs would represent fundamental improvement.
Through the sharing of market surveillance information, position reporting, and'current
economic data, federal regulators could get a more comprehensive picture of capital
flows, liquidity, and risk throughout the system.

There is another. reason that a new, overarching statutory scheme is necessary.
The current regulatory system is a hodge-podge of divided responsibility and regulatory
seams. Coordination among regulators is enormously difficult in this fragmented
arrangement, where each of them implements different statutes that treat various financial
products and services differently. Today's balkanized regulatory system undermines the
objectives of getting results and ensuring accountability.

The remarkably rapid pace of change in the global capital markets has also placed
new importance on intemational coordination. American investors simply cannot be
protected any longer without help from fellow regulators in other jurisdictions, because
so much of the fraud directed at investors today is intemational in scope. In recent years
the Commission has entered into law enforcement and regulatory cooperation agreements
with securities regulators in Europe (including London, Paris, and Brussels), Ottawa,
Hong Kong, Tokyo, Beijing, New Delhi, Mexico City, and elsewhere that promote
collaboration, information sharing, and cross-border enforcement.

Wrc have all witnessed over the past weeks the connections between financial
markets around the world. The same phenomena affecting our markets are roiling
markets abroad. Regulators in other countries are also under many of the same pressures
as those of us here. While our existing cooperation agreements are helping to protect
investors in the current circumstances, the new administration must open negotiations on
a new global framework for regulations and standards.



Perhaps the most important change to the markeþlace in recent years, from the
standpoint of investor protection, is the enormous growth in financial products that exist
wholly outside the regulatory system. We simply cannot leave unregulated such products
as credit default srryaps, which can be used as synthetic substitutes for regulated
securities, and which can have profound and even manipulative effects on regulated
markets. The risk is too great.

Across the board, other regulatory anomalies cry out for rationalization: outdated
laws that treat broker-dealers dramatically differently from investment advisers, futures
differently from economically equivalent securities, and derivatives as something other
than investment vehicles or insurance. Now is the time to make sense of this confirsing
landscape. But doing so will require enonnous leadership from the Congress.

There are two main reasons that our regulatory system has grown into the current
dysfunctional patchwork, and one of them is traceable to the organization of Congress
itself.

The first is that our laws are relatively ancient, at least from the standpoint of
today's modern markets. They were crafted mainly in the 1930s and 40s. The speed of
change in the financial markeþlace has only accelerated the divergence of the legal
framework and reality. Regulation has embroidered a semblance of modernity onto this
outdated framework, but it has not been enough to keep up.

The second is that legislative jurisdiction in both the House and the Senate is split
so that banking, insurance, and securities fall within the province of the Financial
Services and Banking Committees, while futures fall within the domain ofthe
Agriculture Committees in each chamber. This jurisdictional split threatens to forever
stand in the way of rationalizing the regulation of these products and markets.

I know from experience how difficult it will be to challenge the jurisdictional
status quo. But the Congress has overcome jurisdictional divides in urglnt circumstances
before. Appointing a Select Committee, with representation from each of the existing
standing committees with responsibility for financial services regulation, is a model that
has worked well. As you know; I chaired such a Committee for two years after 9-l l,
following which the House created the permanent Homeland Security Committee with
oversight jurisdiction over the new Department of Homeland Security. A Select
Committee on Financial Services Regulatory Reform could cut across the existing
jurisdictional boundaries and address tlese urgent questions from a comprehensive
standpoint.

As the Congress undertakes a top-to-bottom review and reassessment of the
federal framework for regulation of our financial markets, we must not fall prey to the
age-old response of fighting the last war. If we continue to do what we were doing, and
just do more of it, we will undoubtedly repeat history. I remember working in the White
House in 1987, helping to determine how to respond to a25%o drop in the markets in one
day. I see the very real simila¡ities to current events -- institutions borrowing short and



lending long, housing bubbles in California and Floridq pressure to change accounting
rules to give savings and loans time to right their balance sheets. The nation
subsequently spent upwards of $150 billion to clean up the wreckage.

While the nation learned much in 1987, and Congress made some constructive
changes in regulation, people and institutions too quickly fell back into old habits in old
ways. We read now with disappointment the history of regulatory turf battles and missed
opportunities, of old-fashioned greed and misguided economic incentives, of regulations
that either failed or had unintended consequences.

It is time to think anew. We should begin with a clear-eyed view of the purpose
of our capital markets. The financial system administered by Wall Street institutions
exists to raise money for productive enterprise and millions ofjobs throughout our
economy, and to help put the savings of millions of Americans to work in our economy.
It should not be an end in itself - a baroque cathedral of complexity dedicated to limitless
compensation for itself in the short-term, paid for with long-term risk capable of
threatening the entire nation's sustenance and growth. Transparency has been sorely
lacking from enormous swaths of our market. It should by now be abundantly clear that
risk in the system which cannot be clearly identified can neither be priced nor effectively
disciplined by the market. And it can no longer be tolerated

In redesigning the regulæory structure, we should also bear in mind the
advantages of market forces over government decision-making in allocating scarce
resources -- including capital -- throughout an economy as vast as America's, as well as

what we can and cannot leave to the market alone. Government intervention, taxpayer
assumption of risk, and short-term forestalling of failure must not be a permanent fixture
of our financial system.

Addressing the Current Crisis

These are some of the regulatory lessons leamed during this crisis, and some of
the future opportunities. But just as important as reflecting on what could have been
done in the past and what should be done in the future is actually dealing with the current
emergency. While other federal and state agencies are legally responsible for regulating
mortgage lending and the credit markets, the SEC has taken the following decisive
actions to address the extraordinary challenges caused by the current credit crisis:

lyVe have worked on a number of fronts to improve transparency, including using
our new authority under the Credit Rating Agency Reform Act to expose weaknesses in
the ratings process and to develop strong new rules.

We gave guidance on how financial institutions can give fuller disclosure to
investors, particularly with respect to hard-to-value assets.

We have worked closely with the Financial Accounting Standards Board to deal
with such issues as consolidation of off-balance sheet liabilities, the application of fair
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value standards to inactive markets, and the accounting treatrnent of bank support for
money market funds.

We are in the midst ofconducting a Congressionally-mandated 90-day study of
the impacts of fair value accounting on financial firms in the current crisis.

We have initiated examinations ofthe effectiveness of broker-dealers'controls on
preventing the spread of false information

We have required disclosures of short positions to the SEC, complementing the
existing requirements for reporting of long positions.

We have ädopted a package of measures to strengthen investor protections against
naked short selling, including rules requiring a hard T+3 close-out, eliminating the
options market maker exception of Regulation SHO and expressly targeting fraud in short
selling transactions.

We are working with firms in the private sector to speed the development of one
or more central counterparties, clearance and settlement systems, and trading platforms
for credit default swaps, as an operational step toward bringing this unregulated finance
into the sunlight. This work is being closely coordinated with the CFTC and the Federal
Reserve.

Beyond all of this, the SEC is fìrst and foremost a law enforcement agency.
During the market turmoil of the last several months, the professional men and women of
the SEC have been working around the clock, seven days a week, to bring accountability
to the marketplace and to see to it that the rules against fraud and unfair dealing are
rigorously enforced.

In the fiscal year just ended, the SEC's Enforcement Division brought the second-
highest number of cases in the agency's history. For the second year in a row, the
Commission returned over $l billion to injured investors. In the last few months, our
Enforcement Division successfully negotiated agreements in principle to obtain $50
billion in immediate relief for investors in auction rate securities after these markets
seized up. Every one of these cases, when finalized, will set a record for the largest
settlements in the history of the SEC, by far.

The agency has been especially aggressive at combating fraud that has
contributed to the subprime crisis and the loss of confidence in our markets. We have
over 50 pending law enforcement investigations in the subprime area. Most recently, the
Commission charged five California stockbrokers with securities fraud for pushing
homeowners into risky and unsustainable subprime mortgages, and then fraudulently
selling them securities that were paid for with the mortgage proceeds. We have brought
fraud charges against the managers of two Bear Stearns hedge funds in connection with
last year's collapse of those funds. And we have brought the first-ever case against a
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trader for spreading knowingly false information designed to drive down the price of
stock.

The Division of Enforcement is currently in the midst of a nationwide
investigation of potential fraud and manipulation of securities in some of the nation's
largest financial institutions through means including abusive short selling and the
intentional spreading of false information.

As part of tltis aggressive law enforcement, the Commission approved orders
requiring hedge funds, broker-dealers and institutional investors to file statements under
oath regarding trading and market activity in the securities of financial firms. The orders
cover not only equities but also credit default swaps. To assist in analyzing this
information, the SEC's Office of Information Technology is working with the
Enforcement Division to create a common database of trading information, of audit trail
data, and of credit default swaps clearing data. Our OfTice of Economic Analysis is also
supporting this effort by helping to analyze the data across markets for possible
manipulative pattems in both equity securities and derivatives.

In the days ahead we will continue to work to bring to justice those who have
violated the law, and to help mitigate the effects of the credit crisis on investors and our
markets.

Mr. Chairman, the role of the SEC has never been more important. The several
thousand men and women who have devoted themselves to law enforcement and the
protection of investors, markets, and capiøl formation represent this nation's finest. The
last several months have been difficult for the country and for our markets, but this
adversity has brought out the best in the people with whom I work. Every day, the staff
of the SEC devote themselves with passion to protecting America's investors and
ensuring that our capital markets remain strong. I am humbled to work side-by-side with
them.

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the role of the SEC in our financial
system, and the lessons from the current crisis for fundamental regulatory reform in the
future. I am happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Mr. Snow. Is your microphone on?Chairman I^lA)fiUAN.

There's a button-

STATEMENT OF HON. .JOHN SNOT{

Mr. SNOVü. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Ranking

Member Davis, members. of the committee, it's an honor and a

privilege to be here with you today to talk about this issue

of extraordinary importance to the Amerícan people.

Millions and millions of Americans now realize that the

health of the financial system isn't some abstraction, it's

the stuff of rea1, day-to-day life for them.

T¡tre meet in an extraordínary tíme. Nowhere that I can

recall-, during my adult lifetime, has the financial system

been so deeply troubled, so fractured, frozen.

The consequences of the frozert financial system, of

course, Mr. Chairman, are spilling over to the real economy,

and we now seem to be on a clear path to much slower growth

rates, probably going negative, if they are not negative

already, with significant consequences for the l-ives of our

citizens, with many jobs put in jeopardy, and the prosperity

of the American people put in jeopardy. But this is a globaI

problem. This is not just a U.S. problem, as the leaders of

the world now recognize.
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I served, and was honored to serve, ât the Treasury

Department from early '03 until the middl-e of '06. Treasury

doesn't have direct regulatory authority, as you know, but it

does have broad policy responsibilities.

One of the key responsibilities of Treasury is to t,ry

and identify risks, the risks that threaten the health and

prosperity of the American people, the risks, the systemic

risks that could produce far-reaching contagion in the

financial system and spi11 over into the g1oba1 economy, into

the U.S. economy

f tried, when I was Treasury Secretary, to keep my eye

on what those risks were, the focus on them. I¡trhere we sar^/

clear visibl-e risks, and some of you saw them as well with--r
am thinking here, of Congressman Shays, where we saw clear

visible risks as in the case of the GSEs, w€ acted.

ï testified before the Congress in '03. I testified
again in '05. I gave countless speeches, had countless

meetings with members of Congress pointing, out that the GSEs

represented a huge systemic risk, a risk that unfortunately

gre$r during that period, Mr. Chairman, ês they continued to

broaden out, an extraordinary blowout, growth of their own

investment, their own investment portfolios.

I cal-led for a strong regulator. I¡le caIled for a

disclosure. I¡tre ca1Ied for application of the securities
l-aws. Vte ca11ed for a regulator who woul-d have authority
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over capital standards. lrle called for a regulator who could

limit the growth of their portfolios. hÏe called for a

regulator who could limit the lines of business they could

get into, and, most importantly, to deal \¡/ith the implied

guarantee, which was at the heart of the problem, the fact

their paper traded like U.S. government paper.

v,Ie cal-l-ed for a regulator w.ith the ability to have a

restucturing through liquidation and bankruptcy of those

entities, sending a clear message to the markets that they

weren't, quoten too big to fai1.

I think if we had acted then, Mr. Chairman, there may

not have been the need for this hearing today. I regret I

wasn't more effective in trying to persuade Congress of the

need for action to deal with the risk that I saw as the

largest and most visible systemic risk at the time.

Beyond Fannie and Freddie, we $rere also continuously on

the lookout for the problems that could emerge. As I thought

about the problems that could emerge in'03 and'04, it

became clear to me that we needed a new regulatory sltstem.

I¡Ie needed to change it.

I¡le have a fractured regulatory system, one in which no

single regulator has a cl-ear view, a 360-degree view of the

risks inherent in the system. Vüe need to change that. hle

need to move to a 360-degree view regulatory system.

During my time at Treasury, I commissioned a blueprint
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to put that in place. I am pleased to see that nor.^r a version

of that have btueprint is before you, and I hope you will act

on it.

So, basically, Mr. Chairman, where we saw at Treasury in

our policy ro1e, visible risks, âs is with the GSEs, wê

acted, we called for the strong regulator. Where the risks

where inchoate, where they \^rere not yet clearly visible, wê

recognized that a much stronger, mother effective regulatory

system should be put in p1ace.

I look forward to responding to your questions. Thank

you very much.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Snow.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Snow follows:]

******** INSERT l-4 ********
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Statement of
The HonorableJohn W. Snow

Before the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives

October 23,2008

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Davis, and Members of the Committee, we meet today
under unprecedented circumstances.

Average Americans have been asking--quite properþ--how this financial mess came about,
how it will affect their financial future, and what remains to be done to get our economy going
agnn. 7 very much apprectate the opportunity to share my perspective with you. I am not here to
point fingers, but instead to share my thoughts on v¡hat u/e tried to accomplish during the years in
which I served as Secretary of the Treasury, what went wrong in financial markets, and what we can

do to avoid a comparable threat to our economic well-being ìn the future.

For the àveteige American, a smooth-functioning banking system has helped make

rcahzanon of the American dream possible. For decades, financial institutions provided the auto

loans, student loans, and home mortgages that brought that dream closer. They provided the loans

that small businesses used to meet their paytolls and to expand their operations. They provided a

mearrs of saving for retirement, or for a farrrtly vacation. In short, they helped us as a Nation to
pfospef.

Today, this system is badly shaken. For the sake of savers, small businesses, and

homeowners, as well as American taxpayers more generall¡ problems in the system need to be

corrected and confidence needs to be restored. In doing so, policy makers need to avoid saying or
doing anything that could decrease confidence, increase market volatility, or undermine ongoing
efforts by those in responsible positions to address the situation. In that spirit, I welcome the

opportunity to offer some suggestions on what further steps might be undertaken to address the

problems we as a Nation face. But before talking about what should be done, we need to assess

what brought us to this stage.

What Went Wrong. The breakdown in our capital markets is the product of many complex
and inter-related forces that were not fully âpparent at the time and defy dear undetstanding even

today. We continue to be surprised--even shocked--by unfolding events. In my view, we will spend

years sorting out the many conffibuting factors and theit relationship with each other, a pattal view
of which is now emerging.

Speaking broadly, what we have witnessed is a breathtaking breakdown in traditional risk
management activities in the financial sector, from lax lending practices--including the now
infamous "liar loans"--to the spread of highly complex and opaque financial products the risks of
which weren't properþ evaluated by issuers, investors, or rating agencies, all of which combined to
create immense risks the scale of which wasn't readily apparent to anyone. All of this was occurring
dudng a global savings glut that resulted in low interest rates. ,\s a tesult, risk was under-priced on a
global basis. The under-pricing of risk created the basic condition for the "seârch for yield" that led

to new, exotic, opaque financial instruments, the inherent risks of which even issuers and investors
failed to fully understand.



As has happened throughout history, low interest rates led to an increase in asset values,
which fueled the housing boom. This enviroriment of low interest rates unde{pinned the loose
lending practices that led to the housing boom and the significant increase in consumption through
equity extraction loans. This rise in consumption of course reduced household savings rates and
exacerbated global asset imbalances, which were a major contributing factor in the boom which
turned into a bubble that has now burst.

Thtoughout the housing finance value chain, many participants contributed to the creation
of bad mortgages and the selling of bad securities, apparendy feeling secure that they would not be
held accountable for their actions. A lender could sell exotic mortgages to homeowners, apparently
without fear of repercussions if those mortgages failed. Similarþ, a trader could sell roxic securities
to investors, apparendy without fear of personal responsibility if those contracts failed. And so it
was for brokers, realtors, individuals in rating agencies, and other market participants, each
maximizing his or her own gain and passing problems on down the line until the system itself
collapsed. Because of the lack of parricipant accountability, the originate-to-distribute model of
mortgage finance, v¡ith its once great promise of managing risk, became itself a massive generator of
risk.

In this envitonment, a cnaca) lack of transparency in secondary markets left poücy makers
and regulators unable to discern the true nâture and extent of the systemic risk that continued to
build until it began to cascade unchecked here and then through the world economy. Unforunateþ,
our 20ù century regulatory structure was ill-suited to addressing2l"' century challenges.

This lack of transparency made it increasingly difficult for regulators to do their job. There
were problems developing throughout the housing finance value chain, but regulators and market
participants could not see them clearly. The financial instruments backed by Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, fot example, were marketed as low risk because of faith in rising housing markets and an
implied government guarantee. But accounting irregularities hid the growing concentration of risk in
them. Moreover, their use of hedging devices further masked this concentrarion. Finally, the law
exacerbated these risks because it permitted a basic misalignment of incentives in the organizations,
where losses could be socialized to taxpayers, but gains could be kept for shareholders. !7ith this
advantage, they operated like government-sponsored hedge funds, zrbitag¡ng low borrowing costs
resulting from their impüed government guarantee, driven to seek higher and higher profits for their
ptivate shareholders by expanding portfolio assets beyond those required to meer their public policy
PutPose: Their over-leverage, howevet, created systemic risks that became so large that government
action would eventually become inevitable, in part because their instruments were held by so many
large and small institutions around the globe.

The investment banking community also responded to the search for higher yields by
manufacturing a vanety of complex and opaque asset-backed financial vehicles, many linked to
mortgage-backed securities. Many of these were given higher credit ratings than they deserved.
\X/hile these instruments were being aggressiveþ marketed as essentially risk-free, investmenr banks
were simultaneously "shorting" them, hedging their bets against the very product they were selling
with credit default swaps that further masked dsk. Market participants kept adding to the growing
risk, all assuming that the music would never end, or at least that they would be able to grab a chztr
before it did.



It was only when housing values began to fall in the second half of 2006, and when financial
markets began to tum in August of 2007, that the true depth and breadth of the sysremic risk to the
market began to become 

^ppment.

Our Effotts at Treasury. Dudng my tenure as Sectetary of the Treasury (February 3,2003
to June 28, 2006), we began to see potential ptoblems with over-leverage and attendant systemic
risks. These potential ptoblems--which were most visible in the context of Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac--intensified over time. In October 2003,I told Congress that we did not face a "current crisis,
but we never want to get close to the point where we would face fa] problem" with the entire
financral system. By ,tprü 2005, I told Congress that, "if something unravels," the size and
concenttation of GSE-related hedges "could cause systemic risk to the whole financial system."
Other of my colleagues at the Treasury Department spoke out clearþ about the more general
breakdown in the market's under-valuation of credit risk. What eiuded us, however, wâs a clear
picture of the full extent of the risks to the financial system because of insufficient transparency.

Out of concern that the existing regulatory strrlcture over all housing GSEs @annie Mae,
Freddie Mac, and the Federal Home Loan Banks) was inadequate, I came before Congress for the
first time in September2003 to urge enactment of legislation to protect taxpayers and the integrity
of the housing finance market. At the time, as I pointed out, there was "a general recognition that
the supervisory system for housing-related government sponsored enterptises (GSEÐ neither has
the tools, nor the stature, to deal effectively with the current size, complexiry, and importance of
these enterprises." I thus urged Congress to enact legislation to cteate a new federal agency to
regulate and supervise the financial activities of these entities and to enhance the government's
conservatorship powers to handle a possible failure of the GSEs.

In April 2005, I testified agan in support of much-needed GSE reform legislation, saying in
Paft:

Events that have transpired since I testified . . . in 2003 reinforce concerns
over the systemic risks posed by the GSEs and further higtrlight the need for real
GSE reform to ensure that out housing finance system remains a strong and vibrant
source of funding for expanding homeownership opportunities in America. . . .

Allow me to state succinctly why the Administration is so committed to
bring about real reform. The dsks undertaken by the GSEs, if not properþ managed,
may Pose a ¡hreat to their solvency, the stabiìity of other financial institutions and the
strength of the economy.

Throughout this period, we were met with stiff resistance by the housing industry and the
mortgage indusuy. But we pressed on. Unfortunately, we were unable to petsuade Congress to pass
any version of the legislative options we put forward.

Members of Congtess and the Administration justifiabiy wanted to continue to promote rhe
American dream through home ownership. !Øe thus strove to achieve the right balance between
regulatory oversight and expanded opportunity. In retrospect, the bipartisan consensus to promote
housing went too fat There was a push for too much of a good thing. Those excesses eventually
came home to roost. Policy makers put too much emphasis on home ownership to the exdusion of



other goals--thrift, savings, deficit reduction, and other productive investments. The United States as
a whole saved too litde, and spent too much. The housing bubble came to be a manifestation of
those imbalances. Given the lack of transparency in the market, neither regulators nor market
participants fully appreciated the systemic risks that were growing as a result of these imbalances.

In addition to the focus on the federal housing enteqprises, I and other members of the
President's !üorking Group on Financial Markets were active on a broad range of telated policy
issues. IØithin the Treasury Department, I established an economic surveillance and risk
management process to monitor housing and other markets. lWe took additional steps as it became
clear that the bank regulators, who wete on the front lines of monitoring lending u.tiniry, had the
best perspective on emerging housing markets conditions. In part due to laws stemming from the
S&L crisis and others passed during the previous Administration, the Deparrment was prohibited
from participating in enforcement or regulatory actions of the bank regulators (including the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Office of Thrift Supervision). It was rather
unprecedented, then, when in 2005 I called in all of the housing and banking regulators to ger a
more comprehensive pictute of what was going on in the housing markets. It was the only way to
attempt to get such a picture.

At that time, the regulators were just starting to see spikes in the new no down-payment,
adjustable tate, and negative amoftszatton loans, and that activity was isolated in certain geographical
arcas. It was not seen as a naaonal phenomenon. Default râtes were low by historical standards, and
the proportion of mortgages outstanding in those categories was still quite small. Given low
unemployrnent and high GDP growth at the time, the potential for a decline in national housing
prices was viewed as highly improbable. There was simply nothing in the historical record to supporr
that kind of view. However, there was enough fot us to know that better lending guidance would be
useful. Following these meetings, the tegulators proceeded with joint guidance on tevised lending
practices. In 2005, they published guidance on home equity lending, guidance that was revised in
2006 and expanded to include a focus on sub-prime lending.

It also had become clear that the regulatory system had contribured to the lack of
transparency because of a bewildenng anay of federal and state authodties, v¡ith no one regulator
having a full view. The regulatory process was proving out of date and in need of modernization. As
a result, I commissioned work on a comprehensive blueprint for changing the system of financial
regulation, including the creation of a systemic risk regulator, with the goal of issuing it to the next
Congress. This study included the creation of a federal charter for insurance, something I publicly
endorsed at the time. That effort ultimately led to the blueprint put forward by the Department
eaÅier this year, which is now beginning to get the attention it deserves.

We also began an initiative with our colleagues in the United ICngdom and the European
Union to make sure we were prepared to manage and respond to financial crises should one arise for
any feason.

Where Do Iíe Go From Flere? SØhatever the cause of a banking crisis, a lesson from
history is that eatþ, decisive government action is needed to stem the pain and cost of it. We must
recognize as well that booms and busts in our finanaal, markets, while unwelcome, have been a
recurring part of our economic history. They seem to be an inevitable--though cleady undesirable--
âspect of financial markets. Our history, however, also tells us that frnancial markets recover.



An important part of the recovery is correcting the excesses that led to the boom. fØith the

recent enactment of sweeping rescue legislation at the beginning of October, Congress has given our
regulatory authorities an extraordiî ry rziîge of tools. In addition, we are seeing banks, credit card

companies, and other financial institutions significantly tighten lending standards. The guidance of
credit rating agencies is certainly being scrutinized more carefuliy today and banks are going back to
asking the question "Can the borrower repay this loan?" rather than reþing on a FICO score or the

value of the underþing collateral. In addition, purchasers of financial instruments arc cenanly doing

a lor more due diligence. LBO activity has dwindled and risk premiums have increased. In fact, îhe
current credit crunch reflects something of an over reaction that hopefully good governmental

policy to increase liquidity and banking capital along with the loan guarantees will help alleviate.

In addition to the efforts by regulators here, international coordination of efforts is finally
underway. I want to commend Prime Minister Gordon Brown and Governor Mervyn ICng for the

leadership they have shown in this rcgatd. Their move to guarantee interbank lending offets a

positive model for unfreezing markets that have been slow to unlock.

Longer term, we need to fix the U.S. fìnancial system and recast the international financial

architectute as well. Let me suggest a number of steps.

First, I propose that financial policy be re-organized around a clear principle: increasing

transparency of excessive leverage as a means of preventing institutions from creating excessive

systemic risk. This would mean reorienting our entite regulatory scheme to focus on leverage' We
now know that looking solely at capital standards has proven to be inadequate. We need a new

framework to stem the excessive leveraging and deleveraging that accentuate boom and bust cycles.

This doesn'r mean that securitizing assets is fundamentally flawed. Far from it. But we do need

mechanisms to ensure transparency and accountability. lü/e need to restore a focus on good risk

mânagement practices. Those who make loans need to ask how they will be repaid, and get reliable

information to support loan decisions. ìØhen loans are packaged for the secondary market,

originators should be required to hold on to a portion of the underþing loans. One would expect

the market to reward this extra sign of due diligence.

As a related matter, we need to move beyond "too big to fail." $Øe have to restore market

discipline by taking steps to minimize the instances where îtnani:ørl institutions could ever be

deemed too big to fail, while making sure that the institutions themselves--rather than taxpayers--

bear the costs of failure. !7e should create a permanent mechanism for the dissolution of financial

institutions, not just depository institutions.

Second, we need 
^ 

mote coordinated and less fragmented apptoach to financial regulation.
1We need one strong national regulator with the field of vision to sPot excessive leverage, no matter

v/hat or where the institution is located. IØe need to move away from the alphabet soup of
regulatory responsibiJity that has prevented a comprehensive approach. This change too would
faättate treating financial institutions engaged in like activities in a similar manner, and avoid

regulatory arbitrage.In addition, we need stronger oversight of rating agencies and elimination of
conflicts of interest that have clouded their work.

As a corollaÍy m tter, we need to forge greater international cooperation to deal with
spillover effects from under-pricing of risk and excessive leverage. We need a level pluyrng fìeld for



market participants. More rapid convergence of national standards and greater cooperation of
national regulators are needed.

Third, we need to make sure our markets stay open and that we encourage expanded trade in
goods and services. Capital flows from sovereþ wealth funds, for example, have played an

important role in stabilizing our financial system. They should continue to be welcomed. Moreover,
a renewed push to restart and conclude the global uade round would glve a much needed lift to the
U.S. economy and fìnancial markets, as our export sector has ptovided such an important source of
support during this downturn.

Finally, we need to avoid aß oyetneaction that could stunt prudent risk taking and
innovation, which could reduce living standards for a decade or more. Congress has given the
Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve Board an impressive 

^ff^y 
of tools to work with to

restore the market. Let's give these policy makers and tegulators a chance to use these tools, and let's
encourage the next Administration and the Congress to consider how best to build a regulatory
structure for the 21" century.

In conclusion, the American people are looking now for constructive steps to protect their
economic future, and to put the economy back on the path to growth and job creation. \X/hile the
cyclical nature of the economy will never be outlawed, steps to restore transparency and

responsibility in the marketplace will go a long way towards restoring stability and confidence. SØith

their leaders working cooperatively to put good policies in place, I remain confident that the
,A,merican public's inherent resilience and strength will carry the day.

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear today.
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Chairman VüAXMAN. We will novir proceed to questioning by

the members. V{ithout objection, the questioning of witnesses

will proceed as follows.

Questioning will begin with a 12-minute block of time

for each síde with the chairman and the ranking member each

having the right to reserve time for later use.

f will start the questioning.

Dr. Greenspan, f want to start with you. You were the

Iongest-serving chairman of the Federal Reserve in history,

and during this period of time, you were, perhaps, the

leading proponent of deregulation of our financial markets.

Certainly you $/ere the most influential voice for

deregulation. You have been a staunch advocate for letting
markets regulate themsel-ves. Let me gíve you a few of your

past statements.

In 1"994, you testífied at a congressional hearing on

regulation of financial- derivatives. You said are, "There's
nothing involved in Federal regulation which makes it

superior to markeL regulation.rr Tn L99'7, you said, rrThere

appears to be no need for government regulation of

off-exchanged derivative transactions." In 2002, when the

collapse of Enron led to renewed congressional efforts to

regulate derivatives, you wrote the Senate, 'tI¡le do not

believe a public policy case exists to justify this
government intervention.'r Earlier this year, you wrote in
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the Financial Times, 'tBank loan officers, in my experience,

know far more about the risks and workings of their
counterparties than do bank regulators.rl

My question for you is simple, were you wrong?

Mr. GREENSPAII. Partially.

Chairman WA)OvIAN. Be sure the mike is turned on.

Mr. GREENSPAI\T. Sure . Partially, but let , s separate

this problem into its component parts. I took a very strong

position on the issue of derivatives and the efficacy of what

they r^rere doing for the economy as a whole, which, in effect,
is essentially to transfer risk from those who have very

difficulty--have great difficulty in absorbíng it, to those

who have the capital to absorb losses if and when they occur.

These derivatives are working weII. Let me put it to you
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very specifically.

Chairman VüAX!!AN. So you don't think

not wanting to regulate the derivatives?

Mr. GREENSPAII. ü'Ie11, it depends on

are talking about. Credit default srr'raps,

serious problems associated with them.

you were wrong in

which derivatives we

f think, have

But, the bulk of derivatives, ar:d, indeed, the only

derivatives that existed when the major discussion started in
lgg9, r^rere those of interest rate risk and foreign exchange

risk

Chairman WA)(IvIAN. Let me interrupt you, because we do
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have a limited amount of time, but you said in your statement

that you delivered the whole intellectual edifice of modern

risk management collapsed. You also said, I'those of us who

have looked to the self-interest of lending institutions to

protect shareholders' equity, myself especially, are in a

ilstate of shock, disbelief." Now that sounds to me like you

are saying that those who trusted the market to regulate

itself, yourself included, made a serious mistake.

Mr. GREENSPAN. Wel1, I think that's true of some

products, but not all. I think that's the reason why it's
important to distinguish the size of this problem and its
nature.

V{hat I wanted to point out was that the--excluding

credit default sr,'raps, derivatives markets are working wel1.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. !rfel-l, where did you make a mistake

then?

Mr. GREENSPAN. f made a mistake ín presuming that the

self-interest of organizations, speci fically banks and

others, were such is that they ürere best capable of

protecting their own shareholders and their equity in the

And it's been my experience, having worked both as a

regulator for 1-8 years and similar quantities, in the private

sector, especially, 10 years at a major international bank,

that the loan officers of those institutions knew far more
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about the risks involved and the people to whom they lent
money, than I saw even our best regulators at the Fed capable

of doing.

So the problem here is something which looked to be a

very solid edifice, and, indeed, a critical pi11ar to market

competition and free markets, did break down. And I think
that, âs I said, shocked me. I sti1l do not fu11y understand

why it happened and, obviously, to the extent that I figure
out where it happened and why, I will- change my views. If
the facts change, I will change.

Chairman WAXMAN. Dr. Greenspâfl, Paul Krugman, the

Princeton Professor of Economics who just won a Nobel Príze,

wrote a col-umn in 2006 as the subprime mortgage crisis
started to emerge.

He said, .'If anyone is to blame for the current

situation, it's Mr. Greenspan, who pooh-poohed warnings about

an emerging bubble and did nothing to crack down on

irresponsible lending.'r

He obviously believes you deserve some of the blame for
our current conditions.

I would like your perspective. Do you have any personal

responsibility for the financial crisis?
Mr. GREENSPAN. I¡1e11, Iet me give you a litt1e history,

Mr. Chairman.

There's been a consíderable amount of discussion about
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my views on subprime markets in the ye?r 2000, and, indeed,

one of our most distinguished governors at the time, Governor

Gramlich who, frankly, is, regrettably deceased, but was

unquestionably one of the best governors I ever had to deal

with--came to my office and said that he was having

difficulties with the problem of what really turned out to be

fairly major problems in predatory lending

Chairman V'IAXMAN. V'Iell-, he urged you to move with the

power that you as Chairman of the Fed, as both Treasury

Department and HUD suggested, that you put in place

regulatiôns that would have curbed these emerging abuses in
subprime lending. But you didn't listen to the Treasury

Department or to Mr. Gram1ich.

Do you think that was a mistake on your part?

Mr. GREENSPAN. üIel1, I questioned the facts of that.
He and I had a conversation. I said to him, I have my doubts

as to whether it would be successful.

But to understand the process by which decisions are

made at the Fed, it's important to recognize what are lines
of responsibilities and lines of authority are within the

structure of the system. The Fed has

incredibly--professional large division, that covers consumer

and. community affairs. ït has got probabty the best banking

lawyers in the business, in the 1ega1 department, and an

outside counsel of expert professionals to advise on
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regulatory matters. And what the system actually did was to

try to corral all of this ongoing information and to

eventually filter into a subcommittee of the Federal Reserve

board- -

Chairman VüAXMAN. Dr. GreenspâD, I am going to interrupt
you. The question I had for you is you had an ideology. You

had a belief that free, competitive--and this is shown--your

statement, nI do have an ideology. My judgment is that free,

competitive markets are by far the unrívaled way to organize

economies. V,Ie have tried regulation, none meanÍngfully

worked.tl

That \^ras your quote. You have the authority to prevent

irresponsibl-e lending practices that led to the subprime

mortgage crisis. You hrere advised to do so by many others.

Now, our whole economy is paying its price. You feel
that your ideology pushed you to make decisions that you wish

you had not made?

Mr. GREENSPAN. Vüe1I, remember, though, whether or not

ideology is, is a conceptual- framework with the way people

deal with reality. Everyone has one. You have to. To

existr 1rou need an ideology.

The question is, whether it exists is accurate or not.

What I am saying to you is, yês, I found a f1aw, I don't know

how significant or permanent it is, but f have been very

distressed by that fact. But if f may, may I just finish an
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answer to the question--

Chairman V,IAXMAN. You found a flaw?

Mr. GREENSPAI{. I found a flaw in the model that I
perceived is the critical functioning structure that defines

how the world works, so to speak.

Chairman WAXMAN. In other words, yoü found that your

view of the world, your ideology, was not right, it was not

workíng.

Mr. GREENSPAN. Precisely. That's precisely the reason

I was shocked, because I had been going for 40 years or more

with very considerable evidence that it was working

exceptionally wel1.

But let me just, if I may--

Chairman üIAXMAN. frÏell, the problem is that the time has

expired.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINTA. He wishes to answer. Can you

just l-et him ansr^rer.

Chairman hTAXMAN. ütre have many members.

Mr. GREENSPAN. If I could have just a minute. The

reason, basically, is this--Governor Gramlich said to me,

that he had problems. Tndeed, I agreed that I had heard very

much the same thing. I frankly thought that when our meeting

ended, that a subcommittee of the board which supervises all
of the various aspects of consumer and community affairs
within the Board of Governors and the Federal Reserve system,
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would move forward and prevent to the board as a whole,

recommendations to be made. That was not made, and I
presumed, êt the time, that essentially the subcommittee

didn't think it rose to the higher 1evel

But, just quickly, to sày that the overall view that I

take of regulation is that I took a pledge, when--I took an

oath of office when I became Federal Reserve Chairman, and I
recognized that you do with that, what ï did is I said that ï

am here to uphold the laws of the land passed by the

Congress, not my ovrn predilections.

I think you will find that my history is that I voted

for vj-rtua11y every regulatory action that the Federal

Reserve board moved forward on. Indeed, I voted with the

majority at all times, and I was doing so because I perceived

that that was the will of the Congress. In fact, you go back

and you look at the record, I felt required by my oath'of
office to adhere to what I am supposed to do, not what I
would like to do. And that is my history, and I think the

evidence very strongly supports that.
Chairman !{A)(I{AN. V,fell, ï appreciate that. On the other

hand, you didn't get to vote on regulations that didn't put

before the Federal Reserve Board, even though you have the

lega1 authority for those regulations. That's more--not a

question but a comment.

Mr. Davis
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Mr. ISSA. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Davis, I was just going to

ask if you needed more than the 1-2 minutes, because we had

run over, but it's done.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you. Let me start with

all of you, but, Dr. Greenspâfl, I will start with you. I

think what we see novr as laying a predicate for what I always

fear happens when there's a crisis, and that it is that

Congress overreacts to the situation-

It seems to me that it wasn't just deregulation that
allowed this crisis, it was the mishmash of regulations and

regulators with too narrow a view of the increasingly

integrated national globa1 markets. But I would like to get

all of your reactions to the following.

In terms of legislation passed by the Congress, what

ef f ects , if dfly, and were they right or r^rrong in

Gramm-Leach-B1i1ey, the Commodities Futures Modernization Act

and our fail-ure to regulate Freddie and Fannie. rf you would

look at those three all congressional actions or inactions,

to what effect, íf ãfry, did they have on this crisis and if
there are any suggestions you would make in the future in
terms of how we would proceed

Mr. GREENSPAII. I have been talking at great length--

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Mr. Cox, let me start with you,

Chris.

Mr. COX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Regulatory gaps have been the be deviling solution to

this crisis now during the last year. It's been 1 year since

we had the all-time stock market high. Are you sti1l having

trouble hearing?

During the past year, regulators have been cooperating

at the international leve1 and within the Federal Government,

and Federal to State, more closely than ever before. But

what \^re are seeing is dif ferent parts of the elephant. I¡le

are trying to integrate that as closely as r^re can.

The coordination is complicated by the fact that, first,

the agencies themselves administered different laws and

governed economically similar products in dif ferent r^rays.

Second, their jurisdiction comes to an abrupt stop and,

sometimes, the next regulatory agency doesn't pick up with

where that leads off.

One of the most significant regulatory gaps is the one

to which several of you have alluded here this morning, and

that is the gap in the 2,OOO CFIIA that left completely

unregulated and leaves open today as r^re meet here the $58

trillion notional market in credit default swaps.

The reason that has turned out to be so important is not

simply the doll-ar amount of risk involved, but the fact that

its opaque, the fact, that parties and counterparties don't

know where the exposures are. It makes it very, very

difficult to price risk throughout the system. It's why I
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think it's so urgent that we address that gap, that we

address the gap-

Mr. DAVfS OF VIRGINIA. Chairman Cox, that particular

Act where r''re failed to address that was a mistake in

retrospect, it basically legalized gambling.

Mr. COX.. IrÏell, I think it's important to note, âs

Chairman Greenspan does, how much has changed since this was

first look at in the Clinton administration in 1-999. Because

back then, as Chairman Greenspan points out, the credit

def ault sr^raps market had barely emerged.

It was a share of the total derivatives markets that was

too small to be noticed. It has grown enormously in the

recent years. It has doubled just in the last 2 years. So

it's absolutely urgent--now that we know how important it is

in the context of the current crisis and the difficulty that

the markets and the investors are having pricing risk that we

bring disclosure to this corner of the market, that we 1et

the market see where the risk is and market it accordingly.
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Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Thank you. Mr. Snow, also on

Freddie and Fannie issues, you have addressed that in

opening markets.

Mr. SNOW. Thank you, Congressman Davis. It seems to me

root issue here, when you get right down to it, is risk

leverage.

Nowhere in our financial- regulatory system is there
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anyone with fuI1 accountability and fu11 360-degree view on

that proposition, risk and leverage.

I saw that in my days at the Treasury Department. I
remember in 2005 sensing that there were developments in the

debt markets, the subprime and the mortgage markets that

needed to be better understood. I took what was deemed to Ïie

a fairly extraordinary step and called in all of the

substantive regulators of the mortgage market

I asked them to give their considered views on whether

or not undo risk was being created. I¡le didn't yet have a

housing crisis. I/üe didn't yet have a subprime crisis.
But I wanted to get their view that did eventually lead

to new guidance to the regulators.

But the Congressman was quoting me that no one of them

had that view. They had pieces of the puzzle. It's like the

blind man and the elephant. They are all touching a piece of

it, but they don't know what the big picture is. That's why

I did commission the effort to produce the blueprint for a

new regulatory system.

As yor: know, the Treasury has set up a ner¡/ blueprint to

create some agency with that 360-degree view. With the GSEs,

I think we all made a mistake in not acting much, much more

earlier. If that strong regulator had been put in place in a

timely wãy, if the market had had more visibility--

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. üïe11, let me ask this: If a
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strong regulator had been put in earlier, would that rea11y

have averted this crisis?
Mr. SNObI. Nobody really knows for sure whether it would

have averted it, but I am confident that it would have been a

much different kind of crisis. Because the GSES r¡'rere the

source of such an extraordinary amount of risk in the system,

risk that wasn't rea11y visible, risk that really wasn't seen

to most of the participants.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. And they had the appearance of

government backing?

Mr. SNOVü. And it absolutely had the appearance of
government backing, which was at the center of the risk
creation process. Because if you can borro\^r at government

rates, you can make money on any other instruments, any other

f inancial instruments .

So it created an incentive to borrow at an extraordinary

rate and then go out and buy all the paper you could get

ahold of. That's why we see the explosion, it's not an

exaggeration, in theír for-profit activities, their own heLd

portfolio that went way beyond anything that was needed to

carl.y on their public policy mission of making the secondary

market.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Dr. Greenspan, the Commodities

Futures Modernization Act, which passed Congress by an

overwhel-ming margin based the House on suspension. I think
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only their view is a handful of dissenting votes signed by

President Clinton.

In retrospective, as \^re look at that, \^ras this a

question of regulation, deregulation or just gaps in
regulation where you had so many stovepipes no one coul-d

actually see the total landscape and things started to occur

underrreath it, and we werenlt able to react. And also, I
woul-d ask you about Freddie and Fannie and their roles in
this.

Mr. GREENSPAIV. V'Ie1I, it' s important, when talking about

a regulation, not to talk in blanket terms, but to focus on

specific issues.

For example, as f mentioned before, the discussion that

came out of the original 2000 Act relevant to derivatives,

actually has worked reasonably well with the exception of a

major change, which is credit default sr^raps.

fn the year 2005, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

became quite concerned about the issue of the settlement

process on credit default swaps and started to try to get a

very significant improvement in the technologies which they

were involved with. That effort has continued. considerably.

The reason why there's a big problem there is partly

because of the huge surge, âs Chairman Cox says, it was

negligible in 2000, and they just, from, you know, 2 percent

of the total market, they ár".r-,p over 1-O percent now in a
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very few years.

The problem basically is the credit default s\^/ap

requires that 1ega11y, when bankruptcy occurs, the person who

has given the protection has the lega1 right to the

instrument.

That's fine, so long as you have a smal-l- amount of

credit default sv/aps. They are now running 1-0 times the si-ze

the actual instrument being insured and because of the

default they are required to do cash settl-ements. But that's
a voluntary basis. It's not lega11y mandated.

In my judgment, it's very important that that issue be

resolved because at some point, the voluntary agreement

process is going to break down, and we will have a very

serious problem. So, where I think critical regulatory

issues have got to occur is on the 1ega1 question of defining

the process by which the resolution occurs.

Mr. DAVIS OF VTRGINïA. It didn't help that the rating
agencies hrere rating all of these instruments the way they

were. That made it look like less risk for the people that
hrere ín the swaps.

Mr. GREENSPAN. Indeed it did- Yes.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. I will reserve the balance of my

time.
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RPTS HUGILL

DCMN BURRELL

[11:00 a.m.]

Chairman V'IA)OyIAN. Thank yoü, Mr. Davis.

Mrs. Maloney.

Mrs. IvIALONEY. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman. And ï welcome

all the panelists. I have some questions for Mr. Snow, Mr.

Cox and Dr. Greenspan on market manipulation.

Dr. Greenspan, prior to the bankruptcy of Lehman

Brothers last month, one of the largest bankruptcies in our

history, $ras the collapse of Enron. I want to ask you about

Enron and your vi.ews about the regulation of derivatives.
After Enron's collapse investigations by the State of

California and other States revealed widespread manipulation

of energy markets by Enron and other energy companies. Using

schemes like Fat Boy, Death Star, and Get Smarty, Enron

created artificial shortages, bypassed regulatory protections

and drove energy prices sky high.

At the time there r^ras no regulation of Fnron's trading

in energy derivatives. There r^ras no public disclosure

requirements and no record. keeping requirements. There were

no anti-fraud or anti-manipulation provisions. Basically

there was absolutely no oversight whatsoever, and. what was

there was removed. And what happened is that Enron and other

companies took advantage of this lack of regulation and
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oversight.

In 2000, before the Enron collapse, I tried to close

this loophole. I offered an amendment at the Banking

Committee which would have required regulatíon of energy

derivatives. Unfortunately despite bipartisan support, the

amendment failed. After Enron other Members of Congress

tried to close this loophoIe, most notably Senator Feinstein,

who introduced amendments and legislation about trading in

energy derivatives. She tried to do this through

freestanding bil1s and additional amendments to other pieces

of legislation.

Dr. Greenspan, you adamantly opposed these efforts. I
would like to show you a l-etter that you sent on September

18, 2002. In this letter you stated that, and I quote,

'rpublic disclosure of pricing data would not improve the

overall- price discovery process. t' You argued in these

letters that "disclosure would actually increase the

vul-nerability of our economy to potential future stresses,rt

end quote, and despite Enron's abuses you said, and I quote,

"htre do not believe a public policy case exists to justify

this government intervention. rr

I sincerely believe that efforts such as my effort in

the Banking Committee and Senator Feinstein's efforts in the

Senate would have passed without your opposition. So, Dr.

Greenspan, in retrospect do you think you $/ere right to
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oppose these efforts to regulate energy derivatives?

Mr. cREENSPAlitr. Senator Feinstein said the same thing to

me. She's a longtime friend and we have debated this issue

to considerable extent.

First of all, the major problem I was having with the

energy derivative issue was that it was an electric power

problem. Electric power, as you know, cannot be stored and

as a resul-t--

Mrs. MALONEY. Excuse me, Dr. Greenspan, my amendment

was that--and my effort was that it be listed on the

Commodities Future Exchange. It was listed. Then there was

an effort to remove it from listing. So there was absolutely

no knowledge of what was happening in energy derivatives. So

mine was a broader one. It was not specifically to

California.

Mr. GREENSPAN. Okay. Let me do this--
Mrs. MALONEY. So basically it was regulation of energy

derivatives.

Mr. GREENSPAIT. I generally remember the issue, but I'd
have to.go back and refresh my memory. And if I may, let me

look at it and come back to you as soon as T can if you a11ow

me to do so.

[The inf ormation f oI]-ows: l

11,48 ******** CoMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Mrs. MALONEY. Thank you. I'd appreciate that.

Now in light of what has happened in the markets, do you

believe there shoufd be some oversight and regulation of

derivatives in general?

Mr. GREENSPAN. üIeII, I have just cited one, the credit
defaul-t süraps

Mrs. MALONEY. Okay. I have some questions for the

others. Thank you for your service.

Mr. Snow, you also opposed this effort, joining Dr.

Greenspan in another letter the next year. Here is what you

wrote: Quote, "In our judgment the ability of private

counterparty surveillance' to effectively regulate these

markets can be undermined by inappropriate extensions of

government regulatiorÌ. rr

hlhy was it inappropriate to require transparency and

disclosure for energy derivatives, Mr. Snow?

Mr. SNOT,{. Thank you for the question. As is the case

with the Chairman, I don't recaIl the ins and outs of your

amendment or the debate around it but--
Mrs. MALONEY. In this case I'm asking about your

statements and letters where you said you opposed it--

Mr. SNOI¡I. But I don't have them with me and--

Mrs. MALONEY. I'11 get you a copy.

Mr. SNOI/ü. --I don't have your amendments or your

language. But generally Iet me respond t.his way.
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There is always a balance when it comes to markets and

regulation. It's not in my view one or the other. ft's
finding the right balance. And one of the arguments that

always was in the back of my mind whenever anybody proposed

more regulation is will this make the market work better or

will it get in the way of the way markets work? And there is
what exists call a moral hazard issue associated with

regulation where the market itself begins to look to the

regulation to say, well, that's the government's good

housekeeping seal of approval on these activities and when

there is a perception of a government good housekeeping seal

of approval, some of ifre incentives for the due diligence on

the part of the counterparties gets undermined.

I don't recall- the specifics, but I think that was

probably what I was referring to.
Chairman WAXMAN. Vüe'Il be pleased to hold the re.cord

open to get any further comments on this particular issue

from both Dr. Greenspan and Mr. Snow.

Mrs. IUALONEY. Mr. Waxman, mây f request 30 seconds to

ask my question of Dr. Cox?

Chairman WA)0{AN. lrÏell, I think that would be 30 seconds

to ask the question and who knows how long to answer the

question.

Mrs. MALONEY. Then I will send it to you in writing.
Chairman V'IA)CI\,[AN. On the Republican side, Mr. Issa--Mr.
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Mica.

Mr. SHAYS. Mr. Chairman, can I just make a unanimous

consent motion?

Chairman Ii'fA)ClvlAN. The gentleman wishes to be recognized

for unanimous consent?

Mr. SHAYS. Because of the questioning that you

allocated each of you and our ranking member, you had to

consume l-1 minutes and 53 seconds and our ranking member 1-0

minutes and 1-4 se,conds, and I'd like to make unanimous

consent that both sides be given another l-0 minutes because I
think it's important for either you and us to be able to
inject ourselves.

Chairman WA)CMAN. Any objection to that very generous

unanimous consent? ff not, that will be the order.

Mr. Mica, you're recognized.

Mr. MICA. Thank you. As I said at the beginning, I

tried to enunciate along with my request for unanímous

consent to put in a letter to request a special prosecutor to

be appointed. I' m truly disappointed that these hearings

have been hijacked and put off now until November 20.

November 20 is the date that now has been chosen for the

people to know who the real culprits hrere. Let's put this
out here. And I have a question for all of the panelists.

Do you know what coTnes before November 20?

Mr. SNOIV. The 19th.
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Mr. MICA. Chris, yoü might recaIl. A little thing like
an election. I¡lhat we don't want is the trail to lead to

people who have done the wrong thing. Vühat we don't want is
this committee to hold people who started this whole mess,

this fiasco, accountable. I¡trhat \¡rre've been doing is we're

sort of tiptoeing around the tulips when somebody's driven a

bulldozer through our financial garden.

WeII, 1et's see. Chris, you weren't around--excuse me,

Mr. Cox, you weren't around. You two were around. Mr.

Greenspan, you go for two, we1l, three Presidents. How many

years total?

Mr. GREENSPAN. Eighteen and a half.

Mr. MICA. Mr. Snow, when were you Secretary?

Mr. SNOW. I was Secretary in February of 2003 until the

end of ,.June ' 06.

Mr. MICA. Okay. You testified a few minutes ãgo, Mr.

Snow, that you tried to regulate, right? That you tried to

bring some new regulation into this process. Did you know

$1-78 million was spent in 1-0 years by Fannie Mae and Freddie

Mac to lobby to stop what you hrere trying to do? Did you

know that?

Mr. SNOüI. I didn't know the number, Congressman, but I
knew there was a ferocious opposition

Mr. MICA. The three of you, who is the big subprime

producer in the United States? Who? What private company?
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I will answer it for you. Countrywide?Countrywide.

Mr. SNOVü. I' 11 agree .

Mr. MICA. Did any of you know that Countrywide was

giving preferential discounted loans to public officials and

the heads of a government-sponsored mortgage security agency?

Did you know that when you were in charge?

Mr. GREENSPAN. I did not

Mr. MICA. Did you know that, Mr. Snow?

Mr. SNOUI. No, I didn't .

Mr. MICA. I¡1e11, Chris, you came along later. Did you

ever get one?

Do you know who the largest recipient of campaign

contributions is in 20 years from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,

their political action organízation? Do you know?

Mr. GREENSPAN. I do not.

Mr. MICA. Do you know?

Mr. SNOW. I don't.
Mr. MICA. I said ín 20 years. Maybe you're thinking

it's Senator Dodd because he was there 20 years. You know,

it wasn't Senator Dodd. Do you know who ít was? Senator

Obama in less than 4 years.

Nobody wants to get to the bottom of this. Nobody wants

to stop the money traiI. And I'm going to ask in a minute to
put in the record Exhibit A and it's called Follow the Money

Trail. For those of you who have difficulty distinguishing
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r¡/ho participated, I have pictures, photographs of the

individuals involved.

You testified in 2003, September l-0, and you came back

and testified again asking for regulation. Did you ever

see--and you did it before the whole committee. Did you ever

see the proceedings of October 6, 2004, of one of the

subcommittees of Financial Services and hear the now

chairman, Mr. Frank, and what he said about what kind of

risks some of these speculative investments posed.? Did you

ever see that?

Mr. SNOI^I. I don't believe I did.

Mr. MICA. I recommend you al1 go on YouTube and see

that hearing of October 6. Mr. Frank said there's no risk.
Mr. Frank said we ought to roll- the dice. Maxine Waters, a

member of the committee, did you heai what she said? She

said, "rf it ain't broke, don't fix it." Did you hear that,
Mr. Greenspan? Did you hear those comments?

Mr. GREENSPAN. I díd not

Mr. MICA. Did you hear them, Mr. Snow?

Mr. SNOW. No, I didn't.
Mr. MICA. You ought to see that and you ought to see

the language one of the members of the committee used about

how he was mad because people hrere proposing legislation.

I¡1e11, I will teII you the language that he used is the

language that people are using out there that want folks held
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accountable.

Novrr, this is a nice dog and pony show and maybe it's
theater, but people want someone held accountable. They want

people to go to jail who brought down our financial markets.

Do you agree we should have some means for those folks to pay

who've ripped us off ? Could you ansÌ^rer my question?

Mr. GREENSPAI{. That's not the type of thing--issue with

which I deal

Mr. MICA. Thank you.

Chairman WA)ilvIAN. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. MICA. Could I just have them ans\¡,rer--

Chairman WA)fivlAN. .fust a minute, Mr. Mica. Mr. Mica,

just a minute. You've asked your questions and your time is
up. Now I will give the opportunity of the witnesses to

ansr^rer them but not to have you continue to engage them.

Your time is up.

Mr. Cox, do you want to respond to it?
Mr. COX. Certainly. Aggressive 1aw enforcement is now

needed more than ever. The SEC is a 1aw enforcement agency

dedicated to making sure that anyone who broke the securities
laws is held accountable, and we are very, very busy on that

right nor,'r.

Mr. SNOT^I. Any criminal behavior, fraudulent behavior

obviously ought to be investigated and acted upon by the

appropriate authorities
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you, Mr. Chairman. ï yield back theMr. MICA. Thank

balance of my time.

Chairman WAXIúIAN. The Chair yields himself some of the

generous time that's been allotted to us to say that \¡re've

held four hearings and we have got two more scheduled. V'Ie

have them schedul-ed after the election. But this isn't an

issue that's going to go ahray aftel the election. It's one

$re seriously need to examine. And we have sent a request for
further documents from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and we are

going to hold a hearing on them and the role they played in
this current crisis as well as hedge funds. But I think what

we have heard from Mr. Mica is a political statement, not one

looking into the real issues. fL's a political statement.

And just to put the facts in perspective, the explosion in
subprime lending was primarí1y driven by Wa11 Street, and the

majority of those loans were originated by unregulated

mortgage brokers. According to the Home Mortgage Disclosure

Act data, in 2006 during the height of the subprime boom,

Fannie Mae purchased 2.5 percent of subprime loans, Freddie

Mac .4 - Combined they purchased a total of 2.9 percent of

the subprime loans. In 2007, Fannie Mae increased its
purchases of subprime loans to 3.L.2 percent while Freddie Mac

increased it to 2.5. So their combined purchase total- went

up to I3.7 percent of subprime loans. These are hardly

market driven--driving numbers. Both companies also invested
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in subprime securities created by V'IaII Street. Again, they

were not the dominant factor in Wall- Street. In 2006 their
combined market share was less than 25 percent of the

secondary market

I point those facts out not in any way to excuse Fannie

Ma.e or Freddie Mac and the responsibil-ity they have. We're

going to l-ook at their responsibility. But they were not the

cause of the financial crisis. And I'd be interested to know

if any of the three witnesses bel-ieve that Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac was the cause of our financial crisis. They

certainly played a role in it, but do any of you believe they

\^rere the cause of this financial- crisis?
Dr. Greenspan?

Mr. GREENSPAN. I think it was a significant factor but

not the primary cause.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Mr. Cox?

Mr. COX. I would agree with that. I think there's no

question that the GSEs, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, played a

significant role in the subprime crisis and in fact in the

creation of structured securities and the market for those.

Chairman üïAXtúlAN. Let me hear from Mr. Snow on that.
Mr. SNOüI. I agree with that. There's no single cause

of this. Many, many things contributed to it, but one of the

primary contributors among all the contributors is certainl-y

the role of Fannie and Freddie.
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Chairman VüAXMAN. I agree with the three of you, and

that's why we are going to look at those issues. But ï don't

think it makes a difference that hre're looking at it after
the election or before the election. Vüe are going to look at

hedge funds after the election and we've got a problem we

have got to deal with. That is not connected to this
election calendar unless of course you want to make it a

connection to the electoral calendar, which is the purpose of

the gentleman from Florida.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Mr. Chairman, can I yield
myself- -

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Mr. Davis .

Mr. DAVIS OF VïRGINïA. Mortgage brokers were regulated;

they hrere just regulated at the State leve1, isn't that
right? So it wasn't that they didn't have any regulation.

Their regulation was at the State. And as I've said before,

one of the problems here--these \^rere stovepipes. Nobody had

a view of what anybody else was doing, and when you regul-ate

these entities at the State level nobody has a view of what's

going on nationally. I' d asked Secretary Snow prior had

Fannie and Freddie been brought under control earlier,
there's no question this crisis would not have been to the

dimensions it was and you would agree with that, don't you,

Mr. Secretary?

Mr. SNOI{. I agree with that.
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Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Mr. Mica.

Mr. MICA. First of all, did you all know too that
Fannie Mae was cooking the books and increasing the mortgages

that they were putting out, the subprime, so that they could

get bonuses and walk ahray with tens of millions of dollars in
compensation? Did you know that, Mr. Snow?

Mr. SNOI^I. Vüel1, I know there was an investigation by

the regulator--

Mr. MfCA. Yeah, I have a copy of that.
Mr. SNOÍ{. --that found some irregularities in the

accounting practices- -

Mr. MICA. Fannie Mae \^ras pumping out these subprimes.

Fannie Mae was a government-sponsored mortgage security
operation and then competing with folks like Lehman Brothers;

so you had them discounting the amount of capital they had as

a reserve from 10. They didn't do that, no\^r. I guess Andrew

Cuomo did that. But you had them discounting their reserve

from l-O to 2-L/2 and you had them pumping out there no doc,

no down payment subprime loans; is that not the case? And

then who fol-l-ows? lrÏal-l Street, vrrho's trying to--in our

system they are trying to make a buck, so they are

discounting- -

Mr. COX. Congressman Mica, with respect to cooking the

books, the Securities and Exchange Commission sued Fannie Mae

for fraud in one of the largest settl-ements in the history of
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the SEC.

Chairman V'IA)ilUAN. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. MICA. I have a unanimous consent request. A1I I'm
asking, Mr. Chairman, is I mentioned this in my first round--

Chairman V'IA)ilUAN. State your unanimous consent request.

Mr. MICA. I ask unanimous consent that Exhibit A,

Follow the Money, and I guess \¡/e could do--the pictures be

included ín the record

Chairman V'IAXMAN. I¡lithout objection, what you seek to

submit for the record, some article ca1led Follow the Money,

will be put into the record. It's ca11ed Exhibit A.

Mr. Cummings

[The information follows: ]

******** CoMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Mr. CUMMINGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And

today, Mr. Chairman, I just want to--I want to ask questions

that my constituents would ask, all of those that are tosing

their investments, unable to get student 1oans, businesses

unable to get lines of credit, businesses going out of

business, people losing their jobs. I want to ask some

questions on behalf of them. Arrd I'm going to direct my

questions to you, Mr. Cox. I want to ask you about your

position on regulating derivatives, especially credit default

swaps, whích now amounts to greater than the world's annual

economic output weighing in at $54 trillion as of September.

You've given the committee very strong testimony urging

greater regulation in this area. By the way, I completely

agree with you. As our hearing on AIG demonstrated, the lack

of regulation of credi.t default swaps has created chaos in
the financial markets al-1 around the world.

My question is where have you been all these years? Mr.

Cox, last month you announced that the SEC would begin

requiring hedge fund managers, broker dealers, and

institutional investors to disclose their cred.it default swap

holdings. That's a terrific step. That's rea1, real nice.

But you took that step after Senator McCain said, and I
quote, "hê has betrayed the public trust,rt and after Carly

Fiorina, the former head of Hewlett-Packard, said that you

were quote, I'asleep at the switch, I' unquote. I want to
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know--and then of course it was after--you made these

decisions after Senator McCain to his credit saying that the

first thing he would do as President was to fire you.

No\rrr, you became SEC Chairman over 3 years ago. f'fhy

didn't you act sooner to require the disclosure of credit

default swaps?

Mr. COX. Thank you. As you know, I have been in the

vanguard of regulators and indeed I believe T'm the first
Federal regulator incumbent to call for this legislation.
But we would have liked to have known what we know now I

think.years ago. If you wish me to answer explicitly where

\^ras I, I was here with you. Indeed I was vice chairman of

this committee when Congress had the opportunity to do what

I'm asking Congress to do noÌ^r, which is close this regulatory

hole

Mr. CUMMINGS. But I'm talking about the 3 years that

you hrere there. V'Ie paid your salary. The taxpayers, the

ones that are losing their homes right no\^r, paid your salary

for 3 years. I know what Mr. Mica said. He kept telling you

you weren't there; so f'm going to excuse you, I'm going to

excuse you. T'm talking about the times you r^¡ere there.

Mr. COX. During the time f have been Chairman, what we

have seen is a market that was completely unregulated outside

the jurisdiction of the SEC. I have to live within the

statutory authorities that Congress gives me, that this
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market has grown substantially, that it has created risk that

is difficult for markets to appraise.

Mr. CUMMINGS. Okay. I only have a limited amount of

time.

Mr. COX. I would just redouble my challenge--my request

to Congress--all I can do is teII you what I see as Chairman

that we don't have authority to do. I'le don't have authority
to regulate credit default swaps because Congress hasn't

given us that authority. I think Congress--

Mr. CUMMINGS. I¡1e11, 1et me--Mr. Cox, Iet me ask you

about what you could do. Your predecessor, BitI Donaldson,

before he left he set up a task force specifically to l-ook

into the problem of financi.al derivatives such as credit
default sr,.raps, in March 2005, a few months before you became

SEC Chairman. The Financial Engineering News reported that

the SEC had assembled, quote, "p.eopIe from each SEC

division, " end of quote, Corporation Finance, Enforcement,

Market Regulation, and Investment Management to l-ook at

issues relating to the derivatíves market and the implication

of the growth of credit derivatives. What happened to that

task force under your leadership?

Mr. COX. We have increased the number of people that

are focused on risk in the derivatives--
Mr. CUMMINGS. I¡lhat happened to the task force? Is it

sti1l in existence?
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Mr. COX. The number of people focused on risk,
Congressman, are increased under my chairmanship.

Mr. CUMMINGS. We1l, let me teIl you what your staff
says, the ones that come to work every day that we pay. Let

me teII you what they said. They said we have been told by

former SEC staff that you failed to support the work of the

task force. In fact, you basically defunded the whole Office

of,Risk Assessment that had been assembl-ed. for the task

force. In .TuIy, 2006, yoü testif ied at the Senate Banking

Committee hearing, you took a completely different position.

You said there shoul-d be no interference with the investment

strategies or operations of hedge funds, including their use

of derivative trading, leverage, and short selling.
Are you now telling us, sír, that you rl'rere mistaken 2

years ago when you expressed oppositi-on to any regulation of

derivative trading?

Mr. COX. First, f don't think that's an accurate

representation of my position. Second, the Office of Risk

Assessment was not ever responsible for specifically looking

at derivatives. fhe Office of Risk Assessment when f came to

the SEC had seven people. It has seven people nor^r. But what

we have done is increased throughout the agency the number of

people Lhat are focused on risk assessment. Vile've done that
in each of the divisions and offices that you've named. ïtfs
a vitally important function and it's one to which the agency
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and I are sti1l strongly committed. But there are more

people doing this now than ever before.

V'Iith respect to hedge fund regulation, I have strongly

supported the efforts of the SEC to get at this even though

we have ínadequate lega1 authority. üTe put out rules that

got to the margin of our authority that regulated hedge fund

advisers in order to do this. Those rules Ì^rere struck down

by the court. But as a resul-t of standing up for those

rules, âs I did, r,'re now have almost all of the hedge fund

advisers voluntarily registered. I think we need

legislation, however, to--
Mr. CUMMINGS. I wish I had more time.

Chairman I¡trAXtvlAN. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. Souder is reeognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. SOUDER. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman. One of the huge

challenges, you've referred to the moral l:azard and risk, and

the frustration you're hearing here and across America is the

irresponsibility and greed of people in Wa1l Street and other

people who were risk takers has endangered the lives, the

jobs, the savings of just millions of Americans. I have a

l-etter from one of the many thousands of e-mails lobbying me

for my vote of a 1ad.y f rom my hometown of Grabel, where I
gre$/ up, and she said, I turned down a bigger house. I don't

understand. lVe've lived so cautiously, and now we're asking

in effect what you all referred to as to take the moral
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hazard. I took two tough votes for this rescue bill and

voted "yes." It may have endangered my career. I did it
because I was worried about the people in my district. But

they are legitimately arrrgry that people seem to sit here

hearing after hearing, welI, it r¡rasn't my responsibility and

that you kind of knew it was happening. Whether it was

Congress or here or there, but they're furious. And I have a

couple of questions \nre've been going through hearing after
hearing in different angles with this. And Mr. Cox or my

friend Chris, has the SEC, your 1aw enforcement agency,

initiated any investigations and attempts, without getting

into specifics, without saying where they are, since August

and we have had this crisis, have you started the process to

see whether there is any lega1 culpability of some of the

people who have caused this mess?

Mr. COX. That is an intense national focus right now

from the SEC's ü'tashington headquarters and our l-l- regional

offices. l,Ie have over 50 subprime investigations underway.

lrle also have a coordinated national ef f ort, coordinated also

with criminal authorities and with other civil law

enforcement authorities in the States to look at manipulation

and fraud in the securities of the Nation's largest financial
institutions. As you know, this crisis has particularly

beset the financial sector. The volatility in the market has

particularly been visited upon the financial sector. The
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crisis in banking, the credit crisis that we're living

through, is a mortal danger to many of these institutions.
And so determining the extent to which violations of the 1aw

may have contributed to this and holding anyone who violated
the law accountable is of vital importance, and we are

admitting massive resources to it.
Mr. SOUDER. We were hearing yesterday in the rating

authorities, as we saw AIG--I mean in AIG we had in,Ju1y they

are paying bonuses, in August they're broke, in September

they are getting bailed out at 61 billion. It is
inconceivable to me with a business background and knowing

how they were exposed that there wasn't knowledge in the

rating services. The number of loans that went out doubled

in a short period of time. The interest rates go up.

Anybody with a slight investigation would have known that
they hrere bundting, that they were doing things that were

probably i11egaI in the sense of taking origination fees,

high interest loans, packing them higher than the value of

the house. And it isn't just the culpability of the people

in the direct subprime. ït's a culpability of, the people who

knew what they $rere buying who were pretending to see no

evil, hear no evil, report no evi1, and the question is even

in an unregulated market my belief is that many of them are

criminal. I,rtre have talked a lot of dif ferent things in the

credit s$/aps and so on. But one of the questions here is
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hrhere are the corporate boards? Those of us who believe in

the private sector believe that there was supposed to be some

kind of corporate check on the stockholders.

Do any of you have any suggestions of what we might be

looking at here because clearly they r^rere asleep at the

wheeI, that if anything e1se, cooperation; that the fault
firings on Merrill Lynch and others only dealt with that they

committed a crime and that we seem to have locked in a

corporate strucLure of hedge fund for management that you win

if you do well and you win if you lose; that we have to have

tougher accountability in some way. And I wonder if any of

you have any suggestions because this is critical as to how

much government is going to do this because if the. private

sector does not have a mechanism to hold people accountable,

íf the private sector rewards any t14ge of thing and the moral

lnazard. goes to the taxpayers, we have a problem. Do any of

you have any suggestíons?

Mr. GREENSPAN. fVe11, if I may, Congressman, the markets

have already punished the people whom you are referring to.
A lot of these products have disappeared and they probably

will never return. Some of the fees that were charged and

paid when euphoria and essentially which led to significant
greed showed up, they're gone. And I suspect that üre are

going to find that this is a very chastened market and that
many of the problems that \¡re've observed during the euphoria
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expansion will not be back if--at any time ifstage of the

ever.

Mrs. MALONEY. lPresiding.] The gentleman's time has

expired.

The Chair recognizes Mr. Kucinich for 5 minutes.

Mr. KUCINICH. I thank the gentlelady. Apropos of Mr.

Greenspan's comments that the markets are punishing people,

our constituents are getting punished. They're losing their
homes. And Mr. Greenspan, you have wel-l acquitted yourself

as a spectator but I'm not sure you've done that with respect

to your being a participant. The epicenter of the financial
crisis, âs we understand, is the securitization of home

mortgages. There are about l-0 million homes that are stil1
in jeopardy. In your testimony you blame securitízers,
banks, credit rating agencies, risk management models, but

what about your role as head of the Fed? In your testimony

you spoke of the Fed structure having the best banking

attorneys, expert outside counsel. According to the Federal

Reserve Web site, the Fed has one of the finest research

staffs, 45A, half of them Ph.D.'s, but under your term as

head of the Fed, public and private debt exploded from $1-0.5

tril-lion to $43 trillion. Yet as documented by ilim Ol-eske in
his book called rrYeah, Right," you, Mr. Greenspan, promoted

adjustable rate mortgages that fueled the subprime market.

You said in February of 2004, rrAmerican consumers might
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bubble and can you te11 this committee when it occurred to
you that there was a housing bubble?

Mr. GREENSPAI{. VüelI, first let me correct several

issues here which I regret have been carried on for quite a

significant period of time.

Mr. KUCINICH. Could you speak closer to the mike?

Ivlr. GREENSPA\T. Yes, I',fit sorry. First with respect to

adjustable rate mortgages, it is true as you point out that I
gave a speech which was essentially constructed by--it was

reporting on a Federal Reserve staff study which is stating
the obvious, that if you're going to be somebody who can only

live in a home for 2 years before you move elsewhere, you

may--you should look at the adjustable rate mortgage issue.

The point, however, is it then came out that I was trashing

the 3O-year mortgage. A week later I appeared at the

Economic Club of New York with a thousand people and I
basically said that the remarks that I made the previous week

clearly did not mean f in any r,vay r¡'ras talking about--

Mr. KUCINICH. With all due respect, Mr. Greenspâf, did

you retract what you said?

Mr. GREENSPAI\T. I did.

Mr. KUCINfCH. Vüell, I've got here from USA Today, if we

could put it up on the screen, rel-ative to what you $rere just

saying. You said rrÏ'd reproduce that speech word for word

today.rr Now, I'm not sure-
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Mr. GREENSPAN. No. The point at issue is that speech

per se taken 1iterally is an unexceptional speech. It

essentially said obviously if you've got interest rates

rising sígnifícantly, then you would basically .run into the

problem- -

Mr. KUCINïCH. Here's your words, Mr. Greenspan. On one

hand you're saying there was no connection. On the other

hand you're saying you would reproduce that speech word for

word today. V,Ihen did you know there was a housing bubble and

when did you tel1 the public about it? Answer the question.

Mrs. MALONEY. The gentleman's time has expired. Mr.

Greenspan can answer, but your time has expired

Mr. KUCINICH. Ifhen did you tell the public about it?

Mr. GREENSPAN. If I may respond, that speech was

essentially a report on a staff study which if you read today

you would find or should find it was exceptional. The

problem with respect to my arguing for ad.justable rate

mortgages as a general proposition is fa1se. I went before

this Economic Club of New York just days later and very

significantly pointed out that the 3O-year mortgage is the

most important mortgage we have and. that whenever ï took out

a mortgage I didn't take out an adjustabl-e mortgage because I

thought it was too risky.

Chairman VüA)(trlAN. lPresiding.l The gent]eman's time has

expired.
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Mr. KUCINICH. With all due respect, and maybe some

other member could take this up, he didn't actually respond

to the question about when he knew there was a housing

bubble

Mr. GREENSPAII. The housing bubble became clear to me

sometime in early 2006 in retrospect. I did not forecast a

significant decl-ine because we had never had a significant
decline in prices, and it's only as the process began to

emerge that it became clear that $re ürere about to have what

essentially was a g1oba1 decline in home prices.

Chairman WA)CVIAN. Thank you, Mr. Kucinich.

Mr. Sali.

Mr. SALI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Gentlemen, I hope

you keep in mind that 5 minutes is a pretty short time to get

through some questions. I would like to get through a couple

of items pretty quickly

It was mentioned earlier in testimony that there was a

great 1evel of expertise in your agencies and you would all
agree that's a great deal more than anything we have here in

Congress in terms of the level of expertise and the number of

people working on those issues; is that correct? Do you all
agree with that? You're all- saying yes. Okay.

Well, ML. Mica just rattl-ed off a list of what I think
most people would consider are fairly important thíngs, and

each of you said that you knew nothing about it. Ialould you
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agree that that's in spite of all the expertise some sort of

failure on the part of the three agencies that you're

involved witha

Mr. SNOIV. Congressman, let me start this time. I don't

think I could have been clearer, as some of you know, about

the huge threat to the financial system posed by the GSEs. I

was up here, testified a number of times, gave speeches on

it, called for action over and over and over again. I don't

think I could have been clearer.

Mr. COX. If I may respond with respect to the GSEs, in

both the 108th and 109th Congresses, âs a member of the

relevant committees of jurisdiction, I joined with

Congressman Shays in cosponsoring legislation by

Representative Baker that was designed to give the GSEs a

strong regulator--we have all seen the importance of a strong

regulator for the GSEs , for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, but

that legislation was making its way through the Congress as

early as 2003 when I originally sponsored the bi11. I note

that I got a chance to vote for it in the Financial Services

Committee in 2005. I note that it passed the House on a

bipartisan basis in this November of 2OO5 right after I left

and became Chairman of the SEC. And I also read with chagrin

in the newspaper the sad tal-e of exactly how it \^/as prevented

from coming to a vote in the Senate or at least the influence

that was brought to bear to make sure that that legislation
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never happened. But the House did its part, I'd hrant to
point out. f think many of the members here did and I
certainly very early on saw that important task, âs díd

Secretary Snow and I'm sure Chairman Greenspan and many

others here. The rol-e of the GSEs is now abundantly clear to
just about everybody in retrospect because the Federal

Government had to bail them out.

Mr. SALI. Mr. Cox, I guess in looking at ldaho's mom

and pop investors who have lost so much of their hard-earned

savings, their retirement funds, while some of the corporate

CEOs have received golden parachutes and those kinds of

things, what do you say to the people in Idaho who have lost
their investment? I mean are the people that have caused

this--is somebody going to go to jail?

Mr. COX. There's no question that somewhere in this
terrible mess many laws r^/ere broken. Right now the criminal

authorities and the civil- authorities not only in the Federal

Government and the State governments but in other countries

because this is now, as you know, a matter of attention of

international focus are working to make sure that law

breakers are held accountable and people are brought to
justice. The SEC has anti-fraud authority that we are very

aggressive about using. As T mentioned earlier, we have over

50 subprime investigations underway right now and we also

have a nationwide dragnet involving a1.1 1-1- of our regionâI
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offices and our headquarters, working in coordination with

other law enforcement authorities. But cleaning up the mess

through law enforcement after the fact, while important, is

not ideal. And the best thing that we can do of course, âs

many. of you are focused on, indeed this hearing is focused on

this, is to infer lessons from what happened and prevent

anything like this astonishing harm can happen again.

Mr. SALI. The chairman is taking us in a direction that

indicates he thinks we need more regulation, that perhaps we

need more people out there doing regulating with more

authority. And I guess I would challenge each of you in the

three agencies that you have represented, I think you have

sufficient authority--with perhaps exception of the GSEs you

had sufficient authority to probably avoid most of the

troubles that we have seen. And I guess what the chairman

suggested, it begs the question if we didn't get the job done

with enough authority to get it done, how will giving more

regulators more power do anything different when each of you

said you weren't even aware of all the things that Mr. Mica

pointed out that were a tremendous problem? How do you

respond to that ?

Mr. SNOW. Congressman, 1et me take a crack at it. As I

said in my períod at the Treasury, it became clear to me that

no single regulator had a clear view, had a 360 view of the

problem. When I invited the various mortgage market
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regulators to come and talk to me about what they saw in the

subprime markets and with respect to these new instruments,

the interest only and mortgage amortization and so on, no one

had a clear view of it. They had differing and very

different views of it. My suggestion here is that nobody

sees the whole picture and we ought to put in place some

institution of our government that has a cl-ear view of

transparency on risk and leverage in the system. l{hen you

get right down to it, this is about excessive risk and

excessive leverage and nobody saw because no regulator has

that full scope of authority had the fuIl fietd of view.

Mr. GREENSPAIï. ïf ï may just add a word or two, ï think
that it's interesting to observe that we find failures of
regulation all- the time, and one of the reasons is a very

significant amount of regulation in the economic area is
based on a forecast to know in advance whether or not

particular products will go bad or the cycle will turn. ff
v/e are right 60 percent of the time in forecasting, we're

doing exceptionally well. That means we are wrong 40 percent

of the time, and when you observe the extent of the broad

failure, the difficulty is that nobody can forecast. And if
you try to take a look at what the private sector does it's
precisely the same thing that goes on ín government.

V,Ie at the Federal Reserve had a much better record

forecasting than the private sector, but we rÁrere wrong quite
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a good deal of the time and that is reflected in how one

views what the appropriate regulatory authorities are because

unless you can anticipate the types of problems that are

going to happen, ít's very difficult to know what to do. And

I think that's the problem that this type of thing confronts

and f don't see arfy way in which that's going to be

fundamentally changed. Vüe can try to do better, but

forecasting is never--never gets to the poínt where it's 100

percent accurate

Mr. SALI. Chairman Greenspan--

Chairman VüAXI{AN. The gentleman's tíme has expired.

Mr. COX. Mr. Chairman, ñây I answer on behalf of the

SEC?

Chairman !VA)0"IAN. Yes. The time for asking questions

has expired, but we wil-l- allow the answers to the questions.

Mr. COX. I just want to respectfully disagree with the

premise of the question that there is adequate regulatory

authority in our current regulatory system for the regulators

to deal with the problems that r,rre're seeing in the markets

today. There are significant regulatory holes, significant
regulatory gaps. We have seen them, for example, with

respect to the fact there is no statutory regulator

whatsoever anywhere in the system for investment bank holding

companies . Vile've seen it with respect to cred.it def ault
sr^raps, a $58 trillion market with no regulator. There has
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been allusion made to the fact that in the mortgage brokerage

market there is not adequate regulation. And certainly with

respect to the multi-trillion dollar market in municipal

securities, there is--the SEC and no one has any authority
just to require disclosure to investors of what.they're

getting. It's not reaIly a simple question of more or less

regulation. Once you've got a regulated industry, which we

do in financial services, then when you create these big what

were pockets that then become a whole uníverse of unregulated

activity it's rea11y distortive.
So you've got to have a system that actually hangs

together and makes sense. You can't regulate futures in one

way and then economically equivalent securities in another

way with different margin rules and so on and expect all of

this not to produce discontinuities or disruptions in the

market. So there is an enormous opportunity to fix this
problem in Congress.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman, I have a unanimous consent--

Chairman WAXIyIAN. I' m sorry. You will have to hold of f
on that. You can make it later.

The Chair yields himself some time because there was a

representation made about my view of regulation and the

gentleman from ldaho said I want more regulation. Vüe1I, I
want smart regulation. But I want to point out that what I'm
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hearing from our witnesses today is they just didn't know.

They couldn't make projections about what the future $ras or

they're not always right. The truth of the matter is there

were a lot of warning signs. And we have a large staff in
some of these agencies. For example, the Federal Reserve has

one of the finest economic research staffs in the United

States, including a staff of 450, about half of whom are

Ph.D. economists. The reasons why we set up your agencies

and gave you budget authority to hire people is so that you

can see problems developing before they become a financial
crisis. To teI1 us afterwards when $re are now faced with the

disaster that we're seeing that you couldn't have foreseen

it, it just doesn't satisfy me.

Now, Mr. Cox has come in with a whole long list of

regulations he'd like to see in place that make a lot of

sense to me because they sound reasonable. ï wanted to have

Mr. Arthur Levitt here. He couldn't be here, but f can't
imagine he would have had too much of a difference of opinion

on the proposals that you've made. But the reality is, Mr.

Cox, you weren't doing that job of proposing these

regulations beforehand. You didn't either anticipate the

problem or you agreed with the philosophy that we don't need

regulation, the markets coul-d correct themselves. So I just

want to suggest--and I'm not really asking a question. I
rea11y want to suggest to my colleagues for them to say that
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there's no hray you could have known what was going ofl,

there's no way you could have acted, t,here is a long list of

warning signs and prominent economists were saying things

should have been done and this problem is going to get out of

hand, and yet the Federal- Reserve, the SEC, the Department of

ïreasury and other agencies didn't act, and to say no$, we

need regulations is helpful.
I also want to say something about the GSEs because I

think it's a political point that's been thrown out there for
politics. It's about as--to say the GSEs started this whole

crisis is about as accurate as saying that offshore drilling
will solve our energy crisis. It's a political argument.

It's not a factual one. And I'd like us to go into the

facts. Sometimes by looking at the facts we can learn from

what happened and hopefulty not repeat the mistakes in the

future

I gather Mr. Cox and others are suggesting we have a

task force, that we bring everybody together to redo all our

regulatory system. V'fel1, that may make sense but it is

certainly dealing with closing the barn door after
the--whatever the metaphor is, after the horses or co$rs have

already escaped. We're already in the mess and now we've got

to figure out how to get out of it and learn from the past,

not rewrite it.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Can I yield myself a few
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minutes?

Chairman V,IAXI4AN. The gentleman is recognized.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Let me just say I mean lrre're

talking culpability here. What was Congress doing all this

time?

Chairman WA)WAN. Yes, good point.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. I mean I think at this point we

had all the warning signals that everybody else did., and the

inability to move particularly on Freddie and Fannie where

the warnings came from the administration on down constantly,

warnings in the ne$/spapers, warnings from economists, and we

had party-1ine votes in the Senate not to move forward on

regulating that aspect which all of our witnesses said--

Chairman WAXMAN. !{i11 the gentleman yield?

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. I'd be happy to.

Chairman V,IAXMAN. V'IeI1, the law that was being proposed

was adopted in the House by a bipartisan vote overwhelmingly.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. In The SenaLe iT was--

Chairman IVAXM;\N. And in the Senate it was bipartisan as

well for those who opposed it, and we couldn't--those of us

who supported legislation--get enough votes to stop a

filibuster because of Democrats and Republicans.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Mr. Chairman, let me reclaim my

time. I mean, 1ook, it was the chairman of the Financial

Services Committee who said there lrrasn't a problem, and we've
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been through all this. But rather than culpability, it lies
all around. And I just came in the room as you r^rere going

through--lecturing Mr. Cox and others on culpability. I

think we al-l agree there's a lot of blame to go around here

but it doesn't lie with any party or any agency. This was

globat in its nature. It even for the mortgage brokers goes

back to State regulation. You can go back to New York. frlhat

were they doing during this time period as wefl? T¡ühat we

need to focus on is what are ure going to do from here on out?

And we're hearing a lot of rhetoric about regulation,

deregulation. The fact of the matter, !rre're dealing with so

many silos here that nobody gets the whole picture. It
reminds me of g/1-l where everybody knew a little bit of

everything but nobody knew the whole story. And as we

listened to people that have been intimately involved with

this, that seems to be what they are saying

I would give my remaining time to Mr. Sa1i.

Chairman hfA)fiqAN. You have 1-5 seconds.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. So 1-5 seconds for a quick

question.

Mr. SALI. For the three of you, is the best that r^re can

hope for here that because you rely on projections that

whatever regulation r^re give, and I hope we will- be smart

about it and not be in overhanded with this--overly harsh

with this, is the best r^re can expect, though, a regulation
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that will have a 40 percent chance of being wrong no matter

what happens, âs Chairman Greenspan has said? Do you all
three agree with that premise?

Chairman IIIAXMAN. The gentleman's time has expired, but

we will let the witnesses ansri'/er.

Mr. GREENSPA¡I. I obviously agree with it. I made the

statement.

Chairman WAXIIAN. Mr. Cox?

Mr. COX. That's a Iittle more quantitative than I feel-

comfortable being in, estimating the future probability of

success of regulation. But I think the point that it's a

fal1ib1e human process always has to humble anyone in
Congress or anyone in regulation. Nonetheless when we look

at it structurally, it's just very clear we can do a much

better, more rational job. And we have to take a look at the

fact that this system of regulation r,.ras fundamentally

designe{ in the '30s and '40s. The markets have changed a

great dea1. It is time to have a thorough

going--restructuring that rationalízes all this and closes

the regulatory gaps.

Mr. SNOVü. I think regulators need more transparency on

the risks and the leverage in the financial system. I think
some regulators should be given responsibility for assessing

broad systemic risks and the ability to step in where they

see the rísk management function being abused, too much
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leverage being created in some aspect of some businesses'

behavior, âs you now have with the GSEs, to step in and stop

it. That's what we lack today, I think.

Chairman I/ùAXMAN. Thank you.

Mr. MICA. Mr. Chairman, I ,have my unanimous consent.

Chairman VüAXMAN. The gentleman will have to hold until

after we finish with the other members.

Mr. MICA. I have to ask after each timely--

Chairman WAXMAN. No. V'Ihy don't you wait until all the

members have had a chance to ask questions and then--

Mr. MICA. I just want to put this one page in from the

Vüa1l Street .Journal that mentions you and me and today's

hearing.

Chairman VüAXIùIAN. You have one page and that's it?

Mr. MICA. Yes, sir.

Chairman WAXI\4AN. !{ithout objection, your one page wil-1

be made part of the record.

[The information follows: ]

******** COMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Chairman I^IAXMAN. And the Chair will only comment that

the statement that everybody has responsibility means nobody

has responsibility. It's like saying a críminal acted

without personal responsibility because the society caused

all the problems that 1ed that person to act that $ray.

That's the way I hear it.
er.a f"t *. also point out the Republicans controlled the

Congress for 1,2 years. It's only the last 2 years the

Democrats have been in power and we have had a Republican

administration for 8 years, and I can see why you don't want

to hold any party responsible but I just think that fact
ought to be out there

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Mr. Chairman, âs long as we're

doing facts, the Commodities Futures Modernization Act was

signed by President Clinton by--Democrats, by the way,

controlled the Senate for the first 2 years of the Bush

administration. Let's not get into partisanship. V'Ihy don't

we focus--I{m responding to what the chairman is saying. I
have tried to stay away from that today. ï think we need to

focus on the issues. That's what the public is ínterested

in. They are tired of this partisan carping back and forth.

86
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RPTS COCHRÄN

DCMN BURRELL

[1-2 :00 p.m. ]

Chairman I^¡AXIvIAN. We will

Tierney for his questions.

stop the harping and go to Mr.

Mr. TIERNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Greenspan, I don't think all of it was relative to

forecasting on that, and I want to go back over a little bit
about the irresponsible subprime lending, which I think many

or most experts have indicated they think that is the root

cause of this crisis. I think when I looked at your

testimony you said subprime mortgage organizations $rere

undeniably the original source of the crisis, so I assume

that you agree.

Mr. GREENSPAN. T do.

Mr. TIERNEY. And Mr. Cox'has said this. He said the

current credit crisis began with the deterioration of

mortgage orientatíon standards. And Mr. Snow cited lax

lending practices as one of the causes of the financial
crisis.

So when Mr. I¡laxman was discussing that with you, Dr.

Greenspan, in response to the question of why you hadn't used

the regulatory authority that Congress gave you in L994 to

rein in the irresponsible subprime Iend.ing, you said. I took

an oath that I am here to uphold the law of the land, the
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will of the Congress, not my o\^rn predilections. But you had

a clear directive to act. f went back and checked. The 1aw

of the l-and as of 1,994, the Homèownership Equity Protection

Act, Titl-e 15, United States Chapter 41-, subchapter L, part

b, section L639, subsection L1-(2) and all that, it says this.
It says that the Board, meaníng your board, by regulation or

order, shall-, not ffiây, but shall prohibit acts or practices

in connection with refinancing of mortgage loans that the

Board finds to be associated with abusive lending practices

or that are otherwise not in the interests of the borrohrer.

Now, you had a nice corfversation where you said, weI1,

Mr. Gramlich came in, he came into the conversation where he

requested that you send bank examiners out on this. You

didn't do that. But then you said to Mr. I¡traxman that you

spoke of sending them up to the committee thinking they would

come back and that you would act, and then you also said you

voted for regulations.

But unfortunately, the regulations on which you voted in
2001, they dealt only with high cost mortgage.s. That leaves

like 99 percent of subprime mortgages totally off the table.

You didn't deal with deceptive tease rates, you didn't deal

with balloon payment l-oansr 1rou didn't deal with prepa)zment

for homeo\^rners who wanted to refinance before their rate goes

up.

So I guess the question again to you is, you had Mr.
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Gramlich's cautions, you had the Treasury Department and the

Housing and Urban Development office all asking you to use

the authority that Congress gave you as a mandate, not a

wish, but a mandate. So can you sti11 say I guess that you

thought that you r^rere carrying out the law of the land and

the will of Congress as opposed to having your own ideology

sort of influence, not having strong enough regulation that
you didn't bring to the Board and you didn't press for

stronger regulation of the unsavory subprime loans?

Mr. GREENSPAN. üIelI, 1et's take the issue of unfair and

deceptive practices, which ís a fundamental concept to the

whole predatory lending issue

The staff of the Federal Reserve, the best in the

business as far as I am concerned, looks at that statement

and then says how do they determine as a regulatory group

what is unfair and deceptive? And the problem that they \^rere

concluding and therefore were raising with the staff of the

Congress was the issue of maybe 1-0 percent or so are

self-evídently unfair and deceptive, but the vast majority

would require a jury trial or other means to deal with it and

that rulemaking--can I finish my sentence?

Mr. TïERNEY. The debate was over. The 1aw passed. The

debate between your office and Congress hras over. fn 1994,

the Congress passed a law telling your board and you to

actually do something about it and it hrasn't done. I guess
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the evidence of that is--we have that situation, and I don't

want to--I share with Mr. Davis the desire not to get

political about this, but Mr. Mica and others sort of went

90
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off on this GSE thing here.

1,994 I guess was a Democratic Congress

do that. It wasn't done. 1-995 Lo 2006, the

in. They don't pressure to do it. Nothing

respect. But the core part of this problem

instructed you to

Republicans are

got done in that

is the

irresponsible subprime lending.

Then in 2OO'7 , when Democrats take control-, a bipartisan
group in the House passes by a significant margin a directive
to you. They basically write your regulatíon for you and

te11 you, by that time you are gone, but tell- the Board what

it should do in terms of dealing with subprime mortgages. It
passes by a huge bipartisan vote in the House, 2ga to !27,

but it doesn't go anywhere in the Senate because the Bush

administration opposes it and kills it and then they don't

deal with it then

In 2005, back when the Republicans \^rere stil1 in charge,

Mr. Oxley made an effort to have a bipartisan group do

something about subprimes because the Fed Board wasn't doing

it, and in his own language the White House gave him what he

said was the one finger salute on that. It wouldn't deal

with it. But it stil1 passed the House by 331--90, so you had

a bipartisan group in the House that wanted to deal \i'lith it.
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So I think that if we are going to talk about what

happened here, there was at some point somebody who didn't
want to regulate, but a group at least in the House of

Representatives that did.

I understand my tíme is up. Thank you.

Chairman VüAX!!AN. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. Bilbray.

Mr. BILBRAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Gentleman, I appreciate you pointed out that even though

it may look smal-l, the iceberg that we call the toxic twins,

Freddie and Fannie Mae, had a much more substantial impact

than appearances may first appear. So that scuttling of the

"good ship economy" can be traced back to an incident that

can be related though those toxic twins, that iceberg,

Freddie and Fannie.

But even with that damage done and the severe damage

done to the economy by that small little low profile thing

called the iceberg, Freddie and Fannie, there was other

things that could have helped to mitigate this impact. I
guess the quality control, the safety inspections, to make

sure that the good ship was able to take this kind of hit

doesn't appear to have been there to the level we want.

Mr. Cox, I realize that the SEC has just recently been

granted the authority to regulate the credit rating agencies,
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the ones who are supposed to be inspecting the craft and

telling us that it is safe to use. In your testimony, ín the

testimony rtre heard yesterday, it was clear that !h" credit
rating agencies are not significantly regulated and that

there Ì^rere major abuses of the independent raters.
Considering the level of Federal regulations to these

independent, so-calIed independent assessments, and how

important that is, do you think that you have significant

authority nor^r to regulate them? Do you think there is enough

transparency for not only regulators, but also investors, to

know exactly what they are buying and do you have t.he ability

to regulate them appropriately now, or do you need more

regulation and more authority to be able to create more

transparency?

Mr. COX. V'Ie do have the authority that we need in this
area. One of the first things that. I did when f became

Chairman is work with the Congress and urge the passage of

this legislation. There was a move afoot in the industry to

develop a voluntary code of conduct as a way to stop the

legislation, and f put the SEC strongly on record in support

with the chairmen of the authorizing committees in both the

House and in the Senate.

That legislation was signed in my second year as

Chairman. We immediately went to work using the authority "to

register the credit rating agencies with us, and in fact beat
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the deadline in the statute by a month to put out the first
rules under the statute. V'Ie inspected the big three in this
industry and produced this report, which was the basis for
much of the questioning yesterday.

l,le l-ooked through 2 million e-mails, some of which we

provided to this committee, to discover what was going on in
this industry, and then to propose even more thoroughgoing

new rules that will govern many of the problems that we have

seen here. Without even waiting for the notice and comment

period and the implementation of the rules to take effect, wê

have worked with the industry to put those reforms into
place, and as I think you saü/ yesterday, this is a much

chastened industry because of what has gone on and the impact

on the markets and investors.

Mr. BILBRAY. Now you were talking about one of the

problems with regulation is not just how much we have, but

where it is and the ability to respond. You squeeze off one

part of the private sector with regulation here and they tend

to find another place where all at once it starts blossoming,

blooming and growing out of control. Much with the swaps

hrere a good example.

Do you think nor^/ hre have the flexibility for regulators

to be able to move laterally over to respond to these kind of

bubbles as they are created by our regul-ation being at one

location or another, or do you need more flexibility to be
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able to respond to those? Gentleman? Either one.

Mr. COX. I don't think the current regulatory system.

works when it comes to integration and cooperation and

sharing of information. The SEC, even before we had the

avalanche of problems in 2008 in the industries that we

regulated and that the Federal Reserve regulates, began work

with the Fed on a memorand.um of understanding to share

information, because it was, âs someone alluded to here

earlier, too much like the blind man and the elephant.

Everyone had a good view of their part of the problem, but by

law they v¡ere focused only on that part and not on the total
picture.

So in addition to having the regulatory gaps fil1ed,

which is of vital importance, there also has to be a much

more seamless integration.

. Mr. BILBRÃY. So a lot of para11e1 to what we saw on

g/LI where the Intel people were not sharing information and

no one group had all the information, $¡e are runnin! into the

same thing here. There has been a proposal by Mr. Issa to

have a bipartisan commission, like the 9/11- Commissíon, not

only to look at what has happened in the past and do a report

within that 1- year, but also stay in force for 5 years to

avoid this

Gentleman, do you have any comment about us approaching

this with that general bípartisan view so $re avoid the
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bickering that you have seen up h.ere today?

Chairman WA)ilvlAN. The gentleman's time has expired, but

we would like to hear ans$rers to the question.

Mr. GREENSPAIV. f don't have any response to that.
Mr. COX. I think it is vitally important, ês this

hearing is doing today, as your other hearings have done, and

as'you have proposed and Congressman Issa has proposed, to

understand it is very complex how all of these things have

happened around the world. History is going to teII us

eventually a Iot more than we know even today

It is also important to do the other piece of what you

have described, and that is to confront it in an empirical

way. That is what "bipartisantr in this context I think
means. V'Ie have got to make sure that we are af ter the facts

and that r^re are willing to infer the tough l-essons from those

facts

Fína11y, I would say, make sure that you have a

forward-looking approach. If all that we do is look backward

and say trthat is who shot John, " and we don't protect the

economy, investors, our kids and grandkids whose debt is
getting run up right now, then that will be a new failure on

top of all that is happening.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Mr. Snow?

Mr. SNOW. I have nothing to add.

Chairman T,rtA)OvlAN. Thank you. The gentl-eman's time has
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expired

Mr. Yarmuth.

Mr. YARMUTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Vùith all apologies to my New England colleagues here, f
feel- like I am looking out there at three Bill Buckners, the

first baseman for the Red Sox who let the bal-l- go through his

Iegs and cost his team the championship. All of you let the

ball go through your 1egs. You didn't want to let the ball
go through your legs, you didn't try to 1et the ball go

through your 1egs, but it got through. And it is important

that we do try to find out why it got through, whether it
took a bad bounce, ot whether there was something

fundamentally r^rrong with the way you and others played the

ball.

Some of these things I understand hrere unforeseeable-

There is no question about that. But some of them r^rere very

foreseeable. And I want to refer to the credit rating
agencies,'because r^re knew beginning at least ín 2001 when

Enron was given a superior rating 4 days before it collapsed,

and we knew it in subsequent events. In 2002, the SEC

published its own report which.found serious problems--I am

sorry, 2003. But before that ín 2OO2 the Lieberman committee

in the Senate issued a report on these problems. And the SEC

was actually moving it seemed like with good intentions and

with intelligence to create some authority to regulate the
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credit rating agencies. And in 2005 they issued a proposed

rule that never was acted on.

Mr. Cox, why was that not acted on?

. Mr. COX. hIe1l, the SEC cannot create for itself

authority over credit rating agencies. The proposed rule was

a designation of NRSROs, but it was not legislative authority
to regulate what until the fa1I of last year hras an

unregulated industry. Legislation was needed to do that.
As a Member of Congress, I strongly supported that

legislation going back even before Enron, because I saw what

happened in Orange County with the largest municipal

bankruptcy in American history. There, just as with Enron,

up until the event itself, the debt was rated top grade, NU\.

These problems have been recurrent.

I¡trhat was absolutely necessary and what I took on full
tilt when I became Chairman, was getting authority to make

that a regulated industry, not an unregulated industry, and

we have been using our authority to great effect since we

have gotten it.

Mr. YARMUTH. I appreciate that, and I agree that the

steps you are taking are commendable and I think they make

sense. But your pred.ecessor, frÏilliam Donaldson at the SEC,

he wrote a letter to Congress in 2OO3 and saiä he did have

ample authority to regulate credit rating authorities because

he could decertify them if he found that they weren't doing
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the job properly.

So you did have authority, maybe not specific
legislative authority, but you had authority to use the

certifícation process, didn't you?

Mr. COX. The certification process was the

basis--remember, in that period there hrere essentially three

main rating agencies and they were already there. So rubber

stamping them as "certified" was rather circular and

tautological. What was under development, âs f mentioned

earlier, \/ìras a program of voluntary compliance, a code of

conduct. This was in fact being developed on an

international basis.

Even though I am currently the Chairman of the Tech

Committee of the International Organization of Security

Commissions and I have a deep and abiding respect for the

work of IOSCO, I saw immediately that a voluntary code of

conduct was going to be as nothing against what this industry

needed, which was actual regulation. . And I am very, very

pleased that the Congress gave the SEC that authority, which

it never had before.

Make no mistake, credit rating agencies did not have a

regulator, were not regulated, and all that they r^rere going

to get was volunteer. Volunteer regulation does not work.

üIe have seen it over and over again.

Mr. YARMUTH. I would agree with that. I stil-l- don't
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understand the fact--I don't understand your point that you

couldn't decertify these agencies. You say basically the

certification was a rubber stamp. üIhat if you took the

rubber stamp away?

Mr. COX. ü'Ie11, the rule concerning the designation of

NRSROs was essentially limited to that. You know, you have

to credit the agency for trying to move into that space. But

what happened in 2005 is that we finally got legislation
moving, and that clearly made more sense than trying to do

something without any authoríty.
Mr. YARMII|H. So that is why you dropped the rulemaking

process? That is why you stopped that?

Mr. COX. Yes. The focus was on getting the legislation
passed, which actually happened very, very quickly. And, as

I said, we beat the d.eadline in the statute for putting out

rules. V{e moved very, very quickly.

Mr. YARMUTH. My time has expired. Thank you.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you are, Mr. Yarmuth.

Mr. Platts

Mr. PLATTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate you

and the ranking member's efforts on investigating this crisis

facing our country and appreciate all three of our witnesses.

There has been a lot of discussion, Fannie Mae and

Freddie Mac and the lack of sufficient regulatory authority

and how that has played into helping to create this crisis.
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I would like to address a similar issue about regulatory

authority, but how maybe overaggressive regulatory efforts
helped create it, and specifically get your input on the

Community Reinvestment Act.

Mr. Cox, you shared in your testimony that if honest

lending practices had continued and we hadn't gotten to where

there was almost no lending practices being used for these

no-down-payment, flo documentation loans, that that played a

huge role in where we are today.

Back home, I have had numerous banking official-s, bank

board members, address with me the Community Reinvestment

Act, that in essence they are being forced by the bank

regulators to engage in making loans, to have a specific or

certain part of their portfolio, to risky applicants, and

they are in essence being forced by the regulators- to make

loans that they woul-d not otherwise make and that they know

are at great risk of default.

So I would be interested in each of your opinions on

that role in this crisis, big or small, and is it something

r^re should be looking at, ref orming the way the Community

Reinvestment Act is being enforced and implemented by the

regulators?

Mr. GREENSPAI\T. Well-, you know, it is instructive to go

back to the early stages of the subprime market, which has

essentially emerged out of the CRA.
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The evidence now suggests, but only in retrospect, that

this market evolved in a manner which if there hrere no

securitization, it would have been a much smal-Ier problem and

indeed very unlikely to have taken on the dimensions that it

did.

It wasn't until the securitizai'íon became a significant

factor, which doesn't occur until 2005, that you have got

this huge increase in demand for subprime loans, because

remember that without securitization there would not have

been a single subprime mortgage held outside of the United

States; that it is the openíng up of this market which

created a huge demand from abroad for subprime mortgages

embodíed in mortgage-backed securitíes-

Now, we didn't know that the deterioration in the

standards rr,ras occurring until 2005, because you look now at

the outstanding subprime mortgages and it is very obvious

that those that were made in 2OO4 and earlier have not turned

out to be an incredibly difficult issue. fn other words, the

real toxic mortgages occur with the huge increase in
securitization and largely the demand from abroad and to

whatever extent Fannie and Freddie were involved, from them

as we1l.

So, it strikes me that if you go back and ask yourself

how i-n the early years anybody could realistically make a

judgment as to what was ultimately going to happen to
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subprime, I think you are asking more than anybody is capable

of judging. Arrd we have this extraordinarily complex globa1

economy which, as everybody no\^¡ realizes, is very difficult

to forecast in any considerable detail.
Mr. Chairman, I know I agree with you in the fact that

there hrere a Iot of people who raised issues about problems

emerging. But there \^rere always a l-ot of people raising
issues, and half the time they are wrong. And the question

is, what do you do?

f mean, you point out quite correctly that the Federal

Reserve had as good an economic organization as exists, and I
would say in the world. If all those extraordinarily capable

people were unable to foresee the development of this
critical problem, which undoubtedly was the cause of the

worLd problem with respect to mortgage backed securities, I
think we have to ask ourselves, why is that? And the anshrer

is that we are not smart enough as people. We just cannot

see events that far in advance. And unless we can, it is
very difficult to look back and say why didn't we catch

something?

I think it is a very, very difficult problem with

respect to supervision and regulation. We cannot expect

perfection in any area where forecasting is required, and I
think we have to do our best, but not expect infallibility or

omniscience.
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Cox and Mr. Snow answer the

r_ 03

Mr. PLATTS. Can

question?

Chairman IIIAXMAN. Yes. If Mr. Cox and Mr. Snow, if you

wish to respond to the question outstanding?

Mr. COX. I am sorry, Congressman Platts, do you want to

restate the question?

Mr. PLATTS. Specifically on CRA and going forward.

And, Dr. Greenspan, I am not asking if we could have

predicted it. In going forward, should we be looking at

reforms to the Community Reinvestment Act? T¡fhat my 1oca1

bankers are saying, they feel very pressured by regulators to

make loans they know are not good loans and risky loans and

1ike1y to be defaulted or have been defaulted in the past.

Mr. COX. I¡üell, I would just point out the obvious which

is that the SEC does not regulate lending or credit or

mortgages. But on the more general point of whether or not

legislation needs to be carefully drafted and carefully

conceived so that it does not create risk in the system, I

have abundant agreement, and as the investors' advocate,

obviously when that kind of legislation or those kind of

regulatory policies lead to the creation of new risk that

otherwíse wouldn't exist, investors are indeed very

i11 - served.

Mr. PLATTS. Thank you.

Mr. SNOV{. Congressman, I actually think it is a much
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broader phenomena, and in the risk of being maybe a little

controversial here, you know, we have had a policy in the

United States to promote homeownership for a long time. That

is a good thing. Administrations of both stripes and

Congresses of both stripes have continued to push for
policies that would encourage homeownership. I¡le see that

very much in the Tax Code. V'Ie saw that with GSEs. I¡le saw it
in a number of ways

I think the larger problem here, frankly, is that we

have probably somewhat overdone that $¡ithout reference to the

consequences that that commitment to housing has created for

the country as a whole. I think we have to rethink that

balance, how do we promote housing appropriately while at the

same time encouraging savings rates and prudent borrowing

practices. And I could go on and on.

Thank you very much

Chairman !{AXIvIAN. The gentleman's time has expired.

Mr. Davis, you seek recognition for one minute?

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. One minute, yes.

Dr. Greenspan, you made an interesting comment. The

Federal Reserve has probably the best economic organization

in the worId, and yet you couldn't reach any agreement on

seeing this coming and predicting it.

Let me ask this question to all three of you, because as

I have gone through the testimony, it looks like the
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regulatory regimes, it wasn't a question of deregulation,

re-regulation, overregulation. The regulatory regimes that

were set up appear to be too fragmented, too stove-piped, too

non-communicative, so that no one could see the problems

arising in total-, everybody saw a piece of that, until it was

too late. Is that a fair statement?

Mr. GREENSPAII. I am not sure, Congressman. I think
that we all had as much information as probably was

available. So I am not clear by any means that if you

combine the level-s of ignorance, that you somehow enhance

insight.

f mean, fot example, âs I just was mentioning, ì^re noür

know that the subprime mortgages that r^rere originated in 2OO4

and earlier are not our problem. These are data that are

available only nohr. Vüe didn't know that at the time. And I
am not sure that merely conglomerating everybody's

insights--and as I said, I have dealt with many different
organízations, and if the Federal Reserve at the level of

technical capability is not capable of confrontíng this tlpe
of problem, I think it is telling us something about the

nature of the problem which itself is incapable of being

handled in the r¡/ay we all would like
MT. DAVÏS OF VIRGINIA. MT. Cox?

Mr. COX. I think I am going to answer the question from

a slightly different angle so as not to disagree any more
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than I have to with the answer that Dr. Greenspan has just

given. f think it stands on its four corners and there is a

logic to it, but I see more in your question.

In the l-ast few months in the cal-dron of these crises,

events have been moving on not just a day-to-day basis, but

an hour-to-hour basis. The coordination of information and

the demands that has placed on regulators are very high. So

when you are looking at the safety and soundness of banks, âs

the Fed does, when you are looking at what is going on inside

a broker-dealer, âs the SEC does, you are concerned with now

the fact that things can change in a matter of hours.

Everything that was there this morning could be gone by the

evening.

You need to know what the liquidity issues are, what the

funding position is for a firm, and when the Fed has some of

those firms and the SEC has other of those firms, wê don't
get the same clear picture of what is going on in the market

in real time that I think we need.

So it is fine these statistics are all published and

everyone has access to them and we can all understand it
eventually, but you have to do this in real- time. The

President's working group $/as formed to deal with crises like
this. It has been an ongoing meeting of the President's

working group for several months now. Vle have all been

working 20 hours a day, 7 days a week sínce March. So we
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just need all the tools we can get to coordinate better.
Chairman V,IA)ilvIAN. Thank you, Mr. Cox.

Mr. SNOW. I agree with you, Congressman Davis. I will
be c1ear. I think we have got too many stovepipes in the

financial market regulatory system, with the left hand not

knowing what the right hand knows. And I agree with Chairman

Greenspan about the complexity of regulation. I used to be a

regulator of an agency, Mr. Chairman, you know well, NTSA,

and f have an appreciation of the burdens and complexities of
regulation.

But it does seem to me that we have regulators, I think
the Chairman said, Chairman Cox mentioned this earlier,
regulating under different jurisdictions and with different
bodies of law the same thing. Equivalent things ought to be

regulated on an equivalent basis.

We also have the turf battles. This was clear just last
week in an article in the üIashington Post, Mr. Chairman, on

the subject of the swaps market and who would regulate the

sr^raps market. V'Ie had the three agencies, according to this
article, in serious conflict about who should have the

jurisdiction

Now, I think it is time to overhaul the regulatory

system

Chairman I¡trAXMAN. Thank you very much

Ms. Norton, but as f understand it, Mr. Yarmuth had a
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unanimous consent request?

Mr. YARMUTH. I ask unanimous consent that it be placed

in the record the report of the Senate Committee on

Government Affairs from October 8, 2002, which rel-ates to the

committee's request that the SEC implement rules to regulate

the credit rating agencies. Mr. Cox said that they moved in
an expeditious way. He may have, but the SEC was asked to do

that in 2002.

Chairman V'IAXIvIAN. I¡lithout objection, the document will
be made part of the record

Ms. Norton.

[The information follows: ]

******** CoMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Ms. NORTON. This is a question for all- three of you. I
will be using language from Dr. Greenspan, but it is for all
of you. I agree that all of us are often not smart enough.

I don't agree that because of the stovepipe quality of

regulation, there r^¡as no way in which this could have been

seen. My question rea11y goes to remedy, and particularly to

remedy as events unfold.

Dr. Greenspan, you have said that regulation by its
nature is ineffective because it cannot actually pred.ict

problems, and you have indicated the percentage of

predictability, and I think that is pretty good, too. I am

interested in what happens as events occur and nothing

happens

For example, 1-4 years âgo, ín 1994, GAO published a

2-year study, 200 pages, exhaustive study, entitled
I'Financial- Derivatives: Actions Needed to Protect the

Financial System. "

I am interested in the financial system- I¡le have seen

the collapse of the financial system. V'te are coming back for
a lame duck session at the end of a President's term because

we think ü/e are seeing perhaps the collapse of the economy

itself. Noür, I am really into remedy at this point.

The GAO, I want to quote it. r'Derivatives are rapidly

expanding"--this is 1994--'rand increasingly affected by the

globalization of commerce and financial- markets. The sudden
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failure or abrupt withdrawal from trading of any of these

large dealers could liquify the problems in the markets and

could also pose risk to others, including the financial

system as a whole. The Federal Government would be 1ike1y to

intervene to keep the financial system functioning. In cases

of severe financial stress, intervention could result in a

financial bailout paid for by the taxpayers.rl

That is the only remedy we have got now, huge

intervention into the market system of the kind none of us

woul-d have desired.

The GAO, of course, rarasn't alone in warning.

Representative Markey had a hearing. Representatiwe Ox1ey, a

Republican from Ohio, asked the question then about bailout,
the only remedy we now have, how realistic is the threat of a

taxpayer bailout? And you, Dl^. Greenspâfl, said. "negligible. "

Those are your words. "Short of a virtually inconceivable

situation, one cannot envisage where taxpayer funds would

show up. "

Four years, of course, ago \^/e saw the collapse of

Long-Term Capital Management and Enron. Now AIG, $1-40

billion worth of essentially bailout.
No\^r, I am going to ask you in light of the fact that

these are nehr instruments that people say none of us

understand because people who are outside of your and my

sphere made them up, could you regulate now? At one point
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along this time frame should some form of regulation have

taken place? Could you regulate now? Do you understand

enough of what happened to regulate now? And I would

appreciate your ínsight into what form you think regulation

should begin to take - I¡rlhat should we do now that r¡re are

faced with bailouts as the only remedy that the Federal

Government has?

Mr. GREENSPAN. First of all, on derivatives, remember

in Lgg/- and indeed pretty much throughout maybe 2004, even

2005, the major part of derivatives r^rere interest rate and

foreign exchange derivatives, and. they are still functioning

rather we1l. In other words, the problem that has emerged--

Ms. NORTON. V'Ietl, the GAO talked about it , they did

this ín 1,994.

Mr. GREENSPAN. T understand that. I think they were

mistaken. In other words, that was one of the forecasts that

didn't go right. In other words, the tlpes of things they

were raising-

Ms. NORTON. t'Ihat did go right is they said you could

see a bailout and the collapse of our financial system. That

was predicted. That happened.

Mr. GREENSPAN. Remember, the point I am trying to make

is the only areas where \^re are running into some problems,

which are curable, frankly, by resolving certain structuraf
problems which the Federal Reserve Bank of New York is
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r^rorking on, is--

Ms. NORTON. How would you advise this committee, tþis

Congress, to begin to do the appropriate, intelligent

regulation or remedy seeking, whatever you call it?

Mr. Snow, you seem to wish to answer that question as

we1I.

Mr . SNOI/ù. I think there are a number of things that can

be done and shoul-d be done. The securitization market is a

good market. It shouldn't be disestabl-ished in any $/ay. But

it seems to me, Congresswoman Norton, it would work an awful

lot better íf the original loan, the people who make the

loans initially--

Ms. NORTON. What about them?

Mr. SNOW. Kept some skin in the game. You know, we

used to have something that functioned real well in this

country caIIed Bank Credit Committees where the question

would be asked can the borrower repay the loan? How will the

borrower repay the l-oan? üIhat is the collateral the borrower

has for the loan? That is good banking practices.

One of the unintended consequences I think of the

securitization market is that function isn't being carried on

nearly as effectively as it once was.

So a suggestion for you would be when somebody

originates a loan and then sends it off to the securities

market, keep a percentage of that loan.
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Something else that seems to me should be done in the

name of transparency and openness to get our markets working

better: I¡trhen investment banks and banks are selling these

products into the market and also hedging those projects by

going on the other side, there ought to be transparency.

They ought to be telling the marketplace, yeah, trre are

selling you these things, but we are also hedging them. That

woul-d provide useful information to the woul-d be buyers of

those issuers.

So I have a Iot of suggestíons for you I can give you

for the record.

Ms. NORTON. Mr. Cox didn't get a chance to answer.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Do you have something you, want to add

to this, Mr. Cox, briefly?
Mr. COX. First of all, I strongly believe with former

Secretary Snow that the movement from the originate to hold

model to the originate to securitize model contributed to the

breakdown in market discipline, and as he very

straightforwardly put it, if you don't have skín in the çtame,

you are just passing off the risk to someone el-se and then

you are inclined to take more risk. And that buil-t risk into

the system we have seen has been dangerous.

Second, I think ít is very important for us to build
future hrays to understand complex securities from the

investor's standpoint. Right no\^r, analysts are unable to
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track with complex structured securities the underlying

assets and the risk in them. There is no tracking right no\^I,

for example, on a loan-by-loan basis of whether the loan

amount is more or less the property value, whether the loan

is current. hlith data tagging, this could be accumulated and

the securities valued by analysts so that investors would

understand and the market would be able to price the risk of

these structured securities.
Ms. NORTON. Mr. Chairman, can I put in the record the

document from which I quoted from the GAO ín 1994, Financial

Derivatives: Action Needed to Protect the Financial System?

Chairman hIAXMAN. Without objection, that document will

be made in put in the record

[The information follo\^rs: 1

******** CoMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Ms. WATSON. Mr. Chairman, matter of personal privilege,
please. I notice there is a banner up down on the other

side, and I remember being asked to take a banner.down that I
had.

Vùhat is your procedure for banners that are put up by

members?

Mr. ISSA. The gentleman has left.

Ms. WATSON. I would like the chairman to respond.

Mr. ISSA. The gentleman has 1eft.

Ms. VüATSON. No, I sti11 would like the chairman to

respond. Can everyone do that from time to time? Can any

member?

Chairman üIAXMAN. ïf you will a yield to me, I wasn't

aware of it. I don't know that we have standard. I hear the

point you are making, and the banner has been taken down.

It is now the Chair's opportunity to recognize Mr.

'Cooper. And I consider that a great opportunity, so I do

recognize Mr. Cooper.

Mr. COOPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

As important as it is to learn from the mistakes of the

past, I think people are even more concerned about trying to

prevent or avoid crises ín the future.
The"crisis I am worried about could be even bigger than

the subpríme mortgage and financial crisis we are facing

today. The crisis I am worried about is probably best
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exemplified by this official U.S. Treasury document that

comes out every year, but very few Americans, very few

Members of Congress have ever seen or heard about this
document.

It is called the Financial Report of the United States

Government. It is available for free on the Treasury or GAO

Í'Ieb site. And yet it seems to be a deep, dark secret in

V,Iashington, despite the fact that this is the only official
U.S. Government document that actually uses real accounting,

accrual accounting, to describe our problem, and the only one

that contains audited numbers. All the rest of the budget

documents we use around here don't meet those standards.

lrreII, why is this document such a deep, dark secret?

And it is not classified. ït is hidden in the public domain.

Perhaps if we did classify it, some spy would try to steal

it and then it would get more publicity. But why is this

document so hidden? Because it contains such bad news.

No\lr, this document goes out under the signature of the

Secretary of the Treasury. This particular one was signed by

former Secretary Snow. The deficit that all the politicians

talked about that year was $31-6 billion. The deficit

contained in this document was $760 billion, over twice as

large. And the debt is also much worse, because that year

the debt \^ras, the official statutory debt was something like

$8 trillion. Here the fiscal gap is ç46 tri11ion.
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So, my question for each of the panelists is this:
Secretary Snow, your predecessor lost his job in part because

he cared so much about budget deficits. On your watch, did
you do anything to publicize this report, to make sure that

everybody in America knew the real- story about the real

numbers for America?

Mr. SNOhI. Thank you for that, calling attention to that

report. You asked me what I did. One thing I did was to

send it to you, âs I recalI, to cal-I your attention to it
back then in '05 or '06.

It is a serious subject, it is a deeply serious subj"".t,

because the systemic risk associated with the unfunded

liabilities, and that is what that report deals with,
primarily the unfunded liabílities- The promises we have

made to the future that.we have not provided for would swamp

any problem we have ever seen financially, handily.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. Secretdty, my time is so limited, only

four Members of Congress get this officially. More Members

of Congress \^rere briefed on the ul-tra-secret NSA wiretapping

than on this document. You \^rere kind enough to write me a

letter after you left office saying how important it is to
get this information out, but there is no evidence of any

press conference or any public statement that I could find
that you made whil-e you r,üere Secretary of the Treasury to get

the word out.
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Mr. Cox, Chairman Cox, you are well aware that every

public company in America has to meet certain strict

d.isclosure standards. They have to use real accounting.

I¡1e11, the Federal Government has exempted itself for many

years from these standards. And wasn't it the first plank in
the Contract with America to stop these Federal Government

exemptions from the laws that apply to regular Americans?

So here r,'re are in the situation where the Federal

Government is the only large entity in America, for profit or

nonprofit, government or nongovernment, that has successfully

exempted itself from real accounting standards. Have you

done anything in your tenure at the SEC to highlight the real-

numbers for America?

Mr. COX. Indeed, just on the point that you made about

the Contract. with America, specifically that was about making

sure that Congress didn't exempt itself from the rules that

apply to everybody a1so.

But I just so strongly agree with you that for the

entire time that I served here in Congress, I mailed that

report in the form of an annual- report of the Uníted States

Government to my constituents every year. And I also made it

available to every Member of Congress so that they could do

the same v¡ith their constituents.

Notrr, obviously because the SEC does not have authority
to oversee books of the Federal Government, this is a
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Treasury reportr so it is not the SEC's province. But as a

Member of Congress, every single year I sent that out to my

constituents instead of the promotional mailings that people

get from their Senators and Representatives. People very

much want to see that. I couldn't agree with you more.

Mr. COOPER. Well , if you are so informed about these

numbers, what is the current fiscal gap for the United States

of America?

Mr. COX. It is changing very rapidly.
Mr. COOPER. Give me a ballpark number.

Mr. COX. I just met hrith Director Nussle and talked to
him about what woul-d be the impact--

Mr. COOPER. Ballpark is fine. Give me a number

Mr. COX. The scoring of the $700 billion that the

Congress just approved will have such a material- impact on

this that the ballpark is rather enlarged.

Mr. COOPER. So you don't know. The last report said

$S¿ triIlion.

Chairman Greenspan, you r^rere the longest serving

Chairman of the Federal Reserve in our history. You are a

well-known financial expert. ü,Ihat did you do in your tenure

to help Americans and help Congress understand the real

numbers for America?

Mr. GREENSPAIü. Congressman, I took a version of that,
which is essentially the--you are talking about the accrual-
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system, and that then gets reflected in the cash system in

the forecasting structure.
hlhat I have argued for for quite a significant period of

time is that we have underfunded for Medicare, which is a

very significant part of the numbers that you are concerned

about, by half. In other words, in order to actually honor

all of the promises that are being made to the next

generation, the Baby Boom Generation who are retiring, wê

would have to either cut benefits by 50 percent, raise taxes

to a point which probably cannot fundamentally be sustained,

and therefore r''re are looking at as the underlying meaning of

these types of reports, is we essentially promised to the

American people far more than we can deliver.

And I am very fearful that unless and until we solve

this problem, before everyone retires, the large numbers of

people who will not be able to get what they are

fundamentally promised still have time to make adjustments in

their retirements. But if we wait until the hammer falls on

us with the inexorable grind of the numbers, I think r,rre are

doing a very great disservice to the American people.

Chairman WAXMAN. The gentleman's tíme has expired.

Mr. Issa

Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. For the gentleman

from Tennessee and perhaps for the Chair, it would be

interesting under GAAP accounting on the balance sheet what
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we \^rould do with the House-Senate and other buildings here in

Washington. Would they be on at set-side or liabiIíty side?

Chaírman Greenspan, thank you for your many years of

service. Today people seem to want to think that you were

somehow a partisan for the Bush administration. I am never

sure which Bush administration they are talking about here

when they somehow think your many years of great service

should be clouded by your inability along with the rest of us

to properly predict this crisis.
My questions today are mostly going to be limited to the

future. First of all, as Mr. Bilbray said a 1itt1e while

âgo, I am calling for and have a draft bill which is being

circulated with all the members here today, saying that this,

and I think this is evidenced here today, is not something

Congress will deal well with. There are too many interests,
such as Freddie and Fannie, such as all the other parts of

this moving target, that I think we need to rise above

Congress in suggestions for how much we regulate and for how

much transparency we have.

I would hope that sort of each of you would comment on

whether or not you support taking it out of the hands both of

the next administration and of Congress, dt least in part, in

order to do the after-action, âs we did with g/tir.

V,Ihat I would like to specifically ask you though on, and

this is also for Chairman Cox, there are a number of modeling
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systems that are at your disposal today and more you are

Iooking at. Chairman Cox, I believe the XBLR system is one

you are familiar with that is being developed.

But should the Congress bring to bear additional

resources for each of you and for other agencies so that your

predictive modeling and your doomsday scenarios, and

specifically for you, Chairman Greenspan, the doomsday

scenario \^re nor¡r live with undoubtedly could have been modeled

but wasn't predictively modeled by any of the agencies of

government and delivered to Congress.

Shou1d we be in fact investing in that kind of modeling?

In other words, micro-modeling of everybody's product and

derívative products, but macro-modeling of if in fact there

is a hiccup of 6 percent ín the California market for homes

and it rípples throughout the United States, then what could

or would happen? If that modeling is available today, please

tel1 me. Otherwise tell me, do you think we should be

investing in that?

Mr. GREENSPAIT. It is not available. Indeed,

Congressman, earlier this year I raised the question about

modeling procedures for the economy, and the econometric work

that is being done has essentially been restricted to taking

the whole history and assuming that it is homogenous and

therefore you can get some insight.

f'Ihat is very evident to me, and I think increasingly
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others, is that the way the economy functions in the period

of expansion is reaIly quite different from what happens on

the way down. And I shoul-d think that we will find that we

could model the euphoria stage, âs I like to put it, and the

fear stage, and they are rea11y quite different, and I think
we would find that we learn a great deal about specifically

the fear stage, because we do have numbers of episodes in the

past

Our major problem is that we don't have a third model

which tells us which of those t\^ro are about to happen. And

the reason essentially is that a financial crisis must of

necessity be unanticipated, because if it is anticipated, it

will be arbitraged a\^ray, and if a financial crisis by

definition is a discontinuity in asset prices, then it means

from one day to the next people l^tere surprised. Something

fundamentally different happened.

I think that, and I have argued this, and I am not

saying whether the government resources are relevant to this,

I think the academic community could do it surely as welI.

And what we do have to understand is that our view of the way

an economy functions is not properly modeled by what we now

have.

.fust let me say quickly, the Federal- Reserve has got an

as sophisticated a modeling structure and capable people as

any organization I am aware of. It did not forecast what is
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happening.

Mr. ISSA. I see. As a pilot, by the way, I know that a

landing is not just a takeoff in reverse.

Mr. GREENSPAII. That is a very good analogy, I think.
Mr. ISSA. Mr. Cox?

Mr. COX. Í,IeIl-, you altuded to XBRL, and. ï will just

point out that that is not a modeling system, but it could

contribute very much to the construction used for models.

The SEC is focused on moving us from the bare bones

disclosure that we have right no\^r, which is just paper data,

and tagging each element of the elements of a financial

statement so that computers can do work on behalf of people

that the people don't even have to mine. It will deliver
results to them.

It will permit you instead of looking at the financial

statements of one company or financial reports about one

security, to instantly do comparative analysis. It wil-l-

vastly improve as a result risk analysis in the market and by

regulators, and we are very focused on it for that reason.

I/'fith respect to modeling all of the risk in the system,

I suppose at some point you run up against the problem of

trying to create such a level of exactitude that you rebuild

the whole world in all of its complexity. That is probably

an aspiration that we ought not to have, Therefore, w€ have

to recognize that computer modeling is going to always have
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its weaknesses, and we have certainly seen that in the last
year. ï,rle have seen it in a lot of the risk models that
people relied on. We saw it in Long-Term Capital Management,.

I¡le have seen it many times over. A lot of those things

required more human input

Chairman Ii'IAXIvIAN. Do you have any comment on that before

we move on?

Mr. SNOI^I. .Tust very briefly.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Is your mike on? If you forget to

look to turn on your mike, you might forget to look at your

model

Mr. SNOVü. I share the basic thrust of your question

here, which is can't we do better? Can't we find hrays to do

better? It seems to me, and. this is retrospective, the

question is leverage in the system. Vühen loans and debt gets

to be some fractíon of GDP, it probably ought to send off

some signals, because GDP reprebents the earning power, the

debt represents the obligations.

Congressman Cooper talked to us about future obligations

that vastly--that rise at a very significant rate rel-evant to

the GDP of the United States. That sort of thing in rough

and ready terms we should be able to model and have signals

go off.
But no model ï think could ever be rea1ly anln,rhere close

to perfection at figuring out where the market is going to
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go. The problem right now in the financial markets is the

banks and financial institutions hold al-I this paper. The

market has said that paper is a 1ot riskier than you the

banks thought it was. So the market has driven down the

value of that paper. And as long as the housing problems

continue, it continues to drive down the value of the paper.

Nobody really knows where the bottom is, and only the market

will have the capacity to figure that out.

I don't think you can reaIly model anlnøhere near with

perfection, as has been said, but you always ought to look at

the assumptions, the assumptions finely on point. The

assumptions in the models of many of our banking institutions
that housing prices would keep rising and rising and rising
probably shoul-d have been seen as a mistake.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. ïssa. Your time has

expired

Mr. Van Hollen.

Mr. VAItr HOLLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank all of

you gentleman for your testimony. I think these hearings are

important to try and figure out what went wrong and to hold

individuals and institutions accountable, and, most

importantly to try and figure out how $re can learn from the

mistakes that were made.

Mr. Cox, ï had some questions for you with respect to

the capital requirements and leverage rules in place for
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investment banks. I am sure you have seen the quote that you

made on March 11, 2008, where you said, "Vilê have a good deal

of comfort about the capital cushions at these firms,rr

referring to investment banks, "êt the moment.rt Three days

later, as you know, Bear Stearns was drained of most of its

cash. They had to enter into this quick marriage with .f .P.

Morgan Chase, along with about $29 billion of taxpayer

dollars infused as part of the deal

Ii{ith that in mind, I want to ask you about the rule

changes, the leverage rul-e changes that r¡/ere made by the SEC

in 2004 where you loosened the leverage requirements,

allowing these banks to borrow big, big amounts of dollars

and to take even bigger, bigger risks with those dollars.

From where you sit no\^r, do you believe that that

decision ín 2004 was a mistake?

Mr. COx. I repealed the program. We did away with the

program because based on experience, the program had two

flaws. The first was real1y baked into the statutory scheme.

The SEC did not have the statutory authority to do most of

what it was doing on a mandatory basis.
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RPTS CASI^¡ELL

DCMN BURRELL

[1-: 00 p.m. ]

Mr. COX. Second, the metrics.

Mr. VAN HOLLEN. If I could, I am asking a slightly
different question. There hrere two pieces to that deal, âs I
understand it, right? One was changing the net capital rule
to all-ow more borrowing. And as part of that it was supposed

to be balanced by more SEC oversight. Let me just ask you on

first part, did you think it was wise?

You weren't there at the time. Was it wise of the SEC

to change the capital requirement rul-es and allow much more

leverage, \,ûas that wise?

Mr. COX. Vüe11, you are correct that f was not there at

the time, and so I have to ascribe to the Commission, which

voted unanimously to do this ín 2004, the best motives. It
irras very clear that at that time--

Mr. VAII HOLLEN. I am just asking you based on what you

know today. I^las that a mistake or not?

Mr. COX. Yes. I have said that the program $/as

fundamentally flawed. We know this in hindsight because we

saw that, ês you mentioned, for example, Bear Stearns met the

capital requirements, met the liquidity requirements in the

program.

It used. the internationally accepted Basel- standards
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that other banks have relied upon. And, yet, those metrics

did not help us in the week of March 10 when the liquidity of

Bear Stearns in the space of 2 days went from $1-2 bitlion to

#2 billion.

Mr. VAI{tr HOLLEN. Now, f understand and agree with you

that a voluntary program is not--doesn't give you the kind of

leverage that you want in terms of oversight. But it was the

only oversight that was part of that dea1.

In other words, I think, based on what you just said, I

think it was a mistake to loosen the capital requirements and

allow all of this borrowing. But what was agreed at the time

was that the SEC would take on greater oversight

responsibilities. It was a voluntary program.

And, in tight of that, f just wanted to read to you from

the New York Times, the October 3 article from this month

that says, and I quote "The supervisory program under Mr- Cox

was a Iow priority. The office had not completed a single

inspection since its was reshuffled by Mr. Cox more than a

year and a half ago. "

They go on to say, despite the fact it had the

weaknesses you talk about, former officials, as well the

Inspector General's report--that was issued in connection

with Bear Stearns-:"I have suggested that a major reason for

its failure was Mr. Cox's use of it.u And they quote Mr.

Goldschmídt, one of the former SEC Commissioners saying, and
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I quote, "In retrospect, the tragedy is that the 2OO4

rulemaking gave us the ability to get information that would

have been critical to sensible monitoring, and, yet, the SEC

didn't oversee wel-l enough." That was a quote from a former

SEC Commissioner, who said that given the fact that those

were the tools you did have at your disposal, you just didn't

use them adequately to protect investors.

I would lilce you to respond to that.
Mr. COX. I¡lell, I have had occasion to tal-k to

Commissioner Goldschmidt, and I think f understand his views

more fu11y than are represented there about the program,

because while he voted to create it, and while he understood

the problems with the voluntary program and so on, he also

recognizes what realIy is needed right no\^/.

I also want to correct something that has been said

several- times that is a factual matter that everybody needs

to understand, and that is that the 2004 rule change--again,

I was not at the Commission in 2OO4 when this change

occurred, but it's just a fact about it that it did not

Ioosen leverage requirements on investment bank holding

companies. That's not at all what happened, because, prior

to 2OO4, there were no requirements of any kind that the SEC

placed on investment bank holding companies. They had no

regulation.

As I pointed out several times today, by statute they
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have no regulator. And up until 2004, when this voluntary

program was created, there was absolutely nothing.

So what was created in 2004 was at least more than

existed before. As we have seen, it was not nearly enough,

and I think it used the wrong metrics. I think that has been

amply illustrated.

In terms of reshuffling the program or dismantling it or

what, I think that must refer to some other program, because

the Consolidated Supervised Entities Program, during my

chairmanship, \^ras increased in terms of its staffing by over

30 percent. Vüe focused more resources on this, recognizing

its importance.

Mr. TIERNEY. [Presiding.J Thank you very much. Thank

you, Mr. Van Hollen.

Mr. Hodes, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. HODES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Greenspan, during your tenure at the Fed, we went

from irrational exuberance to an unregul-ated V,Iild West of

subprime lending, hlall Street gone wil-d, and here we are.

You said in your excellent book that you had a

libertarian opposition to most regulation. Now, you said

that on page 373. By the time we got to the epilogue, you

seem to have changed that view somewhat. And, today, we

talked about infallíbility, the inability to predict risk,

because we were infallible human beings.
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And also, in your epilogue, you said, I'Modern political

reality requires elected officials to respond to virtually
every economic aberration with a government program.rr

Í1e11, we are no\^r in an unprecedented economic crisis.
V'Ie have just passed a bailout, which I opposed. You

supported an unprecedented ideological upside-down turn of

events in terms of the massive nature of that government

intervention in the free markets, following, apparently, the

Lincoln philosophy, the purpose of government is to do what

the free markets cannot or will not do so well for
themselves.

Yet the fundamental problem, a mortgage foreclosure

crisis, is still raging in this country all over the country.

Those subprimes, which you talked about, are sti1I being

foreclosed on. It slopped over into the A;U\s and the prime

mortgages. I,rle have seen record job losses, and it strikes me

that until we deal with the mortgage foreclosure crisis we

are not going to really get a handle on things.

Now, back in December, you said that you favored

spending government money to assíst Americans struggling to

make mortgage payments without fundamentally changing market

sLructure. You said, f don't know if it woul-d work, but it
would certainly help people. It would help their incomes.

It would help their personal state without affecting the

structure of the way markets are behaving and the way the
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adjustment process is going on.

v,Iith all that as background, what do you think we need

to do now to get to the root, the cause of the mortgage

foreclosure crisis? And do you agree that we need to do

that, not just deal with the institutional help we provided,

but deal with that crisis in order to solidify things?

fs the button pressed?

Mr. GREENSPAN. Sorry about that.
The foreclosure crises is basically the result of the

decline in prices of homes, because clearly it impacts on the

amount of equity that is in the homes. And, obviously, as

prices faIl, generally we are seeing an ever increasing

number of American households whose mortgages exceed the

value of their homes. That will stop only as prices

stabilize, and they will.
But prior to that, wê still have a rise in foreclosures,

and we wilt, and. it strikes me that anything that can be done

to confront that issue is valuable not only ùo tne homeowner,

obviously, but also to the lender, because nobody gains from

foreclosure.

I recall, before we had all of the securitization and

the 1ike, when, for example, most of the loans were made by

savings and loans, when the borrower got into trouble, the

holder of the mortgage recognized that if foreclosure

occurred that he would lose as weII. And they got together
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and essentially resolved what a ne$, mortgage would look 1ike.

So anything that can be done ín the area of bringing the

people together, which is far more difficult--and I think as

Secretary Snow was saying--we have servicers who are too far

removed from the borrohrer. And we have to find r^/ays in which

we can cut through that issue to resolve it.
But there is nothing like a stabilization of home prices

to resolve this issue. Until that happens we have more

d.ifficulties. V[e are clearly in a position where, âs I

mentioned in my prepared remarks, we have several months to

go at least. And as I said earlier, ês you point out, that

ultimately what you don't want to do is restructure the

market because, for example, if you alter the mortgage

contract, it's going to cost future borrowers much higher

interest rates

And my view is that if we just give transfer payments to

people who are in difficulty, that that would be a way to

carry over the difficulty of transition during this period

when prices are stil-l- declining.

So ï would say that it's a short-term problem, it's not

a long-term problem. Indeed, there are numbers of scenarios

which are basically saying that if the rate of mortgage

foreclosures slows down, even though it's still- increasing,

what happens is that the number of homeowners who faII into

foreclosure start to decline. I¡tre are not there yet, but we
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are getting c1ose.

Mr. TIERNEY. Thank you very much. 'u

Mr. Murphy, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. MIIRPHY. Thank you very much.

Mr. Chairman, I want to ask one retrospective question

and one prospective question, because my constituents

certainly are interested in how we got to this situation \^re

are in, but I think most of our constituents are much more

interested in how we move forward from here.

I want to come back to this issue, Mr. Cox, of the CSE

program. Understanding that you have terminated the program

due to certain systemic failures, inability to do the job

that it set out to do, the report from the Inspector

General's office specific to the oversight that was done on

Bear Stearns is troubling not for the systemic failures, but

for the practical failures that occurred in your office's

efforts to try to figure out what was happening at Bear

Stearns.

The Inspector General says that the SEC ígnored numerous

potential red fIags, that it allowed Bear Stearns to do some

of the audits themselves, rather than being done by the SEC,

that the SEC didn't perform reviews in a timely fashion.

And I certainly understand your problem in that even

with that information, the SEC doesn't have all the tools

necessary to make the corrective changes that you might want
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to make, but at the very least the Inspector General notes

that the lack of information that the SEC got through its
work, specifically with Bear Stearns, had the result of

"depriving investors of material information that they could

haVe used to make well-informed investment decisions. "

Building on Representative Van Hollen's questions, what

do you make of the Inspector.General's specific findings on

the lack of oversight at Bear Stearns? Did you know about

those red flags, and how troubling is it to you, those

specific findings as to that one company?

Mr. COX. Íüe11, with the exception of the last one that

you referred to, with respect to the annual review of the

1-0-Ks, âs you will note from the footnotes to those

particular items in the report, they occurred before I became

Chairman.

This was a new program. It was put in place in 2004.

It was meant, âs I mentioned a moment â9o, to provide a

window into what was going on at the holding company leve1.

I think it's important, that first, yoü asked what

think of the Inspector General's recommendations and report.

We have either already implemented or are implementing all of

the recommendations. I would think that having such a

report- -

Mr. MURPHY. But do you think there's a specific
failure--forget putting aside the problems of the program
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itself. ülas there a specific problem with respect to the

oversight that you could have done with respect to Bear

Stearns that would have given information to at least outside

investors that would have been useful?

Mr. COX. I think the things that you are describing,

they fa1I into two categories. They hrere sort of procedural

and paperwork issues that need to be corrected., and those

are, you know, operational and probably not ultimately
material

Then there are those things that go to whether or not

the risk assessment function is being properly performed.

There the fundamental question \das, could the SEC have better
foreseen the mortgage meltdown that other regulators didn't
see, and could we have, yo[ know, used different metrics,

different scenarios, for stressing the portfolios, for taking

a .look at what was going on inside the firm?

I wish that we had been able to predict the mortgage

market meltdown. Butr fou know, failing that, I don't think
that the program itself would have had a different outcome.

Unless you could go in as a regulator and actually regulate

the investment bank holding company, all that was being done

then was reviewing, according to the program metrics, and the

SEC rather aggressively managed against those metrics. So

the Inspector General found at all times all of the CSE firms

were well above the capital requi-rements and the liquidity
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requirements of the program.

Mr. MIIRPHY. Before my time expires, 1et me then go to a

little bit broader question

Understanding that our inability to manage risk and

leverage to al1ow some of these firms like Bear Stearns to

get so large that they became a part of this new category

catled "too big to fail"--this is a question for the

panel--what do we do, going forward, to address this issue of

firms that are too big to fail? And how do I answer my

constituents' concerns who sây, aren't we just now setting a

precedent, which allows these major financial firms in the

future to make these same types of risks that they made that

got themselves into this position, because \^te have now set up

a precedent that r,'le are going. to come in rescue them? How do

we address that issue?

Mr. GREENSPAIT. I think that is a very important

question.

If, indeed, there are firms in this country which are

too big to fail, it necessarily means that investors will

give them monies at lower interest rates, because they are

perceived to be guaranteed by the Federal Government. The

result of that is they have a competi.tive advantage over

smaller firms, and that creates huge distortions in the

system.

So the question is, is it feasible to eliminate too big
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to fail? That's at you know, once you have gone down this
road, everyone is not going to believe you. But, remember,

we used to argue strenuously that Fannie and Freddie were not

backed by the ful1 faith and credit of the United States

Government because that's what the 1aw said. The markets

didn't believe that

Mr. MURPHY. úùhat would we do if we wanted to eliminate

too big to fail , íf we wanted to? What would be the first
steps we would take?

Mr. GREENSPAIü. We11, I think the first thing you would

have to say, as a minimum, you would have to eliminate

these--the larger institutions' subsidy effectively, and one

way to do that is to either raise capital charges or to raise
fees, but you cannot al1ow it to go on without very serious

consequences.

At the end of the day, there has got to be something

which penalizes those firms which move above the leve1 where

they become too big to fail, and that raises very, very large

questions.

Chairman WAXMAN. [Presiding.J Thank you very much, Mr.

Murphy.

Mr. Sarbanes.

Mr. SARBAI\TES. Thank you. Thank you to the panel .

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I¡le have been talking a 1ot about this metaphor, the
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blind man and the elephant. I don't really buy that, because

I think what--I certainly don't buy it as an explanation for

what happened. I think it's being used as kind of an excuse

to pass the buck and sort of sây, well-, nobody coul-d see the

whole picture, so we r¡/ere each compromised in our ability to

take action that would have mattered and made a difference,

but the hearing testimony today just confirms to me that in

each part of the world that you each had a clear perspective

oî, you had tools that you could have used, which if you had

used them, might have averted the situation, or certainly

lessened its impact

So we keep putting it off when we didn't have a model

that worked. I^tre had to develop new models, and they couldn't

be devel-oped as quickly as needed and so forth.

Dr. Greenspan, you talk about how, I think you said, wê

are not smart enough as people to predict where these things

are going and so forth. Vüe11, I mean, that may be true when

it comes to understanding the fu1l extent of the

securitization of these subprime mortgages, how things would

kind of spin f rom there, but certainly r¡/e are smart enough as

people to have put basic underwriting standards in place or

to have preserved basic underwriting standards. I mean, that

doesn't take à 1ot of smarts, rea11y, and we certainly are

that smart, but you didn't do that when people were coming to

you that you respect and were saying, we have got to take
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some steps here to make sure that these subprime mortgages

are being judged accurately in terms of their danger.

So, I mean, you have responded a few times to that, but

respond again to me, because I don't understand that. I
think that if you had taken some action with tools that you

had available to you, that ít would have acted to push back

against the securitizat lon demand or appetite that you have

described. You sort of said, weIl, what happened was you had

this huge appetite from the securiti zer:s to package these

things up and market them around the world to get better
yields, and that's what kicked in in 2OO5 and 2006 and.2OO'7,

and that just kind of overwhelmed the system

But if in 2003, 2OO4 and 2005, and during those periods

when you r^rere being asked to exercise more aggressively these

tools of oversight with respect to the lending standards, if
that had been done, that would have acted as a kind of

firewall- against this pressure that was coming from the

securiti zers, and it might have made a difference

So, if you coul-d speak to that, I would appreciate it.
Mr. GREENSPAIT. I'TeI1, remember, we did not know the size

of the subprime market probably until late 2005.

In short, wê had no data that was worthwhile in the

public sector. I^le had, for example, HMDA data on mortgage

holders that you are familiar with, but.we had no indication
that the subprime market had soared to the leve1 that it did
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until very late in 2005. In retrospect, w€ now know \^rith the

data we have that subprime mortgages constituted about 7

percent of total originations for mortgages in the United

States. By 2005, it had gotten up to 20 percent, and we

didn't know that at the time.

Mr. SARBAI{ES. Wel1, I appreciate that. My time is
going to run. Let me just fol-l-ow up on that quickly, because

certainly you are not suggesting that it's only when a

problem gets to be of a certain--in other words, if you see

the fact that even in a handful of circumstances, basic

traditional principles of honest underwriting and lending

standards are being compromised, it shouldn't be that the

fact'that the size of that problem, volume of it, it hasn't

reached a certain threshold that satisfies you that you don't

need to take action. You ought to be taking action just

based on what's happening here, which if it had happened,

would have begun a process of oversight and vigilance that

might have prevented this thing, when it got to a certain

size, from having a particular impact.

Now, I am about to run out of time. Let me just close

with this observation, Mr. Chairman, íf you will indulge me

for a second.

V'Ihat concerns me, and I have read some of your writings,

is you have conceded that there was a flaw in your ideology

earlier today with respect to the situation of bad actors,
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right? But what you haven't conceded is I think a flaw in
the ideology that suggests that the market will always punish

the bad actors, or at least not a1low for the fact that if
you put a driver in a car and they drive recklessly, and

maybe they have a car crash, it's going to punish them and

maybe they will learn their lesson.

But in the meantime, a lot of innocent bystanders can

get run over. I think that's what happened. There's a lot
of the American people out there who feel like innocent

bystandêrs, and they have been hurt.
Thank you.

Chairman V'IAXIvIAN. Thank you, Mr. Sarbanes.

Mr. SNOT/,I. Mr. Chairman, can I just--

Chairman WAXMAN. Yes-

Mr. SNOW. Since Congressman Sarbanes mentioned Treasury

in his opening comments, suggesting we, too, were not on the

watch, let me just go back to a point I have tried to make

over and over again, Congressman. That is we r^rere on the

watch. When we saw a large systemic ri-sk, r^re called it to

the attention of the Congress.

V'Ie couldn't have been clearer. I could not have been

clearer about th.e risk posed by the GSEs. I caIled it to the

attention of Congress in a number of testimonies. Vüe didn't
duck our responsibilities. t'Ie assumed them, and we put a lot
of effort-- I am glad to see that it eventually resulted in
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Congress enacting the strong regulator legislation. It would

have been better if it could have acted sooner.

Chairman WA)ilvIAN. Ms . Watson.

Ms. V'IATSON. Thank you so much. I would like to thank

the three gentlemen for their ability to withstand this
current barrage of questions and your responses.

Mr. Cox, I want to start with you. I would like the

other tvro gentlemen to respond, too.

Since the beginning of the economic crisis, you have

come up with a number of suggestions in order to properly

oversee America's financial markets.

No\irr, if you, with all clarity, can tîespond to this, and

I would like the other two gentlemen to foIIow, do you

believe in regulating the financial markets, and what role do

you think the Federal Government should play in the U.S.

economy in light of our current economic crisis?

Mr. COX. Thank you, Congressr^roman. First, the ans\4rer

is yes, and, strongly, I believe in regulation of financial
markets. That is why I serve as the Chairman of the

Securities and ExchanEe Commission.

Embedded within the description of regulation of

financial markets are two things, regulation and markets, and

both are good, and both are important. Congressman Sarbanes

just a moment ago analogized to driving and the rules of the

road. It's vítalIy important for markets that there be rules
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of the road-

It would be very, very difficult to get people in
America to part with their money, to have investors be

confident that they could put money into the system with
rules. So I support--

Ms. VüATSON. Congressman Cox, who should be involved in
formulating those rules?

Mr. COX. Pardon me?

Ms. WATSON. ü'fho should be involved in formulating those

rul-es ?

Mr. COX. T¡Iell, clearly the Congress, first and

foremost, needs to describe the architecture and rulemaking,

as has been d.evised by the Congress as a means of addressing

things at a l-evel of granularity that legislation can, t
reach. f think that's a sound system.

üIith respect to the second part of your question, the

role of the government in the economy, that's the market's

part. I think it's vitally important that we never fail to
appreciate how powerful a means of wisdom markets can be in
al-locating scarce resources in a nation of 300 million people

and a world of 6 billion people. Markets are going to give

us the wisdom of crowds, the markets are going to make

decisions that a central government can't. lrle have seen the

failure of central planning before but not both. you have

got to have regulation and markets.
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Ms. V'IATSON. Let me just, because our time is going to

run out, what additional authority would you, as Secretary

need, or whoever follows you need, to do the job smartly?

Mr. COX. First and foremost, close the regulatory gaps

that I have described with respect to investment bank holding

companies, with respect to municipal securities, with respect

to credit default s$raps, harmonize the regulation of

economically competitive products that currently are

regulated by the CFTC and the SEC.

If we fill those regulatory gaps, then I think the SEC

wí11 be able to do a far better job than what it already

does.

Ms. VIATSON. All right. And would you then put in
writing to the committee those specific items that you just

pointed out?

Mr. COX. I would be very pleased to do that.

[The information follows : ]

******** CoMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Ms. üIATSON. Thank you. Let me go to Mr. Snow.

Chairman VtA)fl\,tAN. Microphone

Mr. SNOI/ü. I keep forgetting it. t agree with the

comments and associate myself with the comments of chairman

cox. rt's not a matter of no regulation or some regulation.
I¡le know we have to regulate financial markets. It,s the

matter of getting, f think as the Chairman said, smart

regulation, targeted, effective regulation.
On the economy, I think the economy is in tough shape.

I think it's going down a bad, bad path. And I think that
the stimulus package that's being talked about, a targeted,

well--shaped, well-formed stimulus package would make good

sense at thÍs time.

Ms . üïATSON. Mr . Greenspân, please .

Mr. GREENSPAT{. T¡,Ie have to recognl-ze that this is almost

surely a once-in-a-century phenomenon. In that regard, to
realize that the tlpes of regulation that wourd prevent this
from happening in the future are so onerous as to basically
suppress the growth rate in the economy, and f think the

standards of living of the American people, this is the

rea1ly major trade-off problem that governments have in the

sense that we do know, on the basis of history, that free
markets grow far faster, create greater wealth, than, sdy,

centrally planned economies.

Ms. I,{ATSON. I¡le know that, and I am sure you are very
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experienced in explaining that. Prt who should then

formulate the regulations? Where would that Iie?
Mr. GREENSPAN. I think it has to 1ie with the Congress.

Ms. I/'IATSON. All right, okay

I have one question, I am going to run out of time, ffiêy

I just ask, and they can respond?

Chairman lVÐffAN. Sure.

Ms. I^IATSON. hÏe have a personal problem in California
and Los Angeles, Mr. Cox, you might be aware of it. It's
with the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority,
MTA. The Southlands commuter rail agency sold most of its
train cars and l-ocomotives in four lease-back deals, three of
which involved AIc.

Metrolink and the MTA have to look for another firm to
replace AfG, which provided $1- billion in loans to fínance

the lease-back transaction. This is a dauntíng task,

considering the Nation's current economic status. Outside of
the financial services industry, do you gentlemen foresee a

wide variety of bankruptcies that invol-ve sma11 businesses

and other corporations as a result of this financial crisis?
And thank you for allowing me to finish my questions.

Chairman VüAXI{AN. ff you could answer very, very

briefly. In fact you can say, y€s, no or maybe.

Mr. SNOI¡ü. Unfortunately, yes.

Mr. GREENSPAIT. I second that statement.
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Mr. cox. r have no reason to disagree with what has

been said thus far.
chairman I/'IAXMAN. v'reII, we are sorry to hear your

ans$¡ers, but üie appreciate that you gave us an ansr^/er.

Ms. McCollum.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

A free market isn't the same thing as an unregulated
market. The private sector and the government play two

different but very essential roles in our economy, and

there's a healthy tension between the private and the public
interest, and that,s the balance you hrere referring to, Mr.

Snow.

' But when financial regulators decide to ret the private
markets run free, the public interest is left defenseless to
the greed of T¡tall Street.

Mr. snow, this morning you talked about the importance
of regulation, and you gave examples of regulatory matters
you wish congress had acted on. But that seems to be a
change of heart from when you !üere Treasury secretary.

r would like to show you a photograph taken in 2003

while you r^rere in charge of the Treasury Department. The

picture incl-udes some of Treasury,s top official_s, including
the Director of the office of Thrift supervision, ,.Tames

Gilleran; the comptroller of the currency, .Tohn Hawke. The

picture also includes representatives of the banking
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industry.

Nor,rr, ttris photo was taken at a press conference to
announce a new initiative to limit regulations on banks.

There they are, standing happíly, destroying a talI stack of
Federal rules.

r think it's telling that they are not using a scissor
to cut up the regulations, they are not even using an Enron

paper shredder. They are using a chain sahr. so there,s not
much nuance there, Mï. Snow.

The photo obviously is intended to send a cIear,
unmistakabl-e message to the market and to the public.

Mr. Snow, in your opinion, what message is this
photograph conveying about regulation in the Treasury

Department when you were the head of it, and how do you

interpret this photo?

Mr. SNOI^I. Sorry, Congress\^roman, f don't see myself in
that photo. Maybe I am in there, maybe my eyesight has

failed me.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Snow, I did not say you hrere in the
photo. vlhat r did say is you hrere head of the Treasury, and

these are people who are very highly placed Treasury

officials.

Mr. SNObI. Congress\iroman, I have no knowledge of what

that photo is about or what those smiling people are

celebrating.
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Ms. MCCOLLUM. üIeII, Mr. Snow, at the time you \^rere in
charge of the Treasury .Department you r¡'rere unaware of this
massive deregulation, cutting up of the banking industry?

Mr. SNOW. Yes, I am unaware of any massive

deregulation, cutting the banking industry.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. I¡1e11, Mr. Snow, taking a chain saw to the

banking regulations was just the beginning. Two months after
this press conference, the Office of Comptroller of the

Currency issued a rule that prevented States from bannJ-ng

predatory lending.

Your Treasury Department didn't act to prevent this
crisis. In fact, your Department blocked, your Department

blocked the States from protecting their citizens. Is that

correct, yes or no?

Mr. SNOVü. I think that's false.
Ms. MCCOLLUM. So your Department did absolutely no

lobbying to stop States from being able to regulate predatory

lending?

Mr. SNOW. I don't think the Treasury Department lobbied

on that matter. This was an action, as I reca11 it, taken by

the OCC, and under laws established by the Congress, the OCC

on regulatory matters is, enforcement matters, is entirely
independent of the Treasury Department.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Snow, do you think that a 1aw should

have been put in place that would have allowed States who
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wanted to protect their citizens from predatory lending? Do

you think that that law should have been al-lowed to move

forward for States to have control over that?

Mr. SNOIII. !Ve11, f think an awful lot depends on the

circumstances and particulars of the 1aw in question.

Ms. MccoLLUM. I¡1e11, r am a former state representative,
yes or no. I mean, it's pretty clear to me, States rights or

not.

Mr. SNOVü. frÏelt, I would have to see the law. I am not

going to give a blanket answer to something unless I know

what the proposal is.
Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you.

v'Ielt, chairman cox, r have to agree with your statement

at cQ v'Ieekly this month. You said the last 6 months has made

it abundantly clear that voluntary regulation does not work.

I have heard Dr. Greenspan refer to the fact that what he

thought the market would regulate to protect its investors it
did not regulate. I am paraphrasing from your earlier
statement.

One of the lessons from this financial crisis is that
over the long term voluntary regulation is really no

regulation at all. Í,Ie saw that at Lehman Brothers, AfG, and

the credit rating agencies that testified yesterday.

Unregulated markets and voluntary regulation, was a failed
experiment. rt's an ideological approach to government that
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is erasing hard-earned retirement and savings of millions of
Americans, including my constituents.

If we need an ideology, if we need a philosophy to
'govern, as Mr. Greenspan suggested, r would suggest we give
pragmatism a tty, we give common sense a try.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

chairman vüA)ffiAN. Thank you, Ms. Mccollum. vüe have two

members who have not asked questions, Mr. shays and Mr.

Lynch, and I think that will close out the hearing.

. Mr. Shays

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairmân. Thank you for
holding these hearings. They have rea11y been amazing, and r
have learned a 1ot, and r have met the enemy, and it,s al-l of
us-

r do want to say that r think Ms. Mccollum,s questions
I¡tere misinterpreting what was happening, where banks were

being told that they needed to lend to people who didn,t have

the income and had bad credit, and we r^rere forcing banks to
move in that direction.

I am struck by the fact that we have Freedom of
rnformation for the executive branch, but we d.on't have it
for us, thank God, huh?.

But the Freedom of rnformation, when we had the hearing
on the regulators, excuse me, those who appraised the value
of companies and transactions, one of them said we just lost
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a huge Mitsu RMBS deal to Moody's due to a huge difference in
the required credit support.

Then they said I think the only way to compete is to
have a paradigm shift in thinking, especially with the

interest rate risks,- because they were rating them higher,

they had to have a greater set-aside.

Another memo we had r^ras we don't have sufficient staff ,

with the appropriate expertise, to research and establish
criteria to engage in dialogue with our clients and to be

responsive. There were all these instruments, and we think
the rating agencies didn't understand them.

This is the one that rea11y gets me. They said rating
agencies continue to create an even bigger monbter, the CDO

market. Let's hope we are all wealthy and retired by the

time this house of cards falters. 'I mean, that,s the kind of

testimony we get, or the kind of testimony where we l_earn

that after we bail out AIG, just days afterwards, they went

to a swanky St. Regis resort in Monarch Beach for a week of

wining and dining of top salespeople.

As it happens, congressional investigators release that
they paid more than $440,000 for the event, including

$200,000 for rooms, $1-50,OOO for meals, $23,000 in spa

charges. This is after the $85 billion bail-out.

But what I want to do is have you comment on this. We

had a savings and loan bust in the ,80s, and then we had the
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commercial banks in the late '80s and early '90s. Then we

had the dot-com bubble bust, and now $/e have this subprime

meltdown.

My sense is, first off, somewhere between there was

Enron and Sarbanes-Ox1ey, and a bill I voted for. T¡tras

Sarbanes-Ox1ey intended to prevent any of what we have seen

here, and, if so, did it?
I am noL looking for a long answer. I will start with

you, Mr. Greenspan.

Mr. GREENSPAN. f'Iel1, it did one thing that I thought

was important; namely, to put the responsibility for the

accounting system on the--make it responsible for the chief

executive officer, because, âs we have all learned in recent

years- -

Mr"

benefit?

Mr.

Mr.

that the

not under

under the

the SEC.

SHAYS. Okay, that's the first one. Any other

GREENSPAN. T am hard pressed to find any of them.

SHAYS. I'Ihen r,.re passed Sarbanes-Oxley, w€ learned

Fannie Mae and Freddíe Mac, these huge giants, \^rere

it. They vreren't under it because they are not

'33 act and they are not under the '34 act. That's

They were not you, Mr. Cox, were they?

Mr. COX. No. They had their own regulator, OFHEO.

Mr. SIAYS. They hreren't under the regulator. They

\¡reren't under the SEC. ï¡tre forced them, by introducing
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legislation in 2002 and 2003 to put them under both. They

voluntarily, kind of arrogantly, voluntarily agreed to be

under the '34 act. That just made us understand their macro

numbers. The '33 act would have been all these d.ifferent
instruments. Why in the world is not Fannie Mae and Freddie

Mac under the '33 act?

Mr. COX. There is no good reason for that.
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.

Mr. COX. I have consistently urged., and I think we

míssed a big opportunity in the emergency economic--

Mr. SHAYS. And the reason why it's not happening is
Congress doesn't want to put them under it, and that,s the

challenge that we have.

We a1so, Mr. Snow, you advocated that they be, have a

stronger regulator. We have finally done it, but you went

after it day in and day out. Mr. Cox, you did as weIl. Mr.

Greenspan, you advocated that they have a better regulator.
So, my understanding is that the housing market, the

drop, the subprime, that has got us into this meltdown.

Now, the criticism of yoü, Mr. Greenspan, and f would

love to hear your comment, is that when we had the dot-com

crash, you felt we needed easy money to get out, and then you

kept easy money after we werè out of it. And some of my

constituents said that 1ed to dumb lending and dumb

borrowing.'
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They said it was not just dumb lending to individuals
buying homes, people buying homes they couldn't afford, but

it was the big financial houses, Lehman, Bear Stearns, Morgan

Stanley, Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, all making these big
deals with huge leveraging, getting people to buy businesses

that they, frankly, were having extraordinary debt.

I am just wondering with hindsight if you would have

maybe pushed the rates up a little higher a 1itt1e sooner?

Mr. GREENSPAN. It's very evident, from all of the data,

that what we began to confront in the last 1-0 years is a

major change in the global structure of the world, basically
Lhe result of huge increases in markets developed in China

and elsewhere,

V'Iithout getting into the details, this created a major

decline in real long-term interest rates g1oba11y. It
started to fall in early 2000, and it shows up by the year

2006 where, for the first time in history we had not only

inflation rates, but long-term interest rates in single

digits around the worId.

What that meant was for any central bank which tried to
raise interest rates for mortgages, or anything with
maturities more than, sây, 5 or 6 years, and found itself
running into trouble--we, for example, every time we raised

rates in the post-!{orld War II period, and what we would

raise , of course, is the short-term rate, long-term rates
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r^/ould go up as wel-l.

In 2004, however, when we, started to embark upon a major

increase in rates, wê found that long-term rates did not move

at all, that we had lost control of the markets in the longer

end of the market, as r,tre like to say. That is true of the

European Central Bank, the Bank of Eng1and, al-I central banks

are being driven to the point where for longer-term issues

they basically are confronted with this gIobaI situation.
Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Mr. Chairman, I would ask to

yield 1- additional minute to Mr. Shays.

Chairman !rIA)CIvXAN. I recognize Mr. Shays for 1 additional

minute.

Mr. SHAYS. Mr. Cox, I would like you to have the

opportunity to respond to criticism that said in 2OO4 the SEC

allowed Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns, Morgan brothers,

Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, to leverage at 3O-1-, in some

cases even higher, from their practice of doing l2-L or 1-5-1-.

That has been a severe criticism against you. I would love

to hear your ans$/er.

Mr. COX. f,fe11, f irst, that 2OO4 rule change occurred

while I was a Member of Congress. But what the SEC did in

2OO4 was not to lift leverage requirements on investment bank

holding companies or to repeal a 1-2-1- leverage rule. First,

there r,üas no 1-2-I leverage rule; ârrd, second, there r^ras no

rule whatsoever for investment bank holding companies.
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to regulate them, had no

So, until 2004, there were

The SEC never purported

statutory authority to do so.

simply no rules at all.

It happened that post those rul-es, Ieverage increased,

but it did not increase because of the rul-es. And the rules

at l-east gave an opportunity to see at the holding company

level what was going,on and to manage better than the SEC

otherwise could have.

Nonetheless, as f have pointed out several times, that

$/as a fundamentally flawed system of voluntary regulation

with metrics that did not work any better in the investment

banks than they did for V{aMu or for trnd.yMac or for commercial

banks in this country and around the world that \^/ere using

the Basel standards.

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.

Chairman VüAXIvIAN. Thank you, Mr. Shays.

Mr. Lynch.

Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, I

would ask unanimous consent that I submit for the record,

this is a speech, actually an article by Harvey Pitt, former

SEC chairman, in Compliance I¡leek f rom June 24, 2008. And

also there's another article, actualty a piece here, a report

by Mark ,Jickl-ing for Congress, entitled Averting Financial

Crisis, dated October 8, 2008. 
,

Chairman VüAXMAN. Without objection.
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Mr. LYNCH. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman. I too \^Iant to

thank the panelists for their willingness to come forward anä

help this committee with its work. This Congress and the

next Congress will be charged with the responsibility of

trying to reconfigure our regulatory framework to deal with

the problems that now have become evident.

While each of you have said during today's testimony

that there's probably not one cause of this, I think there is

one r^ray to describe the current problem we have noüI, which is

valuation risk, and the inability of market participants to

really, you know, value products and to ascertai-n where they

stand and where some of their counterparties stand.

Accurate information for the markets is really its

life's blood. If we don't have that, wê will never gain back

the trust that we need in these markets

We had a couple of glaring exampl-es. We had a financial

report by Bear Stearns on the way down, just as they were

about to be forced into a sale, where in their report they

said, I had a quote here, they \^tere talking about their

balance sheet, and they said $/e currently have $1-9 billion in

complex derivatives on our books, the value of which is not

readily observable.

The instruments they had are just too complex, and the

market had basically gone away for those instruments.

As we1I, you had E. Stanley O'Neil-I, the CEO of Merri11,
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came out in early October 2007, said we had losses of $4

billion. Came out a week Iater, said we have got losses of

$7 billion. Came out 3 weeks late:: and said we have got

losses of $1-1- billion.

Clear1y, you know, these folks had no idea of what was

rea11y going on, and ít's a function of the complexity of

some of these instruments.

I think the complexity amplified some of the problems

that we had.

Dr. Greenspan, I \,iras--and this happens in a number of

\^¡ays. It's not only the complexity of the instruments, but

af so some of them are of f book , off the balance sheets, so \^/e

don't know about them.

As you mentioned before, these credit default sr^Iaps are

completel-y unregulated, so we don't get to see those. But

the lack of transparency is what I am getting and I r,.las a

1íttle surprised, Dr. Greenspan, at your comments earlier

today, although you may have started to clarify them a 1itt1e

bit, that there's nothing r^rrong or that most of the

derivatives are working properly, because the complexity of

some of those--no'hr, if you are talking about the standard,

very common derivatives that are used in interest rate

calculation and the early pal¡ments of mortgages, prepayment

penalties, that tlæe thing, those are very common. But we

also have some very complex derivatives that are realIy
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gumming up the system, and it has caused distrust between

lenders, because one party doesn't want to lend to the other

because of the opaqueness or the opacity, I guess, af what

their derivatives are and some of their holdings.

So is what you are saying that most of these derivatives

are working, is that an implication that we shouldn't do

something in terms of regulatory action with respect to some

of these complex derivatives, is that what you are saying?

Mr. GREENSPAN. I¡lel-l-, I think you are going to find,

Congressman, that many of those complex derivatives are gone,

never to be seen again.

Mr. LYNCH. I¡lell, I wish f could--I wish I coul-d believe

that, but we have short memories around here, and as soon as

the urgency and this crisis is over, folks, you know, there's

good money being made on those and so there's an incentive

there to push them out into the market. So I wish I could

believe you that these things won't come back, but I want to

make sure.

Because it wil-l be to the Congress' detriment, as wel-1

as to the financial industry , if these things do come back or

if we have another failure like vire are having right nohr.

Mr. GREENSPAN. V,Iell, I certainly have no objectíon to

regulating those instruments. I mean, structured investment

vehícIes, for example, ffiy puzzlement is who is buying those

things? And if you are going to tell me that there are a lot
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of instruments out there which make no sense, I agree with

you.

Mr. LYNCH. Interestingly enough, '72 percent of them

\^rere held by hedge funds, the smartest people in the room, we

are told.
Mr. GREENSPAN. That is what I find most disturbing. We

are not dealing with people who are dumb. I^le are dealing

with, by far, the most sophisticated, thoughtful people about

the way markets work who created the major problems.

Mr. LYNCH. Mr. Chairman, could I give the other two

witnesses a crack at that?

Chairman WA)flvlAN. Yes, certainly, if they wish to

engage.

Mr. LYNCH. Please.

Mr. COX. First, êil observation about what we can do in

real time--an observation about what we can do in real- time

to address some of the problems that you have just described.

v'Iith respect to credit default swaps, the creation of a

central counterparty and exchange trading for these can starË

to bring them into the sunlight. Beyond that, if we had

regulation of them, so we can have a disclosure, that will

help.

Beyond that, a more general point, the financial system

that's administered by Wall Street institutions exists for a

purpose. rt exists to raise money for productive enterprise.
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It supports q lot of jobs, it's what the real economy needs

to operate on. It should not be an end in itself. It should

not become a baroque cathedral of complexity that pays itsel-f

richly in the short run while exposing all the rest of us to

extraordinary risk that can threaten the Nation itself.

I think we need to understand that complexity in and of

itself can frustrate investors' understand.ing of what is in

the market, can make it difficult for markets to work. Arr

all-out r¡'rar on complexity is absolutely irnportant. It's

needed in accounting. û'Ie have been doing it hrith the

Financial Accounting Standards Board to make sure that we

simptify GAAP, but al-l- the complexity and the instruments and

the disclosures where we have been working to simplify it so

investors can understand it, and the lack of transparency in

the markets, al-l- of that, I think you are absolutely right,

conspires to l-et risk gro$/ in the darkness.

Mr. LYNCH. Thank you.

Chairman WA)ïvLAN. Mr. Snow

Mr. SNOW. I will- just say I thought your statement,

Congressman, was a very coherent and l-ucíd description of the

problem in the banking system today. It's gummed. up, I think

that \^ras your word, with all of this paper that is hard to

get price discovery on. They can't find out what the darn

stuff is worth because it's so opaqu.e, and the banks don't

trust each other's balance sheets.
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You can put liquidity in, âs is being done by the Fed

and Treasury, and you can put capital in whích is being done

through the TARP program you approved, but unless you clear

up this complexity, unl-ess people trust each other's bal-ancê

sheets and the paper on the balance sheets, they are pretty

darn disinclined. It's called risk aversion. You are really
risk averse with your counterparty.

I think as long as this continues, until we get the

price discovery, overcome the risk aversion, wê going to

have the frozen credit markets, which is why I have been

arguing we take a page from the book of the Brits, who have

not only done liquidity and done capital, but they have put

in place guarantees, interbank l-ending guarantees so the

banks will- start lending to each other, and do it for some

period of time.

But we have got to unfreeze this frozen mass of bad

paper in the system and get it disgorged, get it out of the

system. But in the interim while the disgorging and price

discovery goes ofl, it would seem to me it would make sense

for us to move towards interbank guarantees so that banks

wil-l- start lending again and overcome the risk aversion that

they see in all their counterparts.

Mr. LYNCH. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman VìIAXIvIAN. The gentleman's time has expired

!,Ihen I talked to Dr. Greenspan about coming to testify, he
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told me that hearing could last 4 hours. You were absolutely

on the mark. This hearing has lasted 4 hours.

It has been a very helpful 4-hour period for us to have

the three of you here to give us your views on these issues

of where we have been and where hre can go and what reforms we

ought to look to for the future. I want to thank you on

behalf of the committee for your generosity of your time and

your willingness to answer our questions for such a lengthy

period of time

I¡le stand adj ourned in terms of the hearing. Those who

are here for the hearing certainly could leave. I thank you

for that.
I¡tre are adj ourned f or the hearing .

[ü'Ihereupon, at ]-:55 p.m. , the committee l¡/as adjourned. J
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